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NYGARD AND MINOR AMONG SPEAKERS AT ROCKLAND PALACE MEETING SUNDAY AT 3 O’CLOCK

SOVIET FOREIGN MINISTER TO VISIT U.S. ON RECOGNITION
Cops Shoot 3 Paterson Silk Strikers; Prepare to Frame Others
Wounded Dying;

Cops Who Opened
Attack Arrest 13

'Arrested Refused Release on Bail as “News”
Admits Plot Brewing for Frame-Up

of Arrested Silk Strikers
By CARL REEVE

PATERSON, N. J., Oct. 20.—Three striking dye workers are dying today
in the General Hospital and at least 10 are seriously wounded hospital cases,
following i unprovoked and bloody attack by ho police on a picket line of
strikers before the National Silk Dye Workers at East Paterson, which in-
cluded both members of the N.T.W.U. and members of the A FX. Dyers'
Local of the U.T.W. f

The police are already trying to
frame-up those 13 workers arrest-
ed and the injured in the hospital
on serious charges.

The late edition of the Paterson
News shows that definite steps for
a frame-up are taking place. “In
view of the fact,” it says, “that a
fatality may result from the fra-
cas, arrests were most important.
Police charged the N.T.W.U. mem-
bers, radical strikers, with starting
the bloody battle.” The jail warden
who declared the strikers are held
on $2,500 bond on a disorderly
conduct charge, said they would not
be released on bail, which intimates
other charges are being framed- |

Not a single policeman was in-
jured by gunfire, making ridicu- 1lous the charge of the frame-up.

’rbe International Labor Defense
and the National Textile Workers
Union are holding a big protest
meeting at Sandy Hill Park tomor-
row morning at 10 a-m. and are
inviting all A. F. of L. workers to
attend.

“Strong Counsel’’
The responsibility for the mur-

') dered assault on the strikers’ pick-
et line must be borne not onlv hv
the Roosevelt government, which,
through Senator Wagner, had stat-
ed only a few days ago that the
strikers “would be given strong
counsel.” The responsibility also
rests on the shoulders of the lead- ¦
ers of the 11.T.W-, who even today
are sitting in secret conferences in
Washington with N.R.A. officials
and manufacturers.

Those injured include:
¦» John Eartolozzi, 27, shot in the

lung; at the General Hospital in r,
serious condit'on: expected to die.

Dlno Drum, 26, in the General
Hospital, gun shot wound, and is
also very badly beaten on the head
and expected to die.

Nick Fawn's head is lacerated
and he was shot under the arm; in
a critical condition.

One of leading picket cap-
tains of the N.T.W.U. oicket lines
stated: “At 5 a.m. this morning

« from (512 River St., about 200
strikers marched down the River
Kd. as far as the bridge, which is
nea" the Na.tiona' Silk Plant, and
where at 7 a m. 58 deputies, many
police officers and two dozen depu-
ties were inside the mill. The pick-
et line was parading in front of
the -ate for about one-haif hour,
on the side of the street toward the
gate. The captain of the police de-
manded that the line move across
the street. The picket cantain
obeyed this request and moved the

* line to the opposite side of the
street after passing the first en-
trance to th" mill to the Boulevard.
The line then turned back and
forth on the other side of the st~eet
and we waited for the A. F. of L.
oicket line that agreed to join us.
The deputies came up to the strik-
ers and began talking to them.
They made an attack with tear gas
bombs and the strikers defended

• themselves militantly. The deputies
retreated towards the fence. They
had their guns out. They then
threw tear gas. I heard four shots.
The strikers threw back the tear
gas bombs before they exploded
and forced the deputies to retreat
again- I saw one man running, full
of blood, with a large cut in his
head.”

At the General Hospital, Carl
Bartolozzi, brother of John, and
the father, were permitted —e
John and reported to the Daily
Worker representative that lie is

t dying and in a very weakened con-
dition. John stated to them that
he was standing across the street
near the lunch room on the oppo-
site side of the street from the
mill gates when the shot was
fired. The doctor who < -eated the
strikers said “it was l;ke a base
hospital during the world war. They
had very ugly wounds.”

Only your support can help (lie

Daily Worker continue. Vrn PU-
the enlrrtsed and Improved “d ly." j
Suppcrl it with lour dollars. Hush :
them today^

I

1,000 Southern Cotton
Textile Workers Strike

AUGUSTA, Ga., Oct. 20.—Introduc-
tion of the stretch-out which resulted
in laying oft a whole shift of workers
caused a strike of 4.000 cotton textile
workers here. The Sibley and Enter-
prise mills here and the Loring, Bath
and several other mills in the vicinity
of Aiken, South Carolina are involved.

“Murder Will Not
Drive Us to Work,”

Say Silk Strikers
Burial* Makes Protest
in Washington Against

Shootings
By MARGUERITE YOUNG

(Washington Bureau.)

WASHINGTON, 0. C„ Oct. 20.
Into the already supercharged atmos-
phere of a National Labor Board
hearing on the strike of 65,000 textile
workers, dramatic protests were
hurled today against the critical

i wounding of one and the serious in-
jury by two other strikers today at
Paterson, New Jersey.

Ann Burlak, leading a delegation of
National Textile Workers Union
members here to register militant
sentiment against any “settlement”
except through negotiations following
a manufacturers’ guarantee of a $27-

a week basic wage, fought against
constant interruptions to tell Chair-
man Wagner and other members of
the National Labor Board.

“All members of the N.R.A. and
other officials must take cognizance
of this Paterson situation.”

Burlak spoke after Judge Harry
Joelson, Recorder of the town of
Paterson, read the board a telegram
from a local United Textile Workers’
Union.

The telegram declared: "We, 65,000
workers, will not be driven back to
the mills by the killing of our leaders
in cold blood.”

News of the shooting of workers at
Paterson by armed deputies came
into the big hearing room just after
Wagner had arranged an hour’s re-
cess to allow manufacturers to con-

(CONTINUED ON PAGE TWO)

Meetings to Hear
Communist Mayor

Nygard to Speak at
Meeting- Tonight

NEW YORK.—Two overflow meet-
ings, 1,500 in Webster Hall and 1,500
in Hunts Point Palace, Bronx,
Thursday, were thrilled by Emil

Nygard, Communist Mayor of Crosby,
Minnesota who told of the way in
which a Communist Mayor leads
workers in struggle for their needs.

’ Nygard will speak at the follow-
ing meetings in New York before
he leaves.

Today
I P. M.—Cooper Union Hall,

6th St. and Third Ave., arranged
by fur section of Needle Trades
Workers Industrial Union.

8:30 P. M.—Coney Island Work-
ers Club. 2877 W. 25th St., Brook-
lyn.

9:30 P. M—Open-air rally, 10th
Si. and Second Ave. Auspices
Workers Ex-Servicemen’s League
vnd Section 1. Communist Party.

Sunday
II A- M.—Bronx Cooperative,

”700 Bronx Park East, arranged
by I COR.

3 P. M. Rockland Palace, 166th
: St. nnd Eighth Ave.. Harlem.

6 P. M. Scandinavian Workers
J Club, 5111 tilth Ave., Brooklyn
Banquet and entertaip»*f7“

FARMS RISE
IN STRIKE
AGAINST NRA
Thousands Prepare to
Demand Cancellation
at Chicago Convention

ST. PAUL. Oct. 20.—Unable any
longer to restrain their followers from
actions of fierce resentment against
the whole Roosevelt agricultural pro-
gram and the way the N.R.A. has af-
fected them, the leaders of the Na-
tional Farm Holiday Association were
forced today to declare for a nation-
wide strike to begin this Saturday
afternoon at 12.

Over 2,000,000 members of the as-
sociation are affected.

The increasing resentment among
the fanners at the sweeping rise in
the costs of manufactured goods, the
failure of Roosevelt to relieve their
intolerable mortgage burdens, had
risen to such a degree that Governor
Bryan in a communication to Pres-
ident Roosevelt warns that the farm-
ers are now “a seething mass."

Government officials are unable to
conceal their alarm at the unusual
depth and prevalence of the farmers’
bitterness against the Roosevelt re-
gime.

The leaders of the present strike,
Milo Reno and his associates, are the
same people who called off the farm
strike last year on the excuse that
Roosevelt “ought to have a chance.”
Many of the leaders are trying to
break the present strike by the same
cry.

The four point program of the As-
sociation leaders does not include the
demand for cancellation of debts, a
demand to which the farmers are
giving increasing support.

The Association leaders merely call
for a stopping of purchases by the
farmers, and a stop to the selling of
farm goods. They also urge the non-
payment of interest "until the cost
of production can be obtained by the
farmers.” The working of this de-
mand is a concession to the furiously
rebellious moods of the farmers, but
it is obvious that it does rot call for
cancellation in principle, but merely
sets a condition for the further pay-
ments of mortgage debts.

The National Fanners Committee
of Action, comprising thousands of
militant farmers all over the country
is calling for a huge national con-
vention to meet at Chicago on Nov.
15-18. This Congress will demand the
immediate cancellation of all mort-
gage debts, it has been announced.

The United Farm League, another
militant farm group with many
branches in the farm states, is sup-
porting this convention. Within the
last few weeks many foreclosures and
evictions were prevented by farm
groups organized by the UFX.

Soviet-French Trade Pact Near
PARIS, Oct.2o.—The Soviet-French

trade agreement will be initialed
soon, it was reported here today. The
visit of Air Minister Pierre Cot to
Moscow, with several French planes,
created a good Impression on both
sides, It was said, and the treaty Is
expected to be inaugurated by Soviet
orders for French airplanes.

Soviet Negotiator

Maxim Litvinov, Soviet Peoples*
Commissar for Foreign Affairs, who
will come to Washington to nego-
tiate with President Roosevelt the

terms of U. S. recognition of the

Soviet Union.

Ambridge Strike
Delegation Makes
Demandsof Pinchot
governor Says Steel

Sheriff Is Highest
Peace Officer

AMBRIDGE, Pa.. Oct. 20. A
delegation of Ambridge strikers pre-

sented their demands to Governor
Pinchot yesterday to intervene and
re-establish their rights and to
abolish the virtual martial law and
to voice his views on the right to or-
ganize in the Steel and Metal Work-
ers' Industrial Union. y , i

The delegation, headed by Arthur

Winbur of the Spang Chalfant, re-
viewed the situation in Ambridge

and put forward the demands of the
delegation to Pinchot.

Pinchot "agreed” with the delega-

tion that they had the right to or-
ganize into the Steel and Metal
Workers’ Industrial Union, but re-
fused to sign such a statement, claim-
ing he had no authority to do so as
he did not represent the N.R.A.. but
allowed the delegates to quote him.

He was called on to stop the reign

of terror and answered that "I can-
not overrule ShcrifT O'Laughlin, who
is the highest peace officer of the
country, although in a demagogic
"-Sture he did so in the first days of
the mine strike in Fayette County
against Sheriff Ackncy.

The delegation made a stenographic
report to his secretary and he prom-
ised an investigation.

Fred B. Chase, Farm
Communist Leader
Dies at Age of 52

HILLSBORO, Oct. 20.—Fred B.
Chase, farmer, and old-time Yankee
fighter against capitalism died here
last night at the age of 52.

Comrade Chase was a charter
member of the Communist Party, a
leading member of the National
Committee of the Fanners Confer-
ence to be held at Chicago in No-
vember, and a member of the District
Committee of the Party. He was a
delegate to the recent Anti-War
Congress.

He was a leading fighter and or-
ganizer among tic farmers in the
fight against capitalist oppression.

, He leaves behind a wife and two
sons, all active fighters in the re-
volutionary movement.

He will be buried Sunday at 2 p. m.
in Hillsboro.

Roosevelt Invites Soviet Envoy;
USSR Decides to Send Litvinov
Workers to Demonstrate

Against War Today in N.Y.

Joseph Stalin. (left! Secretary of Miekhail Kalinin, Soviet President
the Common's. Party of the XJ. S. who yesterday announced that
S. R., and V. Molotov, Premier of Maxim Litvinov would leave for
the Soviet Union. leaders in the ~ .

„
_

„ . .... ... . the U. S. to negotiate for U. S.
Socialist construction m the first

t workers' state. recognition of the Soviet Union.
?'' *

J

Leading Young Fighters Against War to
Speak at South and Whitehall

Streets at 1 P. M.
NEW YORK.—A call to young workers and students "'New York to mass

at South and Whitehall Sts., at 1 p. m. today to declare their fighting oppo-
sition to imperialist Wf.r is made by the Young Communist Ucague.

As the war danger becomes daily more acute both in Europe and in

the Far East, where Japan is multiplying its provocations In preparation for

10 Anti-War Rallies
Called for Monday

in New York City
Leading Communists
to Speak at Simulta-

neous Meeting

NEW YORK.—Leading members of
ti e Communist Party will be speakers
at 10 simultaneous anti-war rallies
in various sections of New York City
Monday evening, all at 7:30 p.m.

The meetings will be made into
popular rallies against war and fas-
cism, against the N.R.A. and its ro’e
in the war preparations of the U. S.
government, against U. S. interven-
tion in Cuba, for the use of all war
funds for the relief of the unem-
ployed and for unemployment insur-
ance, and for the defense of the So-
viet Union, the main target of im-
perialist war preparations

The complete list of these rallies,
with the names of the principal
speak, follows:

Downtown.—Second Ave. and 10th
St., Charles Krumbeln, speaker.

Midtown. —Columbus Circle, Bill

¦dan attack on the Soviet Union, in
which it has the support of Germany,
as recently revealed, young workers

1 are called to intensify their struggles
against the impending war.

At today’s mass demonstration, four
leading youth fighters against war
will speak. Thomas Joyce, marine

I worker who recently returned from

j the World Youth Congress Against

| War and Fascism in Paris; Henry

Winston, Negro section organizer of
the Young Communist League in
Brooklyn; Joseph Cohen of the Na-

tional Student League, who was a
delegate last year to the World Con-
gress Against War in Amsterdam, and
Irving Herman, district organizer of

5 the Young Communist League, will
!r be the speakers.

Dunne, speaker.
) Harlem.— Fifth Ave. and 110th St.,

¦ Earl Browder, speaker.
: Harlem.— Lenox Ave. and 131st St.,

¦ William Patterson and Charles Krum-

¦ bein, speakers.
r Bronx.—l6lst St. and Prospect Ave.,

• James Ford and M. J. Olgin, speakers.
Bronx.—Prospect and Trem on t

¦ Aves., M. J. Olgin, speaker.
South Brooklyn.—Columbia and

President Sts.. Roy Hudson, speaker.

William burgh.—Grand St. Exten-

j sion. Max Bedacht, speaker,
t Crown Heights.—Sch-- ¦ "lady and
Fulton Sts., Williana Burroughs,

1 speaker.
Brownsville.- Pitkin and Hopkinson

l Aves., Ben Gold, speaker.

We Put This Question to You!
WHAT IS YOUR ANSWER?

This was not accidental. Hard work by the comrades in that District
gave these results. They contributed, they collected, they held affairs for

the Daily Worker, they visited shops and press organizations. In some
textile mills, workers contributed to the “Daily' at the risk of losing their

Jobs.
• • •

IF THE readers and friends of the “Daily” in other Districts put in the
same efforts as the comrades in District 1, our Drive would surge tc rrds

success. But due to laxity in other territories, only 26.67 per cent of the

$40,000 has been raised, with the DRIVE MORE THAN HALF OVER.

A minimum of $10,096.18 has to come in next week, Comrades. Your
answer to this pressing need of our Daily Worker will be your answer as
to whether you want the ’ Dally” to continue Its fight against fascism,

against the murder of striking steel workers, against the Nazi frame-up,
against the new slaughter of workers imperialists are hatching If you
want our Dally Worker to live, speed funds to it to 50 E. 13th St., tsew
York City.

THE DAILY WORKER WANTS YOUR ANSWER.

Friday's receipts $ 342.96
Previous Total (corrected) 11,869.71

| TOTAL TO DATE $12,211.71

IN LAST Saturday’s Dally Worker, Comrade Hathaway, editor-in-chief, |
* gave some rock-bottom facts on the danger facing our "Dally.”

He Itemized the bills that had to be met between October 15th and
25th, bills that must be paid by that date if the Daily Worker is to be as-
sured of its Immediate existence. 83,000 to cover notes between October
15th and 25th; $5,500 to our print shop on an old bUI within two weeks;
$6,100 for paper on October 20th.

• • •

ANE week has gone by. What has been done? Here are the figures,
w Saturday, October 16th, $411.25; Monday’s receipts, $458.10; Tuesday’s,
$618.92; Wednesday's, $1,077.84; Thursday’s, $595.65; yesterday’s receipts
amounted to only $342.06. In short, Comrades, while you should have
sent In last week at least $6,800, only $3,503.82 came in, not even enough to
meet the paper bill due yesterday. The “Daily” must receive a minimum
of SI,OOO a day to carry on. Only on Wednesday did such an amount come
In.

• • •

ANE District did give this support? District 1 (Boston), which on October
”

9th had raised only 23.06 per cent. Increased It yesterday to 54.81 per i
cent, the first District to raise more than half of its quota.

Workers in that District are as poverty stricken as in other parts of ]
the country. The New England textile workers are fighting for their lives.
BUT THEY RALLIEDTO THE DEFENSE OF OUR DAILY WORKER, i

News Received With Enthusiasm in Moscow;
Negotiations, However, Do Not

Guarantee Recognition

MOSCOW, Oct. 20.—President Roosevelt’s step toward
recognition of the Soviet Union was received enthusiastically
here, as the Soviet Government issued a statement reporting
the exchange of messages between Roosevelt and Mikhail
Kalinin.

• • •

By SEYMOUR WALDMAN
(Washington Bureau, Daily Worker)

WASHINGTON, Oct. 20.—Maxim Litvinov, People’s Com-
missar for Foreign Affairs of the Soviet Government, will
shortly arrive in this country to discuss the “difficulties”under-
lying the beginning of formal relations between th« United
States and the Soviet Union.

The announcement was made this afternoon by President
Roosevelt at his regular press conference, after he had read
an exchange of communications between himself and Mikhail
Kalinin, President of the All Union Central Executive Commit-
tee. The initiative in the correspondence was taken by Roose-

Japan Fakes News
of Soviet Actions
asWarProvocations
Capitalist Press Used

to Spread Lies of
“Aggression”

NEW YORK—Japan’s attempts
to provoke an occasion for war on
the Soviet Union have reached the
stage of using the leading capital-
ist news agencies to broadcast
faked news of Soviet aggressions.

On Oct. 16 the United Press re-
leased a story, which was also used
in Chinese and European papers,
purporting to quote a “member of

the Russian Embassy in Peiping”
as saying that three Soviet planes
had reconnoitered for three hours
over Jehol.

Complete den.a, - uoth these |
stories, calling then provocatory
fictions, was made today by Tass, I
official Soviet news agency, to

Vern Smith, Daily Worker corre- I
spondent in Moscow’.

? *

By VERN SMITH
Special to the DAILY WoRKER

MOSCOW, Oct. 20.—Your cor-j
respondent inquired of Tass re-
garding statements in some Chi- 1
nese newspapers, republished in

the European press, alleging that
Soviet airplanes bombarded Chang-

chun. He was told that the infor-
mation was an obvious fiction of a
provoc‘tory nature-

The information that Soviet air-
planes were seen above Changte i3
also untrue. The statement of the
Peip’ng correspondent of the Lon-
don Daily Express regarding an al-
leged statement of a representative
of the Soviet Embassy in Peiping
which was published in connection
with that fable is a piece of news-
paper fiction.

Mobilize Militia
Against Picketing
Illinois Coal Miners

SPRINGFIELD, 111.. Oct. 20.—As
thousands of miners stream out of

this city after their huge demon-
stration here to picket mines of the
Peabody Coal Co., demanding rec-
ognition of the Progressive Miners
sos America and an end of slave con-
ditions, Governor Henry Horner has
mobilized three companies of mllit/i

men to shoot down the strikers.

More than 30 000 men are out on
strike, and it is now estimated be-

tween 15,000 and 18,000 demonstrated
In Springfield yesterday.

Donald Richberg, counsel for the
NRA sent a scurrilous letter attack-
ing the strikers, and countenancing

the most bloodthirsty methods to
smash the strike. His letter is a
virtual declaration of war by the
Roosevelt government against the

i strikers, and will prervoke the mast
murderous attacks of the Peabody

Coal Co. gun thugs and the state
militiamen.

Vote Communist—for Minor, Bur-

l roughs and Gold.

Pains were taken at the
White House td make it clear
that Roosevelt’s invitation for a
personal discussion does not mean
virtual recognition nor a forerun-
ner of recognition. In White Hous»
circles it was described as just an
exchange of letters to see whether
both sides can settle certain great
problems when seated together at
a table-

“Partlcipation In such a discussion
would, of course, not commit either
nation to any future course of action."
wrote Roosevelt to Kalinin on Oct.
10, “but would indicate a sincere de-
sire to reach a satisfactory solution
of the problems involved.” Kalinin
replied on the seventeenth:

“There is no doubt that difficulties,

present or arising, between two coun-
tries, can be solved only when direct
relations exist between them; and
that, on the other hand, they have
no chance for solution in the absence
of such relations. I shall take the
liberty further to exoress the opinion
that the abnormal situation, to which
you correctly refer In your message,
lias an unfavorable effect not only on

(Continued on Page 8)

7,000 Pledge Ant*-War
Fight at Detroit Meet

DETROIT, Oct. 20.—Seven thou-
sand workers and other opponents of
war and Fascism who packed the
Arena Gardens here last night gave
a tremendous ovation to Henry Bar-
busse and pledged a relentless struggle
against war and Fascism, and for the
defense of the Soviet Union. Nearly
S3OO was contributed to forward the
work of the American League against
War and Fascism.

1 On the preceding night seven hun-
dred jammed the Fo~t Wayne Hotel

auditorium to hear Barbnssa speak
under the ausolces of the John Reed
C’ub of Detroit.

Tomorrow night (Saturday), Tom

i Mann will speak here at the Armory,
j at Brush and Lamed Streets.

Picketing Banned
by A. F. of L in
Shipyards Strike

NEW YORK.—While scabs are be-
ing brought to the docks by means
of tugboats, and A. F. of L. leaders

are intimidating the workers at Morse
and Fletchers' dry docks with threats
of arrest if they picket, the strike
sentiment among the workers of the
four shipyards is strong and the
men are responding to the militant
slogans of the Steel and Metal Work-
ers Industrial Union.

At Robins’ Drvdocks. A. F. of L.
j officials refuse to call out the ma-
chinists who remain at work while
their fellow workers, the boiler makers
are out on strike. They are not or-
ganizing picketing and are trying

to prevent, any attempt by the work-
ers to picket.

At Hoboken the workers are pick-
eting without signs. The Steel and

! Metal Workers Industrial Union are
trying to Infuse the strike with great-
er militaney. Leaflets distributed are
eagerly read by the workers. Group
meetings are being held and demands
are b-lng raised for the organization
of a rank aud file strike committee
to conduct the strike and spread it.
Three thousand workers are now In-
volved in the strike. „

\
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Roar Protests on Armwood Lynching; Euel Lee Death Verdict
Gov . Ritchie Tries to
Evade Responsibility
Denies Appeal forLee
Maryland Officials in

Whitewashing
Campaign

BALTIMORE, Md., Oct, 20—With
the cynical pretense that he had
been “powerless to act,” Gov. Albert
C. Ritchie of Maryland, yesterday

attempted to evade responsibility for
the bestial lynching of George Arm-
wood, Negro worker, in Princess
Anne, on the lynch-lnfested Eastern

Shore of Maryland, las Wednesday
night. ,

In his statement, Ritchie pretends
that he was not responsible for Arm-

wood being ketp in Princess Anne,

although even the capitalist press
reported that the governor had re-
fused to order his removal despite
the fact that rumors that a mob
was forming to lynch him had
"gained statewide circulation” early
in the day. Armwood was lynched 17
hours after he had been returned to

'the Princess Anne jail from Balti-
more where he had been taken sev-
eral days ago. Ritchie reiterated his
statement of the day before that sole
responsibility for Armwood's presence
in Princess Anne rests with State’s
Attorney John B. Robins and Judge

Robert F. Duer.
As a direct result of the mounting

. thunder of mass protest from work-
ers throughout the country, Ritchie
on Wednesday ordered the Baltimore
Chief of Police to undertake an out-
side “investigation” of the lynch
orgy in Princess Anne. Three Bal-
timore detectives sent to “invest!- i

gate” returned to Baltimore after !
spending less than a day at the scene !
of the lynching.

In a formal “ODinion” on the
lynching, Attorney General William
P. Lane, Jr., yesterday rushed to the
defense of Gov. Ritchie and of the
who'e ruling class lynch-machinery
on the Eastern Shore. He declared:

“Gov. Ritchie had no authority
in the matter. As a matter of fact,
un-'<r the Maryland law, neither
had the judge nor the State’s
attorney.”
Carrying one step further this

brazen attempt to whitewash the
guiltv officials and mob leaders.
Magistrate Edgar Jones, acting as

coroner, called a jury yesterday and
showed the jurors the body of the
murdered worker. He then adjourned
the session indefinitely.

John Richardson, a white worker,
3s lodged In the Baltimore Citv Jail,
on the charge that he gave George
Armwood a ride followin'’ his a’le-red
attack on an 81-ve&r old white wo-
man. whose arm he was accused of
"grabbing.” Richardson is held as
an accessory “after the fact.”

OR. JIfUUS UTTINSKV
707 BRISTOL STREET

•*?• Pitkin and Snttar A»m„ Brooklyn

PHONE: DICKENS
Offloa Boarn g-l« AM.. I-*. *.* r.M.

To Russia?
HUDSON

Army and Navy Store

97 THIRD AVENUE
/Between 12th and 13th Streets)

Gives Honest Values in Genuine
Horsehide Sheeplined Coats;

Windbreakers, Breeches;
High Shoes; Boots, Etc.

DOWNTOWN

Phono: TOmpklna Square 8-9554

John’s Restaurant
BFICIALTYITALIAN DISHES

A place with atmosphere
where all radicals meet

302 E. 12th St. New York

JADE MOUNTAIN
American A Chinese Restaurant

197 SECOND AVENUE
Bet. 12 A 13

Welcome to Our Com rad en

A Wonderfnl Spot for Organizations’
Affairs

STUYVESANT GRILL
AND OPEN AIR

BEER TAVERN
137 Third Avenue

Between 14th and lftth Streets

Ritchie Sets Next
Friday for Legal
Lynching of Lee

NEW YORK. David Levinson,
prominent attorney left this city
last night after consultation with
International Labor Defense leaders
to file a writ of habeas corpus de-
manding the removal of the Euel
Lee case from the jurisdiction of
the courts of the State of Mary-
land and Governor Ritchie.

• * •

BALTIMORE, Md., Oct. 20.—Gov-
ernor Albert C. Ritchie of Maryland,
heeding the call of the bloody gang
which two days ago lynched, hanged,
and burned an innocent Negro worker,
late yesterday gave the final order for
the legal lynching of Euel Lee, framed
two years ago on a murder charge.

He set the date for hanging of Euel
Lee for next Friday, Oct. 27.

Yesterday the whole police force of
Baltimore was mobilized, uniformed
gangsters patroled the Negro neigh-
borhoods in platoons of 4 and 6, and
80 police loaded with weapons stood
guard over the Union Trust BuiMin'*,
where Ritchie had agreed to hear
a demand for a pardon for Lee, on the
sole grounds of his innocence.

In spite of the terrorization, three
public meetings were held in the
streets, one at City Hall Plaza with
800 present, and a delegation of 12,
headed by Bernard Ades, Interna-
tional Labor Defense attorney, and
Her— Williams, Communist Party or-

I ganizer, elected to see the governor.
They presented him with 10,009 sig-

natures to a petition demanding life

1 and freedom for Euel Lee, victim of|
a barbaric ruling-class frame-up. He

| refused to look at them.
Williams spoke, demanding that Lee

be pardoned. When he asked ques- ;
tions about the lynching of George
Armwood at Princess Anne the day
before, Governor Ritchie, on whose
head rests the blood of Armwood, told
him to confine himself to Euel Lee. i

Williams showed that the two cases
were inseparable, but Ritchie refused |
to answer any questions.

Then Ades spoke, pointing out the j
evidence of Euel Lee’s innocence and j
the maneuvers that the state went
through to insure his lynching, link-
ing the case with that of the Scotts- [

| boro boys, who the same day were |
being ordered to a new lynch trial j
in Decatur.

Ritchie listened cynically, without j
comment.

the delegation had spoken,
he picked up a prepared statement,
showing clearly that he had never
had any Intention except to make sure
not to rob the white ruling class and
its gallows of their prey.

His statement began with the de-
claration that Lee had confessed his
guilt.

The delegates stopped him, point-
ing out this was a lie.

Ritchie admitted it was. "But it
doesn’t matter,’ he said.

He went on to state that Lee had
been charged with other crimes.

"He was proved innocent, and even
the courts were forced to acquit him," j
the delegates said.

“That doesn’t make any difference,” j
Ritchie said. “It shows what kind of |
a person Lee was ”

He came to the end of the state- j
ment, and coldly announced that he j
had set the date of Lee’s execution !
for next Friday, Oct. 27.

C. K. TABACK, M.D.
Lady Physician

795 Linden Blvd. cor. E. 52nd St.. Brooklyn
Office Hours Phone

8-10 A.M~6-8 P.M. Minnesota 9-5519
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Intern'! Workers Order
DENTAL DEPARTMENT

80 FIFTH AVENUE
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'Russia?
Workers needln* full outfits of horsehide
leather sheeplined Coats, Windbreakers,Breeches, High Shoes, etc., will receive spe- !
rial reduction on all their purchases at the i

SQUARE DEAL
ARMYand NAVYSTORE

121 THIRD AVE.
(2 doors South of 14th Street)

GRAND OPENING
BERMAE

Cafeteria and Restaurant
•09 BROADWAY Between nth and 12th STREETS. N. Y. C.

— AH Comrade* Meet at tba
~

1

NEW HEALTH CENTER CAFETERIA
rood— Proletarian Pitroo M UTII BT., WORK KBS' CINTKR '

FINE CLOTHING FOR WORKERS

SALTZMAN BROS.
MEN'S SUITS

READY MADE AND TO ORDER

181 STANTON STREET <NEAR !

Tugboatmen Eager
for Strike; Get No
Word from Maher
Reporter Interviews

Men in Harbor
NEW YORK.—“Sure, I’m in favor

of a strike. We work too damn long

and ought to get the SIO.OO cut'back.”
This was but one of the many tugboat,
workers expressing -the same senti-
ment, when interviewed by the Daily
Worker reporter yesterday.

Members of the Associated Marine
Workers, the men knew of the pend-
'ng strike only from what they read
in the press. William Maher, their
secretary, had given them no infor-
mation. He told the newspaper re-
porters to return later .in the day,
when he would let them know the re-
sults of the executive committee’s
meeting.

A watchman, aboard one of the
A watchman aboard one of the

with a strike and that to his knowl-
edge most of the men were willing
but he said “I don’t know nothing
about it. I don’t go to the union
offices because they're always only
wanting to collect dues. We don’t
get nothing from them. Many of the
men on the various tugs expressed the
same opinion of the officials of the
A.M.W.

j Os 4,800 workers only 3,500 are re-
I ported working. They work ten hours
i and longer a day. The men want

, j the 8-hour day and return of the

| wage-cut taken last year. Maher
stated that he is only demanding the
8-hour day.

Workers aboard the railroad and
deep-sea tugs, are not involved but
many of them stated their sympathy
with the men of the Associated. One
engineer gaye the Daily Worker re-
porter a leaflet distributed by the
Rank and File Opposition of the A.
M. W. and said “That’s the real idea.

| Even the men in my line ought to go
| that way.”

The Rank and File had distributed
a call for tugboatmen of all groups to

! go out in one united action. As the
! Daily Worker goes to press, Maher
i has Issued no call to the men to

| strike.

City Events
Attention, Y.C.L.

All members of District 2 Y.C.L. are
j requested to report to their section
headquarters tomorrow at 10 A. M.

| There will be an election campaign
j tag day to raise funds for a special

j youth pamphlet on the elections,

j Every Comrade must show up and
j get a box.

• * •

Election Mass Meeting
The Italian Prol. Club of Williams-

burg has invited representatives of all
political parties to speak at an elec-
tion meeting tomorrow afternoon at
3 P. M., in Vienna Mansion, 105 Mont-
rose St., Brooklyn. A. D. Sugarman
will represent the Communist Party,
Dominic Flaiani will be chairman.
Admission free.

• • •

I. Amter to Speak
I. Amter will represent the Com-

munist Party at an election meeting
to be held tonight at the American

i Youth Federation, 20 St. Marks Place,
jat 8:30 P. M. Representatives from

| the other major parties will also speak
jon “The First Issue of ’ the Present

! Election.”
• • •

W.E S.L. Fraction Meeting
All Veteran Party Members in the

Workers Ex - Servicemen’s League

should attend the fraction meeting
at the Workers Center, tomorrow
morning at 11 A. M. first floor.

* * •

Turkish Workers Club
The Turkish Workers Educational

I Club, recently organized, Invites or-
J ganizations to seind delegates to the
opening, Sunday afternoon at 2 P.M.

jFood will be served Oriental style.
Admission free.

GUTTERS OF NEW YORK —by del

Citv* -ffkewwuftv

“O’Brien, McKee, LaGuardia, and Solomon, rival candi-
dates for the mayoralty are much given to fraternizing on
every possible occasion.’’—News Item.

Natural pals with a lot in common are these minds with
but a single thought.

C. P. Election Meets
Today and Sunday

TODAY
WILLIANA BURROUGHS, Communist Candidate for Comptroller, at

open-air meet, Third Ave. and Warren St., Brooklyn, 8 p. m.
. # »

BEN GOLD, Communist Candidate for President of the Board of Aider-
men, at International Workers’ Order Plenum, New Star Casino, 101
West 107th Street, tit 8:30 p. m.

* * *

MASS ELECTION RALLY and torch light parade. Union'Square, 7:30
p. m., to 33rd St. ar.d 2nd Ave. Speakers: Pauline Rogers, candidate for
District Attorney; Alfred Wagenknecht, candidate for Assembly in the
14th District, Manhattan.

• • •

OPEN-AIR RALLY and parade winding up at 10th St. and 2nd Ave.
Auspices: W.E.S.L. and Section 1, C.P.

• * *

SUNDAY
WILLIANABURROUGHS at the Bronx Workers’ Club, 1610 Boston Road,

Bronx, at 8:30 p. m. (LaGuardia, O'Brien, McKee, Solomon invited.)

« • y‘” > • * •
NYGARD, MINOR, BURROUGHS! GOLD at Rockland Palace, 3 p. m.,

in Harlem, 158th Street and Bth Avenue.

Needle Union Shop Meet
At Cooper Union Today

NEW YORK.—Today at Cooper Union at 12 noon the big shop conference
of delegates from shops in the fur, white goods, tailoring, dress, cloak, knit-

-5 goods and in many other branches of the industry is scheduled to take
j placed called by the Needle Trades Workers’ Industrial Union.

| The conference is called lo build a united front movement as a bulwark

Milder Wil! Not
Drive Us to Work,

Say Silk Strikers
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE)

sider a wage proposal already In the
proceedings despite the protests
against this by National Textile re- j
presentatives. The board members'
heard the protests without comment, i
but looked up from inattentive atti-
tudes, obviously startled.

This followed over an hour of chal-

against the impending drive of the j
bosses to lower wages and lengthen |
hours in the industry, and for the
defense of the standards won in
recent strikes.

The conference will lay the
basis for the struggle of thousands
of other workers in the industry,
who were forced back to their
shops, by the N.R.A. and the A. F.

! of L. officials without any gains
| and who work under the same mis-
jenable conditions.
| Declaring its support of the Nee-
! die Trades Shop Conference andr its intention to mobibze all its af-
filiated organizations for the main-
tenance of the conditions recently
won by the needle workers, the

} Trade Union Unity Council de-
clared in a statement today that

i the needle workers’ struggle to
maintain their strike gains will vi-
tally affect the standards of the

j workers in all other trades.
“The support of the left wing by

j the dressmakers of Local 22 at the
; first mass meeting after the strike

! indicates that the workers are mili-
tant and are for a united front

I struggle with the left wine- unions,”
; the statement declared. “The work-
jers in New York have been in the |
j forefront of the struggle for de- j¦ cent living conditions. They have |
not depended on the N.R.A, but on
their own struggle. Tndav’s confer-
ence will lay the basis for greater
unity of the workers against the 1

j bosses’ drive to destroy their con-
j ditions.”

, nat, “We won't take that. You know
there are plenty of us eating two!
meals a day now, and we’re willing!
to eat one. The manufacturers have!

j suffered, but not one, two, three with 1
I us.” , |

Wr "ner opened the hearing by ask- j
mg whether it would be satisfactory j
for everybody to “settle” the strike !

! on a manufacturers’ promise to pay
! an average of $27 a week in the j
North if manufacturers in ttie South ,
paid an average of $72 a week.

"The proposed settlement doesn’t j
say we won't make less than $27 a!
week,” Burlak tcld the board, "and
we want to know hew' about the
looms—how many, we want to know
how' many hours.”

Hillman interjected that the North-
ern manufacturers would get their
•‘assurance” of a $22 minimum from
the Government.

“Let’s talk flgures,”Burlak returned.
“And we want to know also whether
you’re going to ask us to go ba-k to
work and have the proposals go into

j effect sometime in the future. I
j want to tell you gentlemen too, that
if you make any settlement without
the agreement of the National and
the Independent Unions, It won't be
any settlement at all

| lenges from worker representatives j
| against the methods by which Prank I
; Schweitzer and other American Fed-

: eration of Silk Workers’ officials at- !
i tempted to put over a "tentative

agreement" for ending the strike, j
This “tentative agreement" was j
reached between National Labor |
Board and labor misleaders last week,:
in conferences from which, as Burlak
said, "the National Textile Workers’ j
Union was excluded.”

Wagner told Burlak that she!
“shouldn’t be so sensitive” about the 1

j conferences because “nobody was ex-
eluded.” Burlak, however; stood on

; her statement.
Throughout the hearing workers'

from both united and national I
unions flung into the faces of the i

.board the repeated challenge: "We!
I want definite offers;” and “the
| workers themselves are the ones to
I decide this thing finally;’’ and "we
j won't accept the so-called tentative
j proposal.”

....

Mrs. Emma Dagon, a mature, slow-
I spoken representative of a local
j united union in Phlllipsburg, N. J.,
brought the board members to rapt!
attention when she rose and volun-
teered the answer to the board’s
question, ‘will the workers accept a
$27 a week wage?”

“I say we won't accept less than
| S3O a week," Mrs. Dagon said, “and
| we won’t take that without a definite
committment on how manv looms we
operate. We won’t work more than ‘

| three looms.”
Tlie board tried to interrupt, but

; the woman persisted; “I want-to tell
you, Ive run -five looms • and I know

! what my nerves are today.”
"What are your wages?” Sidney

Hillman, one of the board, inter-
i rupted,

“I’m ashamed to tell you,” Mrs.
Dagon shot back. "They’re $lB a I
Week.”

“And if you get a raise of $9 you
; consider that unfair?” Hillman' put tn.I “No," the woman smilingly stood

STATIONERY and
MIMEOGRAPH SUPPLIES
At Special Prices for Organizations

Lerman Bros., Inc.
Phone ALgonquin 4-3356 8843

29 East 14th St. N. Y. C.

ARRANGE YOUR DANCES. LECTURES.
UNION MEETINGS

at the

NEW ESTONIAN
WORKERS’ HOME
27-29 West 115th Street

New York City

RESTAURANT and
BEER GARDEN

Manhattan Lyceum Hall
For Mas* Meetings, Entertainments
Ralls, Weddings and Banquets

66 68 E. 4th St. ¦ New York

AIRY. LARGE

Meeting Rooms and Hall
To Hire

Suitable for Meetings, Lectures
and Dances in the

Czechoslovak
Workers House, Inc.
347 E. 72nd St. New York 1

I
Telephone: Rllinclander 5097

WorkersßlockMove
ofSocialists toßreak

N. Y. Shoe Strike
Force Brockton Union
Heads to Reject Plan

of “Forward”
NEW YORK.—Boston shoe workers

are aroused over this Socialist strike-
breaking mancouvre and the coop-
eration given the NRA and the
bosses to help destroy the union
which fights genuinely in the in-
terests of the workers.

Boston shoe workers Informed the
Industrial Union yesterday that
Arkin, representative of the Jewish
Forward, socialist daily, approached
the Brockton Shoe Union, the newly
organized Brotherhood of Allied
Craftsmen urging the officials to enter
the N. Y. shoe strike. The Brother-
hood was formed recently after the
Brockton workers repudiated the Boot
and Shoe officials and declared a
strike against payment of union dues
to them through the check-off.

After Arkin had negotiated for
three days with the Rrock s on shoe
officials, the control board of the
Brotherhood, consisting of 42 mem-
bers, rejected interference. On
Thursday Arkin visited Brockton
and convinced the Brotherhood of-
ficials that they should send or-
ganizers to New York. As soon as
word of this spread, the rank and
file stormed the office of the
Brotherhood demanding that they
keen out of New York.

Because of this protest the Gen-
eral Board of the union announced
that organizers will leave only to
“observe the situation.”

Boston shoe worke-s are aroused
over this Socialist strike-breaking
maneuver and the cooperation given
the NRA and the bosses to help de-
stroy the union which fights genuinely
in the interests of the workers.

Members of the A. F. of L. Boot
and Shoe Union local 199 in New
York declared their solidarity with
the striking shoe workers of the In-
dustrial Union on Thursday night at
a membership meeting when they
adopted a unanimous resolution con-
demning their scabbing officials for
interfering in the strike.

The chairman of the local, accused
of having worked with the Boot and
Shoe officials in their attempt jointly
With the NRA to break the strike anti
to force the shoe strikers into the
A, F. of L. union, denied any con-
nection with the scab agents.

The strikers were greatly heartened
by the report received yesterday that
Intemet’onal Worker’s Order had
pledged SI,OOO to the strike fund and
had already contributed S3OO towards
this. This should stimulate other
mass organizations to come to the aid
of the he-oic struggle of the shoe,
slipper and stitchriown workers.

WORKER GIVES WEEK’S WAGES
TO "DAILY”

NEW YORK—M. Shumkin. mem-
ber of 1.W.0. Branch 127, earns $lO
a week. This week’s wages he gave
to the Daily Worker SIO,OOO Drive. He
challenges other workers, especially
1.W.0. members to do the same.

Harlem Ejection Meeting
The Practical Speakers Conference

of the Harlem Section will merge with
the Election Campaign Committee in
a meeting of Captains, Candidates
and speakers tomorrow- morning at
10 A. M. sharp, at the section head-
quarters, 27 W. 115th St. Herman
Makerwain, chairman of the James
Matthews Branch of the L.S.N.R., will
lead the discussion on “How to Carry
Out the Program of the Communist
Party for the Negro Masses.”

* * •

W.E.S.L. Membership
There will be a general membership

meeting of the W.E.S.L. tomorrow
afternoon. 2:30 P. M, at 40 W. 18 St.

• * •

La Vanguardia Appears Today
La Vanguardia, organ of the

Spanish fraction of the Communist
Party, and which has failed to appear
for the last six months will reappear
today and will be published weekly
hereafter, under the editorship of
Comrade B. Ibanez.

The N.R.A. threatens to outlaw
strike-. The Daily Worker flehts
the N.R.A. F.'gfct fer the “Daily”
with your immediate contribution.

WILLIAM BELL
Optometrist

106 EAST 14TH STREET
Near Fourth Ave.. N. Y. C.

Phone: Tompkins Square fi-K'-iaT ,

Nljhi’n-Me 4-RP34

DR. J. JOSEPHSON
Surgeon Dentist

Formerly with the I. W. O.

207 Last 11th Street
New York City Third Avenue)

MOT THAVEN 9-8749

DR. JULIUS JAFFE
Surgeon Dentist

401 EAST 140th STREET
(Corner Willis Avenue)

Home Pbnnr: Office Phone:
Ollnvillo S-UM E.Ubr.ok 8-2373

DR. S. L. SHIELDS
Surgeon Dentist

2574 WALLAVE AVE.
corner Allerton Avenue Bronx, N. Y.

DR. R. H. ISAACS
Formerly oi Baltimore, Md. has moved
hi* office to New York at
304 E. 178th Street, Bronx, N. Y.

(Cor. Anthony Av».)
Phone: FOrdham 7-3443

Office Hours: 12 to 2; « to 8 P. M.
Sunday 10 to If Noon

mand for a return bout. '
When a week later the tabs

ran pictures of the principals
and their managers and the promoter
signing papers for the return bout all
the shipping clerks and all the cus-
tomers heaved a sigh of relief but
all the newspaper Boys looked at each
other and nodded significantly and
some of them even knew what they
were nodding about.

One of the big newspaper Boys

J owned a tiny piece of the Exchamp
and he didn’t nod significantly but
sat down at his typewriter and wrote

j that he was happy about the Ex-
[ champ’s securing the bout because

| the lad had been a real fighting
champion, always gave the fans a
run for their money, a natural fight-
er, you know, just a Boy at Heart.

There was real interest in the fight
and the promoters thought both
training camps ought to open well
In advance. Exchamp was established
at Billy Mitchell’s which had all the
accessories and was not too far from
town. At the same time the big news-
paper Boy broke with a platinum-
haired lady with whom he was ac-
customed to hitting the high spots
and information about his share in
Exchamp leaked out to the other boys.
This made them \vary. Four or five
editors neglected to send men to cover
Billy Mitchell’s and publicity began to
lag. The promoter wired both man-
agers to put some snap into their
routine. Exchamp, who was no
slouch at gags, put on his thinking
cap.

• * *

CANARDS began seeping into edi-
torial offices relating how an Un-

known who was hired to spar at Mit-
chell’s planning to cop a sneak on
Exchamp. Editors knew you canardly
believe such tales but they weren't
taking any chances and some of them
sent Boys lagging it to the camp,
which was developing an air of sec-
recy which made fine copy.

The unknown was a harmless look-
ing boy who was pretty fast cn his,
feet but didn’t seem to punch hard;
enough to cop a sneak on Baby Ld»,
roy. The mountain air at Mitchell’s
was bracing and accommodations
were good and Boys are, known for
their weakness in respect to expense
accounts. Colorful stories were phoned
in and the editors apparently thought
it worthwhile to keep them- there.
The first few days Exchamp tore:
into the Unknown Ham so the more
astute of the Boys figured the rumor;

had gotten to the management’s ears
and the Ham was being put in his
place.

Exchamp was full of Color. To
supplement the spectacle of his ears!
which had been punched into re-
sembling xiinor pumpkins and his
brows which projected to touch his
cheeks, he had developed all the man-
nerisms cf his idols. Through the
wide, open smile which proved he
was just a Boy at Heart he thrust
beebce shots which well nigh pene-
trated your skin. He had a manner
of tripping people without their
knowing just by whom they were
tripped. Even has opponents had to
be alert in their footwork to avoid
that educated toe. When semebodv
fell for his gags, Exch :~ip laughed
his infectious laugh which would have
been likened to Victor McLaglen’s,
only it was not so subtle, “Kaw, haw,
haw.” Exchamp would laugh “hee, j
haw.”

. . .

FE Ham had been picked off a
farm about thirty miles away. He

had established a bit of a local rep,
but he was green as a columnist’s

( Classified)

FURNISHED ROOM Up-to-date elevator
apartment. 337 W. 14th St. Apt. 74.

ROOM FOR RENT—Comradely atmosphere.
Reasonable. 203 West 94th St. Apt. 6A.

VERY LARGE ROOM—for two. Housekeep-
ing. All Improvement*, fireplace, private

entrance. 248 Lexington Ave., near 34th St.
Bassman.

FURNISHED ROOM—for rent. All improve-
ments, private entrance. Call evenings. 238

E. 13th St. Apt. 23.

SEAMENS CLUB—I4O Broad St., need* coal •
(heating) stove, book case, cheap.

COMRADE—wants share apartment or rent
a room. Kitchen privilege*, Bronx. Write

H., c/o Dally Worker.

FURNISHED ROO*'—for Rent. 329 E. 13th
St. Apt. 16. Call all week. Sunday until j

12 o'clock.

(Brooklyn)

FOR BROWNSVILLE PROLETARIANS

SOKAL CAFETERIA
1889 PITKIN AVENUE

for Brownsville Workers!

Hoffman's
RESTAURANT
& CAFETERIA
Pitkin Corner Saratoga Aves.

WORKERS—EAT AT THE

Parkway Cafeteria
1638 PITKIN AVENUE

Ni»r Ropktnson Ave. Brooklyn, N. Y.

Just a Boy at Heart ¦

.m* j
,

ALLthe shipping: clerks and all the poolroom hangers-on and'all the customers and all the newspaper boys even, were,
surprised when the Champ who was a very efficient and popular
Champ became Exchamp overnight. Everybody said it was a’

Raw Decision and perfunctory rumors circulated about the.
Three Gunmen twisted faces, hand in coat pocket) who visited *

the dressing room before the fight and there was Popular De-,.
¦ mm.—

•

—1 -'¦ -
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eyes. Exchamp began leading him
i a dog’s life right off the bat. He

i was a constant target for the beebee
shot which bewildered him no end.

j Leaving the ring with Exchamp at'
his heels he flopped for the tripping

, act and without fail. The Boys
thought the Ham was biding his

j time.
, Ham was well set-up but slender

and his blonde halo made him the
ideal sucker. He and his folks had

’ come from Minnesota and talked
. with a strong Swedish accent. Ham

| spoke of a left yab and a right to
the yaw. He got five dollars a day

’ and sent three and a half home.
, The fourth day he was there Ex-

champ woke him with the most suo-
, cessful hot foot of his career. Be

attached three matches to the toes
with strings and lit them at once.

| Ham jumped up and extinguished
1 them with his slippers. He walked

j out to the porch and soaked his foot
, in a pall.

It slowed him down in the ring,
too. He took several punches flat-
footed and limped visibly. His noee
started bleeding at night and the

i doctor spent half an hour trying to
stop it.

Next day all the Boys had thetr
cameras out. There seemed to be
no special reason for it, but it was
obvious that they had been tipped
off. One of the newsreels showed up
and they never come without a
reason.

Ham climbed in and Exchamp car-
ried him for a minute, then let loose
with a hook that shook him to his
burned toes. I’m sure the boy was j
out on his feet when the uppercut 1
came. The cameras ground and
snapped. We went to see the news-

*

reels afterward and they had done
a marvelous job on it. Exchamp f
looked like a million. *

He dropped the championship fight
on a decision but he certainly looked
the part of the Killer Who Is Just a
Boy At Heart that time in camp. All

; the Boys were sorry to see him hit the
;i down grade. Rare thing these days,

. Color.

METROPOLITAN WORKERS’
SOCCER LEAGUE

SCHEDULE
Firtl Division

Red Spark vs. Fichte, 1 p.m.,
Crotona.

Olympic vs. Falcons, 3 p m., Jef-
ferson.

; Italia vs. Ecuador, 1 p.m., Hud- 6
son. ’

Second Division
! Spartacus vs. Red Spark, 11 a.m.,

Crotona.
Maple vs. French, II am., Cen-

tral Park.
Herzl vs. Dauntless, 1 p. m.,

Gravesend.
Third Division

Spartacus vs. Fichte, 3 p.m., Mc-
Coombs Dam.

1.W.0. vs. Juventus, 11 a.m.,
Astoria. ,

Fourth Division
S. American vs. French, 1 p.m-,

Central Park.
Spartacus vs. G. Spartacus, 1

p.m., McCoombs Dam.
Red Spark vs. Hungarian, 1 p.m-,

Exhibition Games
Brownsville vs. Youth Culture,

11 n.m., Betsy Head.
Hinsdale vs. Italian-American, 3

pm., Betsy Heed. ,

Olympic vs. Italian-American, 1
; p.m., Betsy Head.

: Nonuari vs. Bronx Hungarians, 3 ’

p.m., Central Park.
Fichte vs. Boys High, 11 a.m.,

Jefferson.

BRONX
”

RAPID
SHOE REPAIRING
677 ALLERTON AVENUE *

All work done by factory method.
AllSoles Sewed. No Nails
Men’s Half Soles... 59c

Rubber Heels Free
Ladles’ and Children’s 49c
Rubber Heels 29c
Ladles’ Leather Lifts 9c
Ladies’ Rubber Lifts 14c

—Quick Service—

COMRADES MEET IN

Field’s Cafeteria
3824 THIRD AVENUE

(Near Claremont Parkway)
Comradely Atmosphere.

Proletarian Prices.

GARMENtTdISTRICT
Phone.: Chick.ring 4017 l.ongacre INS*

COMRADELT ATMOSPHERE

FAN RAY CAFETERIA
156 W. 29th St. New York

Garment Section Workers
Patronise

Navarr Cafeteria
333 7th AVENUE

Corner 28th 81.
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Build Wide Front of Workers for Unemployment Insurance
Phila. Dockers Meet
Endorses Own Code
Set Up Action Group

to Lead Fight

PHILADELPHIA, Pa.—Four Hun-

dred longshoremen, members of the
International Longshoremen’s Asso-
ciation, took steps here to set up a
Central Action committee to lead the
longshoremen in the fight against
the proposed code of the bosses and
union officials.

The men cheered the rank and
file delegate who reported on Ryan’s

secret negotiations with the bosses
and N. R. A. Loud “ayes” were their
answer to the call to prepare for
strike, to win their demands.

The men endorsed the strike of
the San Francisco longshoremen. A
code proposed by the National Ac-
tion Committee of the I. L. A. Rank
and File, was voted upon point by
point. It calls for the return of 1932
gangs, reduction in size of drafts, to
be determined by the men; $1 an
hour and 6 hour day, federal unem-
ployment insurance, rank and file
control of all negotiations and the
right to strike to enforce the de-
mands.

A vigorous protest was sent to
Ryan for his holding of secret meet-
ings with the bosses. A mass meet-
ing will be held to set up a central
body, this Saturday at 312 South
Second Street at 10 a. m. Polish
longshoremen are called to a meeting
Sunday at 3039 Solomon Street,
Richmond at 2.30 p. m.

TRADE UNION
DIRECTORT<«

CLEANERS, DYERS AND PRESSERS
UNION

223 Second Avenue, New York City
Algonquin 4-4267

FOOD WORKERS INDUSTRIAL UNION
4 West 18th Street. New York City

Chelsea 3-0305

FURNITURE WORKERS INDUSTRIAL
UNION

818 Broadway, New York City
Gramercy, 5-8956

METAL WORKERS INDUSTRIAL UNION
35 East 19th Street, New York City

Gramercy 7-7842
NEEDLE TRADES WORKERS

INDUSTRIAL UNION
131 West 28th Street, New York City

Lackawanna 4-4010

EMIL NYGARD
First Communist Mayor

Will Speak at the Concert
Given by the

Coney Island Workers Club
27th Street ar.i Mermaid Avenue

Brooklyn

Saturday, Oct. 21st, at 8 P. M.

MOISSAYE J. OLGIN
Will Lecture On

“What’s Happening In
Russia?”

This Afternoon at 3 o’clock
WORKERS SCHOOL

35 East 12th Street, 3rd floor

Questions. Admission 20e.

Tuesday, Oct. 24, 8:30 P.M.

CHARLES RECHT
Will Speak on

“Soviet Russia Today”
At CLUB HOUSE—ISO West 85th St.

Admission to non-members 50c

Boston

Daily Worker
Mass Meeting

EARL BROWDER
General Secretary of the
Communist Party, U. S. A.

will speak

SATURDAY, OCT. 21st
Dudley St. Opera House

113 Dudley Street, Roxbury,

at 8 P. M.

ADMISSION as CENTS
Auspices: Boston District Daily Worker

Financial Campaign Committee

America’s First

Communist Mayor

EMII. NYGARD
Crosby, Minn.

speaks at the great

Election Rally
Scandinavian Hall

5111 Fifth Ave„ B’lyn, N.Y.
(Over Milton’s Store)

Sunday, October 22
Robert Minor

Communist Candidate for Mayor
in New York City, will present the
Communist Party Platform for

the coming Election

MUSICAL PROGRAM
MASS RECITATION

HAT CHECKS 25 CENTS

DIRECTION: Wot In* Exprru to Mth
Street Station, Brooklyn. Chango for
4th Avenne Subway ear to 52nd Street
Station. Walk on* block to Fifth Are.

Auspices; Scandinavian Workers’
1 League, New York District.

LICENSE NOTICES

NOTICE ic hereby given that License Num-
ber NY814127 has been Issued to the
undersigned to sell beer and wine at
retail, under Bectlon 76 of the Alcoholic
Beverage Control Law at 70 Clinton
8t„ New York City, to be consumed
upon the said premises. David Schwartt-
man. New York, N. Y-

Take Up in Every A. F. of L.
Local the Social Insurance Bill
National Committee

Speaks for 1,200
Local Unions

NEW YORK.—The demands of the
A. F. of L. committee for Unemploy-
ment Insurance and Relief, repre-

senting 1,200 local unions of the A. F.
of L„ which were rejected at the
A. F. of L. convention without a
hearing or discussion, should be
raised in all A. F. of L. local unions,

said Louis Weinstock, secretary of
the committee. The committee, head-

ed by Weinstock was ejected from
the A. F. of L. convention hall. “The
program calls for the organization by

the A. F. of L. of a general struggle
on a nation-wide scale for the Work-
ers Unemployment and Social Insur-
ance Bill, and for its incorporation in

all codes, and the initiation of united
front conferences for the adoption of

the bill,” Weinstock stated. The pro-
gram should be discussed and acted
on in all local unions, he said.

The rank and file of the A. F. of
L. demands revision of all codes up-

wards monthly to meet rising living
costs; special provisions in all codes
to decrease the inhuman speed-up
system now practiced on workers;
the enforcement by all effective
methods of the unrestricted rights to
organize, strike and picket, for free

speech, and assemblage for workers,
and against compulsory arbitration
and injunctions.

"The A. F. of L. Trade Union Com-
mittee for Unemployment Insurance

and Relief calls on the A. F. of L.
as its national policy to carry out
mass violations by the A. F. of L.
and its affiliated unions, of injunc-
tions which are against these ele-
mentary rights of the workers,” said
Weinstock.

The statement of the Unemploy-
ment committee calls for the imme-

diate withdrawal of all A. F. of L.
officials from all N.R.A. boards and
committees, “since the actions of the
A. F. of L. officials as labor repre-
sentatives are detrimental to labor
and serve the interests of the em-
ployers, as proven in their actions
in signing such codes as coal, auto,

| etc.” The program also calls for “the
repudiation of all anti-strike agree-
ments, such as the supplement to the
coal code, and struggle against all
attempts to make this a policy for
United States labor.”

Weinstock stated that “The A. F.
of L. Committee for Unemployment
Insurance and Relief demands a
fight against all forms of company
unionism, both open and concealed,
and the formation of united com-
mittees of action representing all
groups of workers, against company
unionism and against company spy
and private police systems. We de-

! mand the elimination from all union
constitutions and by-laws of all sec-
tions discriminating against Negro

workers, and the condemnation and
removal of all open and covered re-
strictions upon the right of the
Negro workers to hold official posi-
tions in the union. We demand the
incorporatioh into all codes of a spe-
cial section assuring equality for
Negro workers in the right to jobs

and for the same wages and hours
of labor.”

These demands, which Weinstock
declared the only means of building

and strengthening the American la-
bor movement, include: special pro-
tection in all codes for young work-
ers, elimination of all child labor;
against forced labor of all kinds in-
cluding reforestation, etc., and union
wages on all relief and public work:
drastic lowering of union dues and
re-instatement of all those expelled
from the A. F. of L. because unem-
ployed or because they differed on
policy with the leaders; reduction of
all officials’ salaries; genuine trade
union democracy and full rights of
minorities; and a fight to wipe out
racketeering and gangsterism in the
unions.

Weinstock, summarizing these de-
mands, said, “Such a policy alone
can enable the unions to lead the
millions of American workers in vic-
torius struggle against the drive on
'their wages and working conditions
and the attempts to legalize in this
country, under the NB.A., a coolie

standard of living, and to hamstring

the unions and make them Ineffec-
tive by Incorporating them into the
machinery of the employers and the
government.”

The Committee calls for the unity
of all the workers, no matter what
union they are in, or whether un-
organized, in the struggle for these
demands. On the question of the
N.RA., Weinstock stated, “The Na-
tional Recovery Act is the central
part of the plan of the Roosevelt
administration and the banking and
employing interests it represents, to
solve the crisis at the expense of the
industrial workers and in all sec-
tions of the toiling population. The
basic purpose of the N.RA. is to
legalize and place the full power of
the government back of the work
sharing, starvation sharing plan,
evolved by Walter Teagle of the
Standard Oil Co., and William
Green; to lower the standard of liv-
ing of the working class under guise
of shortening hours and increasing
wages. The N.RA. substitutes this
illusory scheme for the one method
that would surely alleviate to some
extent the present destitute condi-
tion of millions of jobless workers
and their dependents compulsory
federal Insurance for all workers at
the cost of the employers and the
government.”

Weinstock showed that the N.RA.
since it began operations, has tried
to choke off strike struggles, institut-
ed terror against the workers, raised
the cost of living and increased
speed-up. The union burocrats, he
said, have since increased their ter-
rorization against rank and flic mil-
itants inside the A. F. of L.

The Party in New York
and Work Among Jobless

Must Overcome Burocracy; Organize the
Movement Around Demands of Workers

By I. AMTER
I.

The analysis of the New York situation applies to many districts, and

therefore the following articles should be dismissed by each District Com-
mittee.

The relief authorities of New York City have removed more than 50,000

families from the relief rolls. On September 22, 35,000 families received their

last Red Cross baskets. Relief pre-
cinct workers have been instructed
to drop scores of cases in their ter-
ritory, using their own judgment as
to which cases these should be.

Wholesale evictions are taking place.
Relief is being drastically cut. Home

relief is coming to an end. Work

relief at low rates of pay and for a
totally inadequate number of hours
is taking its place.

In the face if this situation why
has the unemployed work of the
Party so seriously slumped in the
New York district—and in other dis-
tricts? The reasons are many.

1. The propaganda of the “New

Deal” and of N.R.A. has affected a
section of the Party membership. In

the beginning, even some leading lo-
cal comrades believed that the pro-
visions of the recovery act were suen
that we would not be able to oppose

it. The analysis of the Party seemed
to clear them up—but not for long.

In the Bronx, a comrade is waiting
for the “new Party line.” This com-
rade believes that the Open Letter
does not meet the situation. But the
Open Letter is just the answer to

the N.R.A.—and no “new line” is
needed. What applied when the
Open Letter was written applies now,

ith even greater vigor.
Opportunistic Analysis

Certain workers temporarilv have

had their wages increased, some new
workers have received jobs. Some

comrades have come to the conclu-
sion that capitalism therefore is on
the upgrade once more—that unem-
ployment is a back issue. A new
early crash and a rapidly mounting

cost of living will follow, sharpening
the situation as never before. The
analysis of the comrades is oppor-

tunistic and is keeping the Party

from grasping the situation and
meeting its tasks. The District has

a big job ahead in clarifying the
membership, for without this the

work on no field will go forward.
2. The Open Letter has been ap-J

plied in a one-sided manner. The
Open Letter correctly declares, as did

the 14th Plenum Resolution of the

Central Committee two years ago,

that the main channel of the Party

work is shop and trade union work
The Open Letter, however, also lays
down as a basic task the organiza-
tion of the unemployed and a vigor-

ous fight for relief and unemploy-
ment insurance.

The Party in New York has swung

into shop work, leading many strike
struggles, struggles against the at-
tempts to stop the activities of the
revo’y'onary unions (Whalen and

the courts) etc. The task of organ-

izing and leading the struggles of the
unemployed, on the other hand, has

fallen into a slump, in spite of the
recognition that mass unemployment
is a permanent phenomenon at this
stage of capitalism.

Shop work and the building of the
industrial unions together with
building the left oppositions in the
reformists unions must go hand in
hand with the build'ng of the Un-
employed Councils and leading joint
struggles. The unemployed have been
on the picket lines, aiding the shop
workers in their struggles. With the
sagging of the unemployed work,
strike - breaking automatically in -

creases, so that the strike struggles
are endangered.

3. There Is open disbelief that Un-
employment and Social Insurance
can be won. There is the idea that
unemployment insurance is only an
agitational slogan, or, as one com-
rade states, “something to worry the
capitalist with at times.” If in 29
states during the past winter un-
employment insurance bills were In-
troduced; if Roosevelt admits that
millions will never return to work;
if the predictions of Johnson, Green
and Roosevelt that 6,000,000 would
return by Labor Day have not ma-
terialized; and if the figures of pro-

duction and consumption show that
the line is downward, then it is clear
that there is not only the need of
unemployment insurance, but the
necessity of mobilizing all forces to
struggle for the Workers Unemploy-
ment Insurance Bill. This is lacking
in the New York District.

These are the main political issues
hampering the development of our
unemployed work and not only in
New York. Now as to our methods
of work.

4. Bureaucracy is widespread in
the unemployed movement in New
York. There is direct appointment
and removals of Unemployed Council
functionaries by the Party Commit-
tees. These functionaries are re-
sponsible not to the masses but to
the Party Committees. As a result
we witness the following:

a) The leading functionaries warm
the seats in the headquarters "wait-
ing for cases,” and giving directions
and orders, instead of being in the
neighborhoods, helping the less de-
veloped comrades in the work, and
themselves canvassing, organizing,
leading the workers in the neighbor-
hood struggles.

b) Tills brings about an isolation
of the leaders from the struggle, and,
because of the inexperience of the
other comrades, isolation of the Un-
employed Councils from the great

mass of the unemployed.
c) The consequence is that the

Party does not know the Immediate
issues in the neighborhoods—isnes
on which the workers can be mobil-
ised and will straggle.

Grip of Isolation
For instance, there is no question

that the Workers Relief Ordinance
represents the immediate needs of

the workers of New York. But if we
cannot get the workers to struggle

for it, then as an issue it strikes
no roots. This is due to the failure
of the Unemployed Council, through
its isolation, to find out the Imme-
diate issue that can arouse the
neighborhood. For example, in Pitts-
burgh, in one section it was milk
for the children; in another, shoes
for the children—and Pittsburgh also
has a Workers Relief Ordinance. A
demand has meaning only in so far
as it can mobilize workers for strug-
gle. That must be our starting point
and guide in getting the workers in-
to action. Through struggle on the

ESCAPED MILITIA

, lit—

Jr 'xaß

HERBERT BENJAMIN, National
Organizer for the Unemployed
Councils, who was arrested in Gal-
lup, N. M, while addressing the
picket line, escaped from the mili-
tary stockade where he was incar-
cerated by the militia.

To date the military have fonnd
no trace of Benjamin, who success-
fully cheated the stockade of its
prey.

immediate Issues, the workers feel
confidence in the organization and
can then be led in struggle for enact-
ment of the Relief Ordinance.

d) As a result of our isolation, the
work consists chiefly of agitation.
If in an eviction case, however, a
worker’s furniture is on the street
and the comrades can think of noth-
ing better to do than to hold an
election campaign meeting in
front of the house, they only drive
away the workers. Agitation is nec-
essary in our work, better agitation
than at the present time—but it
must be accompanied by persistent
struggle.

As against this, we have the exam-
ple of a single comrade who recently
was assigned to the West Side. This
comrade found a longshoreman who
faced eviction. The comrade went
down to the waterfront, held a meet-
ing of longshoremen, and discovered
that a number of them also had re-
ceived eviction notices. From this
meeting he went back to the house
of the first longshoreman, held a
meeting of about 300, elected a dele-
gation to go to the landlord, a Wall
Street bank, raised hell there, re-
turned to the West Side and together
with the longshoremen made prep-
arations to prevent this eviction.

Up to the present, our meetings
were greeted with bricks and vege-
tables. The workers did not see us
in action. Now- action was being
planned, and the throwers of the
bricks, boys belonging to a Catholic
beys club, have been neutralized, and
contacts with a few of them have
been established. What has changed
the situation? The work of a single
comrade with a lot of initiative who
not only agitated but went Into ac-
tion. Tills has won the support of
the workers and will lead to organ-
ization and further struggle.

(TO BE CONTINUED)

T

Suspended Sentences
for the Diamond

Cement Strikers
BALTIMORE, M(l„ (By Mall).—

Four seamen, who participated in the
strike of the S. S. Diamond Cement,
were given suspended sentences of 60
days in criminal coifrt here.

The court was forced by the able
defense of the seamen and the mass
protest to withdraw the jail term
originally given. The chief witness
of the prosecution was the forner
third officer, Samuel Elgin of the
ship, who turned against his fellow-
officers and seamen to scab. He
has been rewarded by being made
first office*

MOBILIZE
FRATERNAL

MOVEMENTS
I. W. O. Branches in

Fight for Social
Insurance

By MAX BEDACHT
The International Workers Order

is at present organizing a united front
of fraternal organizations for social
insurance. This campaign is a very

important one. Every member of the
Order must participate in it. The
campaign means that the Interna-
tional Workers Order is occupying
that sector of the class struggle front
which logically is its duty to defend.

The fraternal movement and char-
ity have been in the past the excuse
of the bourgeoisie for their refusal
of social insurance. Through the
mouths of their political spokesmen,
the Republican Hoover and the Dem-
ocrat Roosevelt alike, they have again
and again emphasized that the relief
of the mass misery caused by mass
unemployment is not a social duty to
be fulfilled by the government, but is

the duty of private charity and in-
dividual efforts. In accord with this
theory, the bourgeois fraternal organ-
izations have ever been opposed to
social insurance. For them the fra-
ternal movement became an aim in
itself. When the Issue of social In-

surance was raised, they asked, “What
will become of our organizations when
social insurance becomes a practice?”

Their demagogic porpaganda tried

to close the eyes of the masses to the
fact that these individual efforts and
even the collective fraternal efforts
of all the sufferers from social mis-
ery are totally inadequate. They re-
ject the obvious conclusion that any
misery caused by social conditions re-
quires social efforts for relief.

Because the bourgeois fraternal
movement was not based upon the
principles of mutual help among
workers, but was based upon other
so-called principles, such as a certain
religious denomination, or a certain i
patriotic conception, or a certain I
brand of mysticism, they were always!
able to develop some abstract organ- j
izational loyalty of the membership.
This loyalty was not based upon the
fraternal service of the organization,
but it was built around the so-called

I principle—the religion, the patriot-
ism, the mysticism, etc. Because of
this organizational loyalty the bour-
geois leadership often succeeded in
winning the membership • for their

stand against social insurance on the
ground that social insurance would
obviate the necessity of their organ-
ization.

At present, however, this source of

strength of the bourgeois leadership
of the workers in the fraternal move-
ment is disappearing. The workers
now learn the Inadequacy of mutual
help as a remedy for social evils. They

| learn that more is required than
mutual help. They begin to realize
that struggles are necessary against
these social evils.

| The first thing they realize is the

i need of struggle for social help where
mutual help cannot solve the problem
any more. They learn that aside from
the sick insurance that they can or-
ganize among themselves, they need
unemployment insurance which they
cannot organize. They learn that
aside from those mutual aids that
an effective workers’ fratemalism can
supply, they need old age pensions,
they need maternity insurance, they
need a social insurance which secures
their existence no matter what may
interfere with their ability or op-
portunity to make a living by selling
their labor power.

Important Issues

That Is why social insurance at
present is such an important issue
for the working class. That is why
also social insurance at this moment
becomes a rallying point of the pro-
letarian elements in the fraternal
movement against the bourgeois mis-
leaders. And that is why a campaign
for social insurance among the fra-
ternal organizations, as now organ-
ized by the International Workers
Order, is of such importance for the
whole working class.

Because of the importance of this
campaign the branches of the Inter-
national Workers Order must not per-
mit any meeting of their organization
to go by without a serious discussion
of the campaign, without a check-up
on the activities in the campaign,
without a correction of mistakes made
in the campaign and without decid-
ing upon further steps to invigorate
the campaign.

Because of the importance of this
campaign, every militant worker must
become an active supporter of this
campaign of the International Work-
ers Order. Every militant worker in
a bourgeois fraternal organization
must make himself the organizer of
a left wing around the issue of social
insurance. Every militant worker in
a bourgeois fraternal organization
must make a fight for the admittance
of the delegations of the International
Workers Order for the raising of the
issue of social insurance. Every lan-
guage section of the International
Workers Order must propagandize the
workers of their respective language
most intensely with the issue of so-
cial insurance. The manifesto on so-
cial insurance issued by the Conven-
tion of the International Workers Or-
der, which is available in various lan-
guages, must be systematically dis-
tributed at every meeting place of
fraternal organizations of their re-
spective languages.

This campaign must lead to the
establishment of a broad united front
which then will carry on the cam-
paign for social insurance with the
added forces which the participants
of the united front will bring to the
International Worker* Order

A Baby Dies of Starvation
(By a Worker Correspondent.)

rDIANAPOLIS, Ind.—-Betty Joan Whyde, age 9 months, little daughter

of Ruth and Lee Whyde of 215 Detroit St., died at the Kelley Hospital
Saturday, October 7. Hospital attaches said the child died of starvation.

Betty Joan was one of eight children of the Whyde family, ranging

between the ages of 5 and 20 years, all live at home. This worker lived on
the basket system for some time, and reported to No. 10 Council of the
National Unemployed Council, of which he is a member, that he has never
been getting enough food in the basket.

His basket was raised 2 numbers with additional milk for the baby, as
a result of the activity of No. 10 Council. The milk was cut off a short

time later. The baby became ill, and was taken to Kelley Hospital where

the child died a short time later. The father gave two blood transfusions,

but this did not help.
The body was taken to the Willison funeral home, then was taken to

the trustee’s undertakers Roystons and Askiens and was brought to the

home at 215 Detroit St., where preparations were made by the National
Unemployed Council and members of the Communist Party for the services.

Two wreaths of roses and lielies were sent, one from the No. 10 Council and

one from the Party members.
• * *

THE workers’ flag was draped over the casket. A wreath, which bore the

workers’ emblem, the hammer and the sickle was placed on the casket

with these words: “We, the Communist Party, in co-operation with the

National Unemployed Council place this wreath on the casket, that this
may not happen again.”

There were tears streaming down the cheeks of almost every comradfe
and friend, as the conductor led the choir in singing Solidarity and the
Workers’ Flag. A “Times” reporter took pictures and wrote an article, but
did not print it because of the false statements from the doctors and the
nurse, who are trying to place the blame on this worker as neglect and
improper care. This worker raised a family of 10, and surely this child

did not die from improper care or neglect by the mother.

An acid was used in the milk for this child and several statements have
been made that the acid did not agree with the child, and caused the child

to become ill, by following the orders of the doctor, and the cutting off of
the milk by the trustees. The baskets do not contain sufficient food for a
week’s supply and the trustees have admitted the fact, but nothing has been

done about it so far.
...

COUNCIL members have been arrested on several occasions demanding

food, clothing and shelter; several fights have occurred In the trustee’s

office over the same demands.
Many things have been done to outdo the workers, while the McNut

and the Fetters politicians fight over the next election and nothing is
being done to feed the people; while the Kingbuns Slaughter House destroys

thousands of pounds of meat a day.

Munorleans Crew
Strike for Back

Pay and Increase
Marine Workers Union

Leads Baltimore
Walkout

BALTIMORE, Md., Oct. 30.—The
crew of the S. S. Munroleans, Mun-
son Line steamer, struck yesterday
for back wages and increase in pay

rates. The strike was pulled by the

Marine Workers Industrial Union

which with the Waterfront Unem-
ployed Councils have taken action to
prevent shipment of scabs. A. call

has been issued to the jobless sea-
men to stand solid with the crew.

Officials of the International
Longshoremen refused to support
the strike, but the longshoremen
walked off the dock refusing to
handle cargo on the struck ship.

? • *

NEW YORK. The Waterfront
Unemployed Council and the M. W.

I. U. issued a joint leaflet here on
the S. 3. Munroleans strike, warning

against attempts to get scabs. Sea-

men are watching the shipping of-
fices tc prevent any scab recruiting.

Delegates will try to strike the

Munson ships now in or due in this
port in the next few days.

Heavy Lay-Off in
Youngstown Steel
Mills; Output Down

: Local Finance Writers
Very Pessimistic

Over Future
YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio, Oct. 20. j

On top of layoffs in Bessemer, gal- !
vanizing and other departments, Re-
public layed off 125 open hearth
laborers this morning and told them

| it would call them when they were
needed again.

Only 4 open hearth furnaces are
’ operating. Steel production in this

district has taken another 5 per cent
drop. The financial writers in the

¦ local papers are pessimistic. They
’ can’t see any outlook for much im-

provement in the situation. Railroad
buying has not come through and

automobile production is going down
, steadily.

The Steel and Metal Workers In-

dustrial Union is calling upon all the
layed-off workers to oome up to the

union headquarters at 266 East Fed-
eral, join the unemployed branch of

. the union, and take part in a fight
for more relief from the city and

; state, and federal unemployment in-
surance.

TORGSIN > loviet Russia ||
I there are Torgsin stores in over

soviet' RSo ypTchl" or'ts 1,090 localities. Torgsin orders
of domestic or imported ir.lclee roay j,e sen t to anyone, in any
at low prices.
For orders on Torgsln apply to your qGanuty.
local bank, companies listed below N

X"l nrnated
‘Itanlf ST* ««»«* 1.5-? maU°,

Amalgamated Bank. N. r order by parcP | po9t .
Am-Derntra Transport Corp.
American Express Co. PRICES REDUCED fe
Gdynia-America Line '
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Manufacturers Trust Co. ..
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Public Natl Bank & Trust Co. M|MHWn*|p»l* .OJH
R < A Commun cations, Inc. ¦MMMgVLjteMK
Union Tours, Inc. •

Hudson Co. National Bank.

Th^*Pennsylvania Co., Phila iIWI J
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AllArrangements for

Bringing Relative*
FROM THE

SOVIET UNION
to the United States and other countries can be

made through “INTOURIST,” Inc., representatives
in the U. S. A. of the Soviet State Travel Bureau

FOR INFORMATION APPLY

INTOURIST/ me.
545 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Chicago: 304 N. Michigan Blvd. Boston: 110 Boylston St.

WORKINGMEN OF ALL COUNTRIES!
You Need Natural, Undoped and Unprocessed Health Food"

to Give You Health and Strength in Your Struggle for Power

Come to Our Store or Send for Our Health Guide Free.—

10% DISCOUNT TO ALL WHO BRING OR SEND THIS AD ALONG!

HEALTH FOODS DISTRIBUTORS
129 EAST 34th STREET (Near Lexington Avenue)

New York City. Phone.) lExtngton ?-692«

250 Buffalo Rubber
Workers Call Strike
Fig-ht NRA Starvation

Wag-e, Speed-Up

BUFFALO, N. Y„ Oct. 20.—While
a committee of workers wa* present-
ing demands to the superintendent of
the U. S. Rubber Reclaiming Co.,
workers of four shifts were outside
the mill gates and one shift was In-
side waiting to hear the company’s
answer. Within ten minutes after the
committee had received the company's
answer, the last shift was outside
the mill and the 260 worker* in the
plant had tied It up completely.

The strike was the result of several
weeks of Intensive organizational pre-
parations ably carried through by a
group of workers from various de-
partments and shifts. Under the
NRA. the speed-up which had been
steadily intensified in the past few
years, was not lessened and although
hours of work were shortened, wages
went down, the majority of the work-
ers receiving no more than $lO Some
were earning no more than $3.40 a
week.

The demands presented to the com-
pany and previously approved by the
workers Included recognition at the
plant and department committee* of
the Rubber Workers’ Industrial Union,
a flat increase of 16 cents an hour
for all workers, wage* to be paid
in cash, no fines for tardine** or fail-
ure of the clock to record the punch,
abolition of speed-up, time and a
half for Sundays and holiday* a* well
as other demands.

*.

A MONEY MAKER FOR
YOUR ORGANIZATION

SOVIET FILMS ON It MM.

FEATURES AND SHORTS
May Be Shown In Year CM

ar HaD

Writ* M

Garrison Fflm Distribute**, tea
739 Seventh Avenue , Races $lO

New York City

Un Mm latest silent ul istrt Am,
•tenderd sle*

HARLEM PROGRESSIVE
YOUTH CLUB

present*
two Great Events for the Benefit

of the Daily Worker

This Saturday Night

Concert and Dance
GOOD PROGRAM

NEGRO JAZZ BAND

This Sunday Nig-ht
Dr. Paul Luttinger

will Lecture on
“SEX AND YOUTH"

8:30 P.M.
Harlem Progressive Youth Club
1538 Madison Ave.. New York City

OUT OF TOWN

AFFAIRS
rOB THK

Boston
Oct. 21st:

Ear! Browder will speak at Dally
Worker Mass Meeting. Dudley St.

Opera House, US Dudley St, Rox-
bury.

Youngstown, Ohio
OCT. 21st:

Affair given by Unit 655 o€ C.P.
•t Icor Center. 307 No. Walnut St.

________

Cleveland, Ohio

OCT. 21st:
House Party at 12209 Holborn Ave.
at 8 p.m. A good program has been
arranged.

Toledo, Ohio
OCT. 21st:

Progressive Whist Party given by
Unit 7 and 9 at home of Tony Bell.
376 Pinewood Ave. at 8 p.m. Every-
body invited.

Detroit
OCT. 21st:

Women's Polish Chamber of Labor
together with the Men's Polish
Chamber of Labor are holding a
dance ct 13415 Lonat, at 7.30 p.m.
Adm. 15c. Door prises, good music,
good time.

Rockford, 111.
OCT. 21st:

Social held at 3813 S. sth St., ( p.m.
Good program,

Matapan, Mass.
OCT. 22nd:

House Party, Musical Program at
home of Ed Wise, 4 Havelock Bt.
Ausp : American Workera ChoruS.
at 7.30 p.m.

Chelsea, Mass.
OCT. 22nd:

Dinner at Workers Center, 88 Haw-
thorne St. at 3 p.m. Adm. 35c.

Chicago, 111.
\ OCT. 22nd:

A Night in Soviet China, Cabaret
Style, at 3155 West Roosevelt Road
at 7 p.m. Chop Suey Galore. Ad-

| mission 20c. Auspices, I.W O. Br. 546.

Los Angeles Section
Comrade MacHarrls, touring tat the

I Daily Worker, with the great Bovlel
Film "Ten Day* That Shoek Th«
World” and "Bread" will ba showt

1 iti the following reties on the date*
listed below for the benefit of th*
Daily Worker.

Oct. 22 to 26 inclusive—
Monterey, Santa Cruz
and Watsonville

Oct. 27—Carmel
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For the United Front of the Workers Against Fascism and War
By EARL BROWDER

Speech of Earl Browder at 17th
meeting of the Central Committee of

the C.P.U.S.A.
• • •

r[E Open Letter and tire Resolu-
tion of the 14th Plenum remain in

full force as the basic analysis of our
weaknesses and tasks. The recent
events have especially confirmed the
estimate of the situation given by

the Open Letter at the Exraordinary
Party Conference, as one of deepening
of the crisis, sharpening of the class
struggles and intensification of the I
danger of new Imperialist war and es-
pecially of intervention against the

Soviet Union. We have to especially
emphasize that the deepening of the
crisis and the sharpening of the war I

, danger have raised the class struggle
to a higher level and have greatly
intensified the development of the

j trend towards fascism in the United
j States.

It is apparent today and pretty
[ generally recognized that all of the

| expedients, all of the extraordinary
! measures of the Roosevelt Adminis-

; tuition have failed to change the
| downward course of development. As

j a result, we already see the begin-
; nings of a shifting of emphasis in the
policy of the Roosevelt Admlnistra-

I tion from the phase of the demagogic
befuddlement of the minds of the
workers, which still remains as a
major policy, to the phase of the

j suppression of the movements of the
I workers.

Bringing Forward the Fascist Elements in

the New Deal

We have in the past days just had i
a very shard expression of this change

of emphasis, the bringing forward |
very sharply of all of the fascist ele- I
menta in the New Deal,—in the terror
against the steel strikers in Air-bridge
and the shooting down of workers on j
the streets, clearing the streets with j
machine guns; in the fascist attacks |
against the Agricultural workers in j
California and the open lynch terror;
against these agricultural strikers; in j
the military' law used to break the
strikers led by the National Miners
Union in Utah and New Mexico. A
part of this tendency is the growing
lynch-terror against the Negroes.

Corresponding to this practical ap-

plication of fascist measures in the
class struggle, we have the sharper

bringing forward of the fascist ideo-
logy within the New Deal, e

,
eased

In the American Federation c. Labor
Convention, especially in the speeches
made there by Roosevelt who prac-
tically placed his official confirmation
upon the machine gun attacks in
Ambridge and the violent suppression

I of strikes in other places; the speech
j of Secretary of Labor Perkins who
] brought forward openly, in the name
jof the administration, the concept of

| the corporate state, taken over bodily

¦ from international fascist Ideology;

and especially in the speech of Hugh
; L. Johnson, Recovery Administrator,
! who declared that strikes are out-
! jawed under the NRA, that strikes
i will not be tolerated.

Coincident with this development
we also have again the bringing for-

, ward of the injunction weapon as one
. of the principal means of combatting
• the rising strike movement, especially

j in the light industries, and in the
combatting of thousands of small

i! Strikes that are sweeping the country.
¦; So that the struggle against injunc-¦ | tions is again becoming one of the
I ; main features of the fight of the

• i workers to resist the capitalist of-

i j fensive, and especially of our efforts
• j to establish independent organization
i! of these struggles,—independent rev-
i olutionary leadership of these mass
I I movements.

I Concentration of Forces to Stop Growing
L Strike Wave

There is taking place at this

moment a big concentration of
forces to stop the strike wave at ail
costs by suppression, by breaking it
up from within as much as possible,
but above all by breaking it with
forces from without, in order to en-
force the starvation wage levels

that have been established in the

NRA codes. We have already
pointed out in quite some detail in
the Extraordinary Party Confer-
ence, and since then in articles
and pamphlets the connection of all
these developments in the internal
life of the country with the sharp-

• ening of the war danger, and have
shown how all of these develop-

ments reflect the sharpening class
relations in the country and the
preparations for imperialist war. It
is necessary to register, without go-
ing into great detail, the extreme

tension in the Far East, —the grow-
ing provocations cf Japanese impe-
rialism, which with the encourage-
ment of imperialist powers in the
West, with the encouragement of
the government of the United
States, is step by step seizing the
Soviet owned "Chinese - Eastern
Railway,” and conducting Increas-

ingly provocative activities designed
to draw the Soviet Union into war,
preparing for an assault on the

I eastern borders of the Soviet Union.
The development of the Fascist

! regime in Germany is further inten-
| sifying the war danger as it ex-
: presses itself in Western Europe and
| in the preparations of the imperial-
I ists for intervention against the Soviet

Union from the West.
The situation in Latin America con-

j tinues to show further the develop-
j ment of the Anglo-American anta-

! gonism and above all the rising rev-
olutionary movement of the Latln-
American masses and the imperialist

1 policy of the United States in sup-
; pressing this revolutionary movement.
This is especially shown in the inter-
vention against the Cuban revolution,

and in the manoeuvers being executed
in the inner political life of Cuba by

j the agents of American Imperialism.
In ail of these developments of

preparations for war, it is necessary

again to point out the tremendous

role that is being played by the peace
; policy of the t Soviet Union around
which are being rallied all the forces
of struggle against war in the entire

| world.

For Effective Revolutionary Work Within
the American Federation of Labor

The upsurge of struggle of the
workers, leading and extending the
Struggles of other oppressed sections
of the population, has brought cer-
tain new feaures into the life of the
working class in the United States,
requiring certain additional emphasis
upon some of the tasks which we
had previously set ourselves. The de-
velopments of the American Federa-
tion of Labor, marked on the one
hand by inclnsion of some new hun-
dreds of thousands of workers within
the A. F. of L„ and on other hand
by additional exposure of the A. F.
of L. burocracy as strike-breaking
machinery, serve to emphasize for us
the enormous opportunities now be-
fore us for effective revolutionary
work within the A. F. of L„ oppor-
tunities in winning large numbers of
these workers for the Independent de-

¦ velopmcnt of their struggles against
, the A. F. of L. burocracy and to the

leadership of the Communist Party.
At the same time we can note the

further development of the dlfferen-

i tiation within the Socialist Party, the
, further divisions between workers fol-

» lowing the Socialist Party and their
‘ { official leadership. This was given an
! impetus by the lessons of the rise of
German Fascism and the capitulation
and complete bankruptcy of German
Social Democracy. It is being carried
further especially by the development
of the war danger, and is sharpened
by the issues of the struggle against
war within the Socialist ranks, by the

* organization of the recent Anti-War
Congress, as well as by the develop-
ments in the strike struggles in which
the Socialist Party official leaders give

1 complete support to the burocracy of
the A. F. of L.

Reviewing- Work of the Party in Light
of the Open Letter

Now we must review the work of
our Party in its main aspects of car-
rying out the Open Letter since the
Extraordinary Party Conference. We
state in the draft resolution, which
we present to you that since the Ex-
traordinary Party Conference the
Party has made certain beginnings in
carrying out the Open Letter. We
point out the increased and more ef-
fective participation in strikes, espe-
cially In the basic industries, and the
beginnings made in the building of
mass trade unions. Second, some im-
provements in the methods of con- I

centration. Third, improved applica-
tion of the united front policy shown
in strikes, especially in the silk strike,
in the Cleveland Conference for
united action where we established
before the masses our program of
struggle against the NRA, and in the
successful U. S. Congress Against War.
Fourth, serious beginnings in the
transformation of the Daily Worker
into a mass paper by the improve-

, ment in its contents and circulation.
Our draft resolution, however, em-
phasizes that these advances are
marked by the most serious slowness,
weakness and inadequacies.

Advances of Party of Very Uneven Character
We emphasize that the whole Party i

has not as yet fully understood the '

application of the Open Letter, that
the leading cadres have not succeeded ;
in fully mobilizing the Party for these \
tasks. We emphasize that the ad-
vances have been of a very uneven ;
character. Some important districts |
suqh as Clevaiend, have hardly par-
ticipated in these advances. Other
districts for example, Detroit, which
had made Important beginnings have
lost their grip for a period and even
slipped back. And even in the best
Os districts, there Is a most serious i
anevenness in the work, an instabil- ¦
:ty of the advances which have been ]
hade and continued weaknesses. We j
save to emphasize that generally ]
ihroughout the country and in prac- <
iically every Industry we have not t
pade any serious beginnings in mass f
Pork inside the A. F. of L, with the /

h *

| possible single exception of some be-
ginnings among the miners in West-

l ern Pennsylvania, where we are still
largely working on the basis of the

I old NMU cadres that were swept Into
the UMWA in the recent struggles.
We have to point out also that in per-
haps not a single district has the
Party seriously taken up the question
of building the Young Communist
League or given the youth any serious
political guidance or material help.

Outstanding among these various
weaknesses has to be mentioned the
serious lack of engaging the Negro
workers in the mass struggles that
have taken place, of recruiting them
into the trade unions or the Unem-
ployed Councils, with a few good ex-
ceptions, such as the St. Louis nut
pickers and Chicago garment work-
ers, which occurred even before the

Party Conference. And

With the Strike Wave and Radicalization of Masses, 1
The Open Letter of the Party Remains in Full Force

EARL BROWDER

General Secretary of the Communist'Party, U. S. A.i

we must further mention the extreme
weaknesses of development, the lag-
ging of the unemployed struggles dur-
ing the past three or four months.

The explanation of these weak-

nesses come under one head.

This is the UNDERESTIMATION
OF THE RADICALIZATION OF

THE MASSES, OF THEIR READI-
NESS TO STRUGGLE. RISING
OUT OF THIS, DOUBTS AND
HESITATION ABOUT THE PARTY
LINE, AS EXPRESSED IN THE

OPEN LETTER, THE FAILURE
TO APPLY THIS LINE BOLDLY
AND UNCOMPROMISINGLY, AND

THE TENDENCY "’O RETREAT
BEFORE OR CAPJ-ULATE TO

THE ILLUSIONS ABOUT THE
NRA, TO FAIL TO DEVELOP
STRUGGLE AGAINST IT AS A

PRECONDITION FOR ALL

REVOLUTIONARY WORK.
Where this factor is not thoroughly

understood, the result has been stag-

nation and the development of innu-

merable expressions of right oppor-
tunist tendencies in our movement.
The main problem before the Party

now is the struggle against these

weaknesses and deviations, the strug-

gle against deviations on two fronts,

the struggles against right oppor-

tunism, which more than ever beiare

becomes the chief danger and a very

pressing danger in all of our practical
work, and in the struggle against its

shadow, left sectarianism.
We have in the past weeks given

the Party many concrete examina-
tions of specific instances of this right
danger, in the Daily Worker and In

the Communist. I do not want to

take the time to go over these same

grounds again in my report, which

I want to make as brief as possible.

I assume that the comrades here have

read my article in the October Com-

munist, which develops this question

in some detail, but I want to give

just enough time to emphasize the

points that were made in that article,

and establish this argument as part

of my report. .
I especially want to point out the

extreme importance for our practical

work and for the development of our

revolutionary line, of a conscious and

intolerant struggle against the ten-
dency to capitulation shown in tne

hiding of the face of the Party; the
fear to bring forward even our Daily

Worker among the masses, and even
roing to the length of hiding the face
of the revolutionary unions, and try-

ing to find some way of working

among the masses that makes us In-

distinguishable from ref°rmkts
This tendency shows Itself almost

everywhere, in more or less degree.

In some places it shows itself in very

flagrant examples that everyone can

see and that not anyone can defend.
But from these examples it shows it-

self in all sorts of fine shadings, all

these attempts to get away from the

struggle, to evade the issues. Every-

where this tendency shows itself, it
weakens our work in most every-

thing we do and prepares victories
for the Social Fascists and defeats
for the workers and our Party.

We cannot emphasize too much
that we can't make a single step for-

ward in leading these mass struggles
of the workers unless we boldly meet
this issue and win the workers on the
basis of our revolutionary program,
and not abstractly but concretely

applied to the Issues before these
workers.

It is, of course, not necessary to
argue here to convince the com-

rades that the tactic of going to the
workers, leading them In organiza-
tion under the slogan of ‘‘support
our president ir, his holy war against
the depression" is a wrong one. We
know that this has been done. But

it is still necessary in every phase of

the development of the strike
struggles to be on guard against the
thousand expressions of that same
tendency,—the fear to challenge the
program of the Roosevelt adminis-
tration before the masses.

Our comrades, in many cases, have
a conception that the masses are
very backward. They have no con-
fidence in the ability of the masses
of workers to understand these is-
sues and their readiness to support

a revolutionary approach to these
question. We must be on our guard
against this exaggeration of the
backwardness of the American work-
ers, for otherwise even the best of
us will fail victims to these ten-
dencies. When vre say we have to
struggle against these tendencies a*

a struggle against right opportunism,
the main danger, that doesn’t mean
that this can be solved merely by
sniggle aga'nst a few outstanding
struggle of this tend»ncy who show
themselves here and there In our
work.

We have seen in the silk industry,
in the automobile industry and a
dozen industries, the tendency to
decide for these so-called backward
workers that they are not ready for
revolutionary unions and to bring

them a local independent union. So
that, in some instances, these back-
ward workers have turned away from
us and have gone to the American
Federation of Labor because they
have the impression that not only
are we indistinguishable, but the A.
F of L. is something more progres-
sive because they stand for a larger
union than merely a union In one
plant. That does not mean that in
all circumstances we have to and in
all places base ourselves only upon
the tactic of building revolutionary
unions, but especially when we are
dealing with masses of unorganized
workers beginning to move to
struggle, we can say that in the
overwhelming majority of cases the
sound tactic for us is to move to
bring these workers into revolutionary
unions.

We had a big conflict with the
Musteites precisely on this question
with regard to steel in the Cleveland
United Front Conference. I think
that we must say that we took an
entirely correct position on that
question and we delivered a heavy

blow at the policy of Mustelsm, and
we also helped to clarify, and orien-

DAILY WORKER, we have to say

that we have a very serious danger

signal in the fact that in five weeks
of our financial drive, we have got
20 per cent of the goal that was eet
—2O per cent. I think this is the
worst showing of any financial drive

that the DAILYWORKER ever had,

and at a moment when we have the
broadest mass contacts that we ever
had ifi the districts, when we have

the best paper we ever had. This is
a defect of the organized, planned
work of the Party.

I must say a few words about the
youth. Every time we have a
Plenum we talk about the youth and

then the next time the subject comes
up is in the next Plenum. We are
not making progress in building the
Y. C. L., in spite of tremendous op-
portunities. We have seen a re-
sponse of the young workers when
they are given a chance to respond.
They are in the forefront of the radi-
calization of the working masses. We
see this in every strike movement
taking place today, in the basic in-
dustries. Young workers are the most
active elements in these strikes. We
see this in the Anti-War Congress,
where out of the 2,616 delegates, 500
or more went into the youth section
for the special meeting and provided
one of the liveliest and most political
and active sections of the Congress.
Youth from all sorts of organizations

and all kinds of tendencies, we were
able to weld them together under our
leadership—our Y. C. L.

But the Party does not lead this
! work and it does not help this work.

We must give political assistance to
the youth, show them the way and
help them to solve their practical
every day problems and give to the

youth cadres the basic bolshevik
education and training. The youth
must become conscious of these spe-
cial needs of the youth and must
begin to function as the leader of
the youth. There is every oppor-
tunity in the world to root the Y.
C. L. in the shops, in the trade
unions, in the mass struggles that are
now taking place.

The new organization that we
helped form is the Anti-War Con-
gress, which we intend to help make
the rallying center for the whole
broad mass movement against war
and against Fascism as one of the
first orders of the day for the Dis- |
tricts, and not only for those districts j
which had delegations in the Con- j
gress but for all the Districts.

Today this question is on the order j
of the day more than it has ever j
been before. The Congress gave an
ex>» T !‘/lt foundation for building a;
united front movement in every lo- j
cality. Political direction must be
given to this. A minimum of or-
ganizational forces must give their
attention to the practical tasks of
getting this movement togteher and
we must actually organize a tjroad
united front on the basis of the re-
volutionary program adopted in the
New York Congress Against War and
Against Fascism in every locality.

We have a foundation which is
broad enough to include the largest

number of workers that we have ever
approached. We have proven that
these workers can be won on this
issue and there can be no excuse if
this work is not developed in every
district. Further, this Anti-War
Congress and the other work that we
are doing has proved the possibility
of penetrating into the ranks of the
Socialist Party, and this is of the
greatest political importance for us
today.

On the issues of war and fascism,
the Socialist Party is today in the

; process of ferment and differentla-
i tion, which opens wide the door for
us to go and win wide sections of the !
worker members and followers of the
Socialist Party. The possibilities of

; successful work inside the A. F. of L.
were never so good as are today.
The question of struggle for Social
Insurance, the struggle for the unem-
ployed demands, the building of the
unemployed organizations, and the

! movement for a unification of all the
unemployed organizations ia the
country, are being neglected.

There is work being done, there are
struggles taking place, but it has
fallen too much out of the center of
consciousness of the Party with a re-
sultant weakening politically in this
work, lagging in its extensions and
particularly very little progress In
the building of the unity movement
of the unemployed, except in those
outlying territories, where we have
won over large mass organizations
to the unemployed.

These are questions which must re-
ceive the svstematic political atten-
tion of the Districts.

It is necessary to devote some at-
tention, also, to the farmers work.
We have a very healthy growing mass
movement among the farmers, and

| let me give you some news: There
. is going to be a National Conference
of the farmers in Chicago on Nov.
15th to 18th,—a National Conference
of the Farmers Committee of Action,
which will nlav a considerable role
in the political development of the
farmers. It is necessary to ask the
Districts to give some serious atten-
tion to getting delegates from the
farmers movem'nts that exist in
every one of the Districts present at
this Plenum.

Now I want, in conclusion, to speak
about another rrob'em. No f to
v.hat was said before, but to bring
forward the problem of reeru't’rr a;
the central political task of the Party,
which involves every other prob'em

i that we have been speaking about.
EsneoM.iy I want to bring for-

ward (his question; what is the
greatest obstacle to the rccru'tlng of
(he Party? An obstacle that exists
in the mind of the sympathizer
that we want to recruit? I think we
can say It is the fact (hat he doesn’t

j yet see (that is, if he is a sym-
! pathiser who follows (he Party, but

doesn’t want to join the Party yet),
the necessity of the Party as a spe-
cial organization. And why doesn’t
he sec the Party is necessary? He
sees all the Party’s immediate de-

, tricts, the concentration districts,

t Party recruiting through the firs
: half of this year is running not more

than 50 per cent of what it was in
; 1932. Some of the outlying districts

¦ have improved in recruiting this
; year, but when we take the entire
! Party for the first nine months of
. 1933, we find recruitment of 11,600,

i as compared with the same period
¦ last year of almost 15,000 just

under 15,000. The average recruiting

I per month for the first six months of
> this year was 1344. Last year, the

¦ average was 1896. We are not re-
; cruiting as much as we were last year
• when in the mass movement we were

¦ lagging behind.

tate our own movement to combat

the deviations in this respect which

had been developing in our own work
in many fields.

We must emphasize this lesson at
this meeting of the Central Commit-
tee, at the same time that we bring

forward sharper than ever before the

necessity of working within the A.
F. of L. in all those industries in

which masses of workers are re-
cruited into the reformist unions.

We have been participating in and
leading more mass struggles this
year than ever before, and consider-
ably iriore than last year. But what
has been happening with Party re-
cruiting? In the most important dis-

Bringing Forward the Party

' Our Party seems to have the con-
¦ cep tion that if we are in mass ac-

tivities, we cannot build—recruit into
> the Party. "We haven’t got time for

¦ such a thing. We have more im-
* portant things to do. If we could

• stop all the struggles, then we would
1 have time to recruit; then we could

t build the Party.” What does it mean
¦ when the comrades say, “We are too
t busy with more important things and
[ haven’t time to build the Party?”

J Such an answer, such an attitude as
t his to the question of building the
> Party displays a serious lack of
i understanding of the role of the
¦ Party in the mass struggles.

Comrades, we must speak very

5 sharply. It shows a Menshevik

s | opportunist conception of the Party.
. ! It is impossible for us to lead and

s j organize the masses in tneir
. j struggles in a revolutionary way

without building the Party. If we
do not build the Party as the basic
part of organizing and leading the
mass struggles, we will inevitably

To into the swamp of opportunism.
The Party is the heart of all ol
our work. We are the Party of the
revolutionary way out of the crisis,
we say, the Party of the Proletarian
Dictatorship, the Party that is
going to lead the workers in Am-
erica to the establishment of So-
cialism in this country. But with
this program we go into the mass
struggles and say we are too busy
leading strikes to build the Party.
I think it is clear, comrades, tlxai
this Is not an organizational ques-
tion. This is a political question
of the first magnitude. And here
we have expressed in the sharpest
form the political weaknesses ot

our Party.
1
ti ;

1 The Congress Against War and Fascism

First the DAILY WORKER must
become more of an organizer and
agitator of the masses on specific ac-
tions. Second, the DAILY WORKER
must have more of a mass cir-
culation. And third, the DAILY
WORKER must have a more acti-
vized, organized financial support.

With regard to the first question

of making the DAILY WORKER
a better organizer and agitator, a
great deal of this must be done by
the staff of the DAILY WORKER,
but there must be more organized
collaboration from the unions and
from the districts. Some beginning. ,

have been made in this respect,

but they are still inadequate. There
is still too much the feeling on the
part of our unions and districts
that the imp-ovement of DAILY
WORKER is only a question to be
solved in the office of the DAILY
WORKER, not an understanrlini'
that this requires very serious
political collaboration from the
field, without which no serious
improvement can be made in the
Center.
With regard to the circulation of

the DAILY WORKER we must say
that it is criminally neglected. There
is hardly a single district in our Party
that gives really serious attention to
securing a mass circulation of the
DAILY WORKER. The DAILY
WORKER circulation is increasing,
but it is a spontaneous process. No-
body really organizes it, nobody really
plans what shall be done bv the
Party to give us a mass circulation.

And what would It mean if we had
100.000 circulation every day? It
would multiply the effectiveness of
our Party In every field of work,
just by that one fact alone Why
don’t we do it? And when we snonlt
about the financial question of the

[ Nobody can say that the Com-
munist Party was not the very center

* of the Anti-War Congress—the out-
* standing feature of the Congress

J was the work of the Communist

J Party. But nobody can accuse the
' Communist Party that by standing
5 at the very center of it before the

’ whole world, it was pursuing a sec-r tarian policy, that it was limiting
the united front. On the contrary,

, no right sectarianism or left sectar-
l lanism was expressed in this congress
) because the Party was there as the
i foremost fighter for the broadest

r possible united front in the struggle
; against war. The Party brought
3 forward the program that united the¦ whole Congress, and the Party estab-
l lished a favorable condition among
) all of those masses who worked inr the Congress, who had any contact

r with the Congress, to create great
. prestige for the Party, creating the¦ conditions for building the Party,

r recruiting new members, gathering
s around us larger groups of sym-
i pathizers. It is on this model that
i we have to work in all phases of the
i struggle. It is along this line thatr the unions must work inside of each
> industry; it is along this line that
I the unemployed councils must carry
) through their struggle for the unl-
! fication of all unemployed organiza-

s tions of the United States—not by
i hiding themselves in top committees,
' but by standing forth as the chief

fighters and chief instruments for
! achieving this union,
i A few words about the DAILY
I WORKER. We are proud of the im-
: provements that have been made in
I the DAILY WORKER. But I want
; to talk mainly about the continued¦ weaknesses. There are still three
I main weaknesses with regard to our

paper.

mands, Immediate program, being
carried through by the mass organ-
izations. He is active there, he is
satisfied, why shonld he join the
Party? For him the Party is merely

that organization that takes upon
itself special responsibilities for the
proper conduct of all these mass
organizations. All he gets by join-
ing the Party is new responsibilities

and new tasks. And he only sees
the Party as the instrument for the
immediate struggle. Why is this?
Because we have not brought to this
wide circle of our sympathizers in
any systematic, effective way, con-
necting it up with the immediate
life and struggle of the workers in
which he is already engaged, the

problem of the revolutionary way
nut of the crisis, the problems of
the seizure of power, the problem of
the resolution, the overthrow of
capitalism. And a large part of the
turnover in our Party membership
arises from the fact that we recruit
the new members only on the basis
of the immediate struggle, without
educating them into the higher
political significance of the Party
as the instrument for carrying
through the revolution and the
transformation of society, the defeat
of the capitalist class, the estab-
lishment of a new kind of govern-
ment. And, after all this is the real
explanation for the necesisty for our

! kind of Party.

The Revolutionary Solution of the Crisis

An essential part of the whole prop-
aganda of the revolutionary solution
of the crisis, the proletarian dictator-
ship is the example of the successful
revolution and the building of social-
ism in the Soviet Union. It is all
these things that will really win the
workers to join our Party and hold
them in the Party when we get them
in. And a large number of our lead-
ing comrades in many districts who
think that they can get a larger num-
ber of workers to join the Party by
talking to them only about the im-
mediate demands, and who soft-pedal
the ultimate program of our Party in
order to be popular, these comrades
are making a big mistake. Precisely
this line is what keeps workers out
of the Party, because it doesn’t give

them the essential reason why the
Parly is necessary and why they must

join.
So in emphasizing in conclusion

again the problem of recruiting and
building the Party, I think we must
say it is essential to bring forward
the revolutionary program, the revo-
lutionary character of our Party, to
propagandize the revolutionary way
out of the crisis, the problem of the
seizure of power, the prob'em of
building socialism in America as a
problem of the next future of the
United States. And on this basis,
standing. on our revolutionary pro-
gram, not only in our inner councils,
but before the masses of workers, we
will not weaken but on the contrary
we will strengthen the daily struggle,

. we will strengthen our position in the

1 trade unions and other mass organ-
izations. and we will strengthen and
build our Party.

For the Carrying- Out of the Open Letter

The main feature of our coming

convention, the preparations, the
discussion of the elections that take
place must be the bringing for-
ward in the most energetic manner
of the new fresh forces that have
developed out of the mass struggles,
the bringing forward and placing in
positions of responsibility and
leadership from the bottom to the
top of those who have proven in
practice that they can carry
through the Open Letter in mass
work, that they can build the Party
in the midst of this mass work, that
they can make the Party the leader
of the masses, that they will be
those who will carry the Party in

the new period when we will bo
organizing hundreds and thousands
of workers.

There must be the rejuvenation
of the Party from the bottom to the
top. We must bring forward all
those forces who hitherto have not
had the opportunity to develop in
our movement, whom the Open
Letter brought forward, who have
proven in practice that they can do
it—these elements must be brought
to the forefront and all obstrucive
elements pushed to one side. This
must be the slogan for the Bth Con-
vention of our Party, for the ac-
celerated tempo of the carrying
through of the Open Letter.

Celebrate the Opening of the Plenum
of the

International Workers Order
Saturday, October 21st, at 8 P. M.

at NEW STAR CASINO
107th Street and Park Avenue

PROGRAM

Charles Liehter Freiheit Gezang Farein
famous violinist, concertmaster of JACOB SCHAEFER, Conductor,

the Musicians’ Symphony, in .
_in new revolutionary compo-

classical numbers
sitions

Andri Sybulsky n
tenor, in classical and modem Ukrainian Dance Group

Soviet Songs in Russian Folk Dance*

GREETINGS FROM

MAX BEDACHT, National Secretary of the International Workers’
Order.

BEN GOLD, Communist Candidate for the Board of Aldermen.

R. SALTZMAN, Secretary of the Jewish Section, I. W. O.

H. SCHILLER, Secretary of the City Committee, I. W. 0., will act as
chairman.

—ADMISSION 25 CENTS

I Workers School Forum
¦ JIM ALLEN. author of “Negro Liberation”, will lecture on i

ig “The American Revolution of 1860-70 and Its
<9 Heritage to the Working Class”
i SUNDAY, OCTOBER 22nd, at BP. M.

U at WORKERS SCHOOL FORUM, 35 E. 12th St., 2d Floor
$| QUESTIONS; DISCUSSION -- - ADMISSION 25c

Unions Working Class Organizations—Units of the Communist Party!
Celebrate with us the improvement of the new enlarged “Daily"

at the delegated DAILY WORKER BANQUET
Sun., Nov. 12, 7:30 p. m., Irving Plaza Hall

Every organization is invited to send 2 representatives and help the

Financial Drive -
-

- “THE BEST PROGRAM OF THE SEASON”

"'I, ¦ ~

- i.

Exceptionally
High Quality Suits and Overcoats
at Exceptionally Low Prices

MAX TRAIGER
One Price Clothing Store
CORRECT STYLES—FINE FABRICS

Orchard 4-9643 STANTON STREET C°r' CUnton St ’

Mention the Daily Worker and Get 10% Special Reduction!

NOTICE! NOTICE!

RUSSIAN ART SHOP Inc.
PEASANT HANDICRAFTS

MOVED TO EKANCIi AT

9 West 42nd Street 107 E. 11th Street
Large Selection of Gifts, Toys and Novelties from the Soviet Union.

10% Discount to Readers of the Daily Worker
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MINERS PUSH FIGHT AGAINST SLAVE CONDITIONS ON WIDE FRONT
Central Strike

Leadership Is
Key, Says Ryan

U.M.W.A. Insurgent Leader Admits Criticism,
at Recent Conference in Brownsville

By VINCENT KAMENOVICH
Martin Ryan, together with five lo-

cal leaders of miners of the H. C.
Frick Coke Company, attended a
conference of miners held at Browns-
ville, Pa., Saturday, Oct. 14, to dis-
cuss the course of the coal strike of
30,000 miners in the captive mines.
The local leaders with Ryan, all of
whom arrived after the conference
began, came from Colonial Mine No.
1. Smock Mine, and Grindstone
Mines 3 and 4. Ryan is the presi-

dent of the U.M.W.A. local of Grind-
stone No. 3.

I reported as follows at this con-
ference :

The strike is tremendously weak-
ened due to the U.M.W.A. district
and local machines driving the min-
ers back to work. They were suc-
cessful in this splitting tactic of
driving back the miners in the com-
mercial mines due to lack of an or-
ganized left wing in the U.M.W.A.
with a program and centralized lead-
ership (strike committee). I spoke
also on the question of the present
agreement and what it means. Ryan
was criticized for his statement in the
press abandoning mass picketing and
marches; endorsing the Lewis leader-
ship at the Friday conference held in
TJniontown. The role of the N.M.U. as
the only unifying force was brought

out. The N.M.U. policy during the
entire strike was in support of the
strike, on the picket lines, strike pro-
g"am, proposals, etc.

Ryan Speaks
Ryan took the floor alter me. He

attacked the U.M.W.A. machine;
gave concrete examples of betrayals
in 1922, since 1322, and in this
strike. He stated that Lewis selects
delegates to the international con-
ventions. H" agreed that the present
agreement is rotten, and that if the
agreement was signed tomorrow for
the coke region miners, not one
miner would go back to work until
a rank and file convention was held
where the agreement would be rati-
fied. And if the majority was against

the agreement, or certain points in
the agreement, the miners would not
go back until the companies agreed

to these demands as proposed by the
rank and file. Ryan said he would
fight for these methods in the U.M.
W.A. until established. On the ques-
tion of abandoning the mass picket-
ing. and the marching, he slated
that they can not move their pickets
any more due to lack of funds. Their
local is $1,300 in debt for gas and oil.
They used to send 10 or 15 trucks
and 150 cars who were away for
days, and over 150 miles from home.
The other locals are in the same
position.

Up to now, he claimed, state troop-
ers went along with these columns
to protect them against deputies.
New Pinchot refuses to do this any
more, and if they continue to send
their men on the marches the whole
force of the Frick and other coal
comDanies will be centered on these
small caravans.

Snipers have attacked them before.
Attempts to blow up trucks and cars
wKV dynamite bombs were made,
and if they could send large cara-
vans they could continue, and arm
the men. Without arming the men
and sending them in large caravans
it is suicide.

However, if any local needs help
to picket, let them know in the day
time; they will come, especially if
they get some gas money. If any
local wants to help them picket they
are welcome to do so. If they bring
1 000 pickets the miners will take
care of them with food, but not gas,
and they should come in daylight,
else the coke region miners may
shcot at them, as armed thugs of the
coal companies are continuously
roaming round, shooting at the
pickets and throwing dynamite
bombs.

No Unorganized Retreat
He is willing to do anything to

help to win the strike, and if the
coke region does go back under a
U.M.W.A. agreement they will not
go back as in 1922 in a norganized
manner. They will ret. i their lo-
cals; will have election of district
leadership.

He was the chairman of the Union-
town meeting and did not make a
motion endorsing Lewis and the In-
ternational leadership. They could
not hold the elections at that meet-
ing. It would not have been in ac-
cordance with the constitution and
would have been another Kansas.

This is what Lewis and Frick want
—to split the coke region miners, re-
organize their locals and force upon
tire locals leadership controlled by
the Lcwis-Feeney machine. We can’t
do everything we want to because we
would not have the necessary support
from Districts 2. 3 and 5, he said.
Lewis and the whole machine are
afraid of the coke region miners be-
coming a part of the U.M.W.A. be-
cause they know that the coke region
miners will not stop fighting them,
and this group of 45.000 miners Is
mere important than Kansas ever
was.

He agreed that the N.M.U. has fol-
lowed a good line in not snlltting
the ranks and giving the policies
through its leaflets and local forces.
He also agreed with my statement
that many locals would be alreadv
expelled end probably the whole cok-
region but for the fear on the part
of the fakirs that all these local-
world Immediately affiliate with th-
N.M U. Also, he stated, the agree-
ments made, as rotten as they are
would have been worse but for th-
same fear. He stated that any man.
regardless of whether he Is an N.M.U.
member or belongs to any other
union, is welcome on the picket line
or at his local.

Get All in Union
He urged th° local presidents and

r.ct've ir: -hers to open their char-
ters and tab? into their locals all
the real good union man regardless

of where they belonged before.
He is against the check-off, and

declared no local shall send any
money anywhere until they have duly

elected officers. If any local leaders
are not In full sympathy and sup-
port of the demands of the rank and
file, these officers must be removed
immediately. They belong to the
Lewis-Feeney-Fagan machine.

He agreed with the left wing hold-
ing these conferences. The confer-
ence unanimously endorsed the four-
district conference to be held Friday,
Oct. 20, at Croatian Hall in Browns-
ville.

On the question of Pinchot; he
claims that Pinchot helped the min-
ers, but he puts it on the basis that
he expects votes from the miners.
In other words, he does not believe
fully that Pinchot is doing It for
the sole reason of helping the min-
ers. He does not see any reason for
not accepting this help in the fight
against Frick and U.M.W.A. officials.
He blames these union officials for
putting pressure on Pinchot in re-
voking the state troopers' “protec-
tion” to the miners’ caravans. His
hatred of Fagan-Feeney is aggre.v
sive and he called upon the miners
to drive these company agents out
of their ranks.

Accepts Criticism
He did not feel angry at the criti-

cism centered against him on the
question of not helping sufficiently to
crystallize the left wing in the other
districts, and also on the question
of not marching into West Virginia,
and admitted that they all have
much to learn and they are apprecia-
tive of any help we give them.

After the meeting we spoke for a
few minutes, and he invited me to
come on the picket line at his mine.

Ryan is not a total newcomer to
the miners’ struggles. He was a
checkweighman at the Pike Mine in
Brownsville in 1922-23. Also an active
member of the U.M.W.A. before in
the Brownsville territory. He fought
the machine, opposed their program
on the question of the 1922 agree-
ment.

He has the confidence of the rank
and file and is one of the type of
extremely honest Americans. Is not
afraid of being called a Red or a
Communist. Openly at mass meet-
ings, he states: “Ifyou want a piece
of bread they call you radical, red
bolshevik." He is championing the
foreign born, calls upon them to take
control over the union as they con-
stitute over 75 per cent of all the
miners and 99 per cent of all the
fighters.

He left upon me the impression
that the retreat on the question of
picketing all over the country, etc.,
was based on the actual difficulties.
He agreed that they should issue a
strike bulletin; also that the question
of an appeal for funds to the work-
ers outside of the coke region shall
be taken up with the leadership, that
is, at the meeting of the local presi-
dents, secretaries and delegates,
which they hold practically once a
week.

Fagan Drives Avella
Miners Back to Work
With No Terms Stated

By a Mine Worker Correspondent
STUDA, Pa.—Well, the Avella min-

ers are working, because the miners
got word from Fagan to go back to
work, that everything was settled and
signed. But the rank and file miners
are not satisfied.

And the miners don’t know what
they are getting paid yet. They are
Just taking a chance tillpay day, and
that is the only way they will find
out.

The miners will come out again if
the miners from different places
come over here and picket the mines.

ALL BOSS
TOOLS SEEK

STRIKE END
Miners’ Meeting’ Takes

Action for Strike
Future

PITTSBURGH, Pa., Oct. 20.—Gov.
Pinchot’s state troopers yesterday
dispersed striking mine pickets at Oli-
ver Nos. 1 and 2 mines of the Pleas-
ant Valley Coal Company. Frick Coke
Co. gunmen, in an effort to smash
the strike of 30,000 miners in captive
mines owned by the big steel corpora-
tions, continue bombing cars and
homes of striking miners.

In the meanwhile, Philip Murray,
U.M.W.A. vice-president, has been
dragging on for more than 10 days
a conference with President Moses of
the Frick Coke Co., a U. S. Steel sub-
sidiary, and the largest captive mine
owners in Fayette County.

The tactic of Murray has been to
co-operate with the Frick officials
while gunmen and government at-
tacks were made In an effort to drive
the Fayette County and other captive
miners back to work.

The announced purpose of the Mur-
ray-Moses negotiations was to ar-
range an agreement to settle the
strike. Most of the conferences have
been In secret. Each day Murray
would announce "progress” and
“rapid steps toward an agreement”
and each day the murderous attacks
on the miners would Increase.

Finally, Murray declared the con-
ferences were at a deadlock, but
Moses, playing the game nreviously
arranged, said they were still on.

Today a conference of all strik-
ing miners, and as many other U. M.
W. A. locals that send representa-
tives took place at Creation Hall,
Brownville, Pa., to take up the
question of future strike action, the
organization of a central strike co n-
mittee, and other matters vital to the
miners.

Martin Ryan, president of the
Grindstone No. 3 mine local of the
U.M.W.A., and outstanding insurgent
leader, Is expected to be present, to-
gether with other rank and file
leaders.

The Frick Coke Co. Is pushing for-
ward its company union in a further
effort to split the miners. Alfred An-
gell, an agent of the Frick Coke Co.,
who is president of the company
union, the Miners’ Independent
Brotherhood, in a statement issued
today, says that the “Brotherhood” is
against the Fayette County miners in
their demand for U.M.W.A. recognl-
ion because the miners “are not in
acco-d with President Roosevelt’s la-
bor board of arbitration, and the
proof of this is their strike; and they
are for the closed shop.”

N.R.A. Cuts Wages at
Sheffield Steel Mill
(Bv a Steel Worker Correspondent)
KANSAS CITY, Mo.—The local

Ford plant some time ago was to
show the people how many workers
It coull employ and what “big" wages
it could play.

The first part of this month, how-
ever, the plant laid off no less than
900 men, but not a word about It In
the local press. Many of the workers
laid off have been working in the
plant five and ten years. Thus works
the NRA.

Those who are left will now work
five days a week, 7 1-2 hours a day
at 50 cents an hour. Workers are
supposed to get 35 hours a week.

It is rumored that the plant will
completely shut down within 30 days,
the reason being lack of orders for
cars.

Wages are being cut in the Shef-
field Steel Corp. plant here. Before
NRA got Into effect I got S4O every
two weeks Now I’ll do well if I get
In 40 hot.a a week, 35 cents an hour,
or sl4 a week, or S2B for the two week
period. Some of the workers put in
only three days a week.

Have belonged to the Amalgamated
(A. F. of L.) for years but I can't see
anything In it.

THE COAL CODE: ROOSEVELT’S GIFT TO THE MINERS

Steel Trust Placing Orders for
Arms to Shoot Strikers

I

NEW YORK.—Steel corporations have been placing heavy order's for
arms to shoot down strikers with the Winchester Repeating Arms Co.,
according to information reaching the Daily Worker.

One plant is reported to have placed an order for 1,000 shot guns for
the steel area.

This information is confirmed by reports from steel workers in the
Jones & Laughlin plant in Aliquippa, Pa., declaring that carloads of ammu-
nition and rifles are being unloaded. In the Jones & Laughlin plant In
Pittsburgh thugs are being heavily armed against strikers.

Other steel mills likewise are storing up virtual arsenals to repeat the
Ambridge massacre.

Daily Worker Strengthens
Determination of Miners

By a Mine Worker Correspondent
MINERS HILL, Pa.—The state police are terrorizing the picket line of

the Delaware Mine, one of the Delaware & Hudson Co. mines which Is now
on strike for over two weeks. But the workers’ ranks are hard to break, be-
cause the workers are out vfth their women and children, battling it out
with the state troopers and the scabs. It is rather difficult for the workers
but the mines are paralyzed. <

The Pine Ridge and Laurel Run
mines of the same company they
are picketing 100 per cent; the
trouble is that the D. & H. Coal Co.
is getting coal from Prospect Conlons
and other mines and filling out or-
ders, but Cappelini and Maloney,
leaders of the so-called anthracite
miners of Pennsylvania, say they in-
tend to pull out the whole anthracite,
but they will not do it unless forced,
because they are not there for the
interest of the workers, they are
there for themselves and the bosses.

And as I was on the picket line
this morning, President Andrew
Rushnak of Pine Ridge local and

•

.ether pickets were reading the Daily
1 Worker, and Mr. Jim Dixon, super-

intendent of the three collieries, pulls
; over with a big Nash eight sedan and

• thought it was the Morning Record.
s and he said, “Did you see what
¦ Johnson has for you men. If you go

• back to work he’ll take care of you.”
’ And then he began to give the work-¦ ers the old line, “If you don’t go¦ back to work we will lose our orders."¦ etc. Trying to fool the workers back
’ to work at starvation wages, but the

! workers told him to leg it and he did.
Now is the time the workers should

s have their demands endorsed and
i carry on the fight until their demands
I are won.

WIN YOUNG
miners for
RED LEAGUE

Youth Taking- Active
Part in Present

Struggles
By DAVE DORAN

Few struggles in American work-
ing class history have witnessed
such tremendous fighting capaci-
ties of the youth as the present

! miners’ strike in Western Penn-

I sylvania. The young miners at
i first, because of their inexperience
and lack of knowledge of the Lewis,

jFagan and Feeney leadership,
were easily swayed by these, al-

j lowing them to dissipate their
fighting energies even to the ex-

| tent of support of the corrupt
j UMW machine. Young miners
were U3ed to railroad decisions
through mine locals. They were
even used as weapons of fascist
attack upon all militant elements
inside of the UMWA or against
NMU leaders. Every possible
means were used by the UMWA
leaders to' capture the youth, thru
bribery and boozing, thru adven-
turist escapa les such as the “Night
Riders” to excite their imagina-
tion, calculated to win them as a
reserve of support among the min-
ers.

But just as hitherto the lack of
acquaintance with the UMWA mis-
lcadership led the young miners to
their support, now the lack of
UMWA tradition among the young
coal miners, the absence of the
corrosive influence has transformed
the young miners into the most
violent enemies of Lewis, Fagan
and Feeney. Disillusioned in the
degenerate officialdom of the UM
WA, and becoming fast disillusioned
in the local and national govern-
ments because of their strike-
breaking role, the young miners are
emerging from the present strug-
gle a tremendous potential revolu-
tionary factor to be reckoned with
by the coal operators.

The effects of the coal code
wage agreement upon the young
miners meant a swaaping wage cut
for them as they in the main are
outside workers and in those l cate-
gories of labor designated for
lower wages by the coal code. A
deep resentment and willingness
to struggle by the young miners
against the coal code and its wage

] provisions played a large role in
| the present re-strike movement.

It is these young miners who are
| becoming a fertile base for the de-
velopment of the UMWA opposi-
tion based on a program of strug-

\ gle. It it they who will fight the
| hardest for the consolidation and
: continuing of the present strike,
< for a rank and file central strike
i leadership, for the immediate con-

vening of rank and file district
i conventions where the young min-
ers will be given full right of I
expression, so- a new agreement
drawn up by the miners and minus
the discrimination against the
young miners.

The UMWA opposition which is
a t this moment gathering its
forces and consolidating its posi-
tion witlvn the UMWA must con-
sider well the tremendous import-
ance of the young miners.

Hand in hand with this must
; proceed the building of the Young
Communist league which must be-'

| come the instrument of revolution-
ary expression of the young miners.

gangsters, they were not able to
'Deal;. As soon as the meeting opened
from all sides came the voices: “No
work until Coke Region goes back."

Our local made good for its mis-
take. As reon as thr opportunity pre-
sents itself, we will call Mr. Fa can
to an accounting and give him his

i passport from the U.M.W.A.

Montour 10 Mine Local Holds
Solid Despite Fagan’s Tricks

By a Mine Worker Correspondent
LIBRARY, Pa.—Since June the Montour 10 mine struck five times. When

the general walk-out began in September we were again in the front ranks.
We picketed many mines and pulled them out on strike. We also went to
Clairton to picket the steel mills. We also decided to return to work one day
after the Coke Region miners return to work. Our local held a splendid record.

Last week something happened that <
broke this local. Fagan came here
and held secret meetings. Booze start-
ed to flow freely. Last Saturday the
local meeting was called. The offi-
cers made report that 10 mines of the
Pittsburgh Coal Co. went back to
work and that there 4s no use of us
continuing to strike. The officers re-
ceived this information from Fagan.
The majority of the membership was
in favor to continue the strike. But
the officers of the local insisted that
we must go back to work. The vote
was taken. Many abstained from vot-
ing and the vote to go back to work
was considered unanimous.

However, some of the rank and file
made a motion that if we find a
picket line, state police or deputies
no one shall enter the mine. This mo-
tion was carried and we knew that
there will be no work.

Monday morning some 2,000 pick-
ets came, among them large numbers
of our own members who went out to

organize the picket l:ne. Over 1,000
members of our local joined the pick-
et line. Those members of our local
who attempted to go to work gave
their sandwiches to the pickets.

We have among cur officers men
who ware deputies and some who were
scabbing in the Knot Hole mine as
late as last January. These birds
should be removed and sent to their
old jobs.

However, our local made good for
this mistake. After our new decision
to continue the strike Fagan caked a
meeting last Wednesday. He came
with O’Leary, guarded by the state
police and personal body guards. He
also brought with him from 150 to
200 voters from ether mines in an
effort to pass a motion to go back to
work. Fagan and O'Leary tried to

i speak. Despite the presence of thp
state police and the personal body

i guards as well as the special voters,
1 who are nothing else but Fagan’s

New Revolt Looms
As Miners Sense
Deception of NRA

National Struggle of Miners Is Struggle
Against Slavery in Coal Fields

By SAM WISEMAN

In the past few months we have
been witnessing an upsurge of the
coal miners in struggles against the
miserable conditions to which they
have been subjected.

Since April of this year, about
200,000 coal miners have partici-
pated in strike struggles of a local,
as well as a mass and general char-
acter. These strike movements have
developed in almost all of the min-
ing fields throughout the country—
Western and Central Pennsylvania,
West Virginia, Ohio, Illinois, Utah,
New Mexico, Indiana, Virginia,
Kentucky, Alabama, etc., as well as
the Anthracite, showing the scope
of the movement nationally.

At the time of this writing, there
are about 60,000 miners still on
strike, with over 30,000 in the Fay-
ette County coke region, 20,000 in

Riley and McCardle
Mine Holds Up Pay

By a Mine Worker Correspondent
RANDALL, W. Va.—’The Riley &

McCardle Coal Co. of Randall, W.
Va., signed with the U.M.W.A. on
June 6, 1933. When the first of Au-
gust pay was due, the company did
not pay all the money that was due
the men, but gave them $lO and said

! that if the men did not take that
much, they would not get anything.

One miner started a civil suit
against the company for $26.15 on
Sept. 5 and the squire said that he
would get a hearing on Sept. 11. But
he put it back until Sept. 18, and the
miner got a judgment for his money,
but the company opposed it for 60
days.

The U.M.W.A. Local No. 4788 voted
to work for the company and said
that they would pay the men, but
some of the miners got four pays out
of the month of August and still have
not been paid off yet. The miners
have to beg for something to eat at
the present time under the NBA.
slave code.

Must Put Up Timber
For Nothing at Harriet

By a Mine Worker Correspondent
CAMBRIDGE, O. The miners

working in this field are not making
a living. Those working at Harriet
must work the first eight days for

nothing. Everything they make the
company checks off. The other mines
are beginning to do the same.

We have no check weighman on the
tipple and are getting no pay for
dead work. We have to put up tim-
ber for nothing. Powder and other
materials we need has reached the
war-time prices. If a miner com-
plains the boss tells him to pick his
tools up and go out.

We are getting 42c a ton. But
everyone knows what the company
ton is. The Blue Eagle is not help-
ing the miners a bit. They tell us
to buy now. But how in the hell
are we geing to buy when we do not
have any money?

HAVERHILL, Mass.—The Haver-
hill, Mass., unit, realizing the Dally

Worker’s urgent need for funds,
challenges Section 2 of Detroit 1.

The challenge reads: “Section 2 of
District 1 has about ten times as
many members as our unit, but Its
quota of S2OO is only four times as
big as our SSO quota. Nevertheless,
we challenge Section 2 to enter into
Socialist competition with us, and we
warn them they will need to step
lively if they accept this challenge."

SHERIFF WAS “VERY SORRY” AFTER HE ORDERED AMBRIDGE MASSACRE
Newsreel Shows Deliberate, Cold-Blooded Attack Upon Steel Strikers; A Few Things the Camera Did Not Record

By SENDER GARLIN

DURGESS P. K. CAUL of Am-
D bridge, Pa., came to a confer-
ence of strike leaders of the Steel
and Metal Workers Industrial
Union on June 5 and bluntly told
them:

“Whether you cell off the
picket* or not, they’re coming
off- Wo will find way* of gol-
fing thorn off, I can promise you
that!"

That Burgess Caul and the other
hirelings of the steel trust kept
their promise was convincingly dem-
onstrated when hundreds of armed
guards attacked the picket line be-
fore the Spang-Chalfont steel plant
in Ambridge less than one hour
later, killing at least one striker
and injuring scores of others.

t

A photographer for the Pathe
News—undoubtedly tipped off in
advance—was on the scene and
took pictures of the attack. Just a
.ragment of what the camera re-
'orded is now being shown in movie
heatrei in various parts of the
:ountry (with the probable excep-
.ion, no doubt, of Allegheny Coun-
y, Pa.)

• • e

' ESS than spur minutes of rapid-
fire action is all there is to the

ilm.
.

Yet, in it is portrayed the
.echnique of the Ludlow Massacre
of 1914, the Columbine Slaughter
of 1927, the Ford Murders of 1932

and scores of other violent episodes
in the class struggle.

“Actual riot icene*” Is the title
introducing the Ambridge film. It
is in front of the Wycoff plant of
the Spang-Chalfant corporation.

You hear the wheedling, saccha-
rine voice of Graham MacNamee:
"Violence has flared forth once
more. .

.

.”

The words grate on you as your
attention is fixed on the strikers in
front of the mill, part of the full
picket line (which the pictures do
not show) of more than 1,000 ex-
tending over six blocks. If your
eye is quick you catch the words
on a sign: “Steel and Metal Workers
Industrial Union.”

• .* •

THE camera shifts. You see a
* small army of deputies, the
dregs of the steel town underworld,
with guns raised. “They have white
arm bands to distinguish them from
the strikers,” MacNamee informs
the audience. The “white arm
bands” are handkerchiefs, an indi-
cation that the gun thugs were hur-
riedly mobilized for action.

Next you see the sheriff walking
belligerently towards the strikers,
some of whom have sticks in their
hands. The sheriff raises his hand
in a “friendly” gesture, while the
deputies—who have already re-
ceived their instructions—hold their I

guns in readiness. Simultaneously, I
a striker nearest the sheriff gets a j
violent whack on the head- (A,
movie critic reported that “you
could distinctly hear the cracking of
the skull under the club.”)

A* tho striker* itart to di«-
per*e, the deputie* rush the men,
beating them over their heads,
legs and shoulders; in another
second the guns of the deputes
blaze and the strikers are fleeing

the murderous fire of the com-
pany thugs. . .

.

* * *

THE camera shii’ts again, to the
body of Adam Pietrusaki. It Is

lying on the ground as a deputy-
glances at it unconcernedly . . .

and then a close-up of the ugly mug
of the sheriff. He announces in
tones that even the editorial writer
of the Herald-Tribune, organ of
finance capital, described as “un-
convincing;”

“I am sorry this happened. I
coaxed and pleaded with them to
get off the picket I’ne. They re-

fused to do it, and I had to take
action, because the law must be
enforced.”

Hissing is heard in various parts
of the theatre even while the sher-
iff is offering h s lying, murderous
alibi.

* * •

THE picture of the Ambridge mas-
sacre is an historic documentary

film. (How much longer it will
be permitted to run is most un-
certain) But what the film omitted
is extremely significant:

The film did not show how the
deputies, after clubbing the strikers j
and shooting into the picket line
in front of the Wycoff plant, turned
their guns onto the strikers in front
of the plants.

(.Strike leaders claim that at least
seven were killed—not one—thati

.

: : J V-C i. ' ' , . ' j.... £

State troopers, armed with guns and clubs, at the gates of the Weir-
ton Steel Co., Weirton, West Virginia, a moment before they launched
a gas attack upon pickets. This was one of the many attacks upon steel
strikers, of which the one at Ambridge was the bloodied

16 of the 20 pickets sent to the
hospital had been shot in the back.)

The film does not show the
deputies shooting at workers who

i had fled to the side streets, a/ter
the picket line had been smashed.

. . .

I /JRAHAM MacNAMEE, who never
[ « permits an opportunity to pass

, without sneering at the "Reds”
; failed to announce, of course, that

the deputies were rec'uited with
the aid of the American Legion and
had in its ranks a number of foot-
ball players recruited from neigh-
boring high schools on the plea that
they must “defend the N.R.A.
against the Reds.”

MacNamee is only hired help. .
.

. What’s really important, though, is
the fact that the day before the

’ massacre Miss Evelyn Pitt, Roose-
-1 velt’s N.R A. “conciliator,” was in

Ambridge, demanded of the author-
ities that they “clear the streets,”
thus giving free sway to the depu-
tized thugs who descended upon the

| Spang-Chalfant strikers and mowed
them down.

Announcer MacNamee concluded
his little piece with a note of syn-

' dicated wistfulness; "Why can't
some means be found for avoiding
such clashes?”

He should ask Sheriff O’Laugh-
lin, who, a day after the murder,
announced (Pittsburgh “Stin-Tele-

| graph”) that “we'll continue to
i shoot picket lines out of existence.”

the Anthracite, and the strikes in
Utah, New Mexico, Indiana and Il-
linois.

While it is true that the dema-
gogy around the labor provisions
of the N.R.A. gave stimulus to the
movement amongst the miners, the
real basis to the strike movement
is the deep discontent amongst the
coal miners against the misery and
starvation existing in all coal fields.

The recent strike of the Western
and Central Pennsylvania miners
was neither initiated nor conducted
under the leadership of the official
U.M.W.A., but against it. This in
spite of the demand for recogni-
tion of the U.M.W.A. as the union
of the miners, and the fact that
Lewis was able to put over the
slavery “agreement” against the
will of the miners.

Upsurge from Below
The whole strike movement def-

initely expresses an upsurge from
below in an attempt to wipe out
the miserable conditions and also
to supplant the Lewis leadership,
as well as in many cases the U. M.
W. A., with a militant fighting lead-
ership.

Taking advantage of the illusions
of the miners in the N.R.A., which
existed with tremendous force, be-
fore the recent strikes, the weak-
ened and discredited U.M.W.A. be-
gan to enroll thousands of miners.
Especially was this true in the coal
fields of Western and Central Penn-
sylvania.

The miners were partly ready to
forget the betrayals of the past,' un-
der the barrage of propaganda,
“that it is not the U.M.W.A. of the
past” and “promises” of the heavens
and many miners enrolling with the
clear cut intention of holding the
local machinery in the hands of
the rank and file, were willing to
go to bat.

But it did not take long for tho
miners, in the course of the strug-
gle, to realize that not only was it
the Lewis machine of the past, but
steeped in treachery even more than
in the past.

The coal miners have and are
testing the N.R.A. and all its “prom-
ises” through the struggle. They
are in dead earnest- The character
of the strike movement shows this
to be true. The powerful rank and
file initiative—the high stage of
militancy shown in all of the strikes,
in facing gun thugs, militia and
military and the resistance of all
maneuvers to break their strikes
even on the part of the government,
is proof that still higher stages in
the struggle are to be expected in
the near future.

Tricked Back
Tens of thousands of miners

tricked and maneuvered back into
the mines in the last few days are
already showing signs of revolt
against the “agreement” signed by
Lewis, and no doubt will again
emerge into a sweeping strike move-
ment. The strike of the Fayette
County coke region in spite of the
weak leadership still has tremen-
dous vitality, and if given proper
guidance and leadership can again
become the center of a more power-
ful strike movement.

In Illinois the coal miners are
again reviving their struggle and
are determinedly meeting all the
forces of the operators including
the murderous gun-thugs of the
Lewis’s.

The coal miners of the Anthra-
cite are marching in struggle for
definite improvement in their liv-
ing conditions, split off from the
U.M.W.A.

The miners are In mass revolt
against the treacherous Lewis lead-
ership throughout the country.
They see in it an agent of the coal
operators and the spearhead for the
“Blue Eagle,” with its sharp claws
gripping at the throats of the
workers.

Only where the N.M.U. led the
struggle or where the miners wer*
able to discard the treacherous re-
actionary leaders were they able
to put up a militant fight. Only
through unity of the miners under
a militant fighting leadership will
the coal miners be ablo to develop
a powerful struggle nationally and
to establish a powerful union with
a program of struggle against all
the enemies of the miners.

Fight for Wages, Not
Beer and Moonshine

By a Mine Worker Correspondent
CLARIDGE, Pa.—The Westmore-

land Coal Co. developed a scheme of
its own In trying to break the strike.
Together with the officials of the
U.M.W.A. they have organized a
"back to work" celebration with plen-
ty of b:er and moon-hlnc. We wan’
wages and a union, was the answer
of the miners, and not beer and
moonshine. Instead of going to tri-
strike-breaking celebration the min-
ers went on the picket line.

Miners of Westmoreland County
are talking about uniting the three
districts of Western Pennsylvania
(Districts 3. 4 and 5) into one dis-
trict and to establish sub-districts in
place of the present districts. They
think this is the best way to elim-
inate all appointed officials with
their high salaries and make it im-
possible for them to continue to
break our strikes. In their place we
are planning to elect rank and file
officials who will serve for the wages
eo_ual to thp earnings of the miners
and who will serve the Interests of
the organization and Its membership

What do you miners of Districts 4
and 5 think of this Idea?

%

f
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Penna. Miner's Wife
Asks Women to Aid
Men on Picket Line
‘lfThis Strike Is Lost Our Conditions Will Be

Even Worse; Our Husbands Are Fighting
and We Must Help”

(By a Woman Correspondent)

UNIONTOWN, Pa.—The strike of the coal miners has reached the stage

where every woman and every girl must take an active part in it to help
our men folks to win better working and living conditions. This Is neces-
sary because John L. Lewis and William Feeney, who betrayed us in 1922,
are again trying to betray us. This time they are being supported by

¦s>-

Indiana Miners
Fight 7-Day Code

By a Mine Worker Correspondent
PRINCETON, Ind. The miners

here in the coal fields are up in
arms. The results of the N.R.A. are

1 showing up in every hamlet, and the
miners are now talking of taking
action through the rank and file to
force the six-hour day and five days
a week, so they may have the last

' two days of each week to use as
they choose.

The district officials have entered
the N.R.A. coal code as a seven-day
code whereby the workers are sub-
ject to be called to work any of the
seven days. They are therefore see-
ing that the N.R.A. code is the
bosses’ code

The officials of the miners prom-

ised a union field in Gibson County
at the beginning of the N.R.A. Now
the miners are taking action.

However, the mines where the
! trouble started are still operating and
; will continue to do so in all prob-
j ability unless the miners follow a

! program of mass action. Prospects at
| present are favorable to the scabs

l here, as the district officials are ask-
; ing the scabs to split time with the
j old union employees who have been
out three years.

In the absence of an agreement of
that kind, there is a prospect that the
scabs will be granted a charter by

| the U.M.W.A. The policy of the offi-

| cials of the U.M.W.A. was that they
! instructed the rank and file to be
| good and stay away from these scab

miners, and the N.R.A. would look out
I for their interest.

The local Red Cross was distribut- j
| ing clothes to the needy here last I
I week, serving something like 250 fam- I
; ilies, whereas there are now about j

600 families who are in destitute cir- j
cumstances but too proud to demand j
their own.

The Unemployed Council has |
brought the relief up from 75 cents j
per family of 12 to $3. For larger |

j families we are still demanding more
; | relief—slo per week for heads of fam-

i : ilies and $3 per week for each addi-
I tional one in the family.

President Roosevelt and Governor*
Pinchot.

We can not afford to lose this strike
if we are not to starve this coming
winter. Last winter many of our men
went to work with empty dinner
bucket. Thousands of us women went
to the company store time and again
to draw a scrip and buy something to
eat. Most of the time we went back
with the empty bag. Our children
went to school without license, most
of them walking almost barefooted in
the cold snow'. I sent my children
base footed to the school just so that
they can get a pint of milk a day.
This was the only thing they had to
eat.

While our husbands W'ere working in
the mine and loading coal our chil-
dren were forced to go on the slate
dump to pick the coal. I remember
last fall when four children got killed
picking coal on the slate dump at
Euffington.

While our husbands were working
we also had to go to the Welfare and
beg for something to eat.

If this strike is lost our conditions
will be even worse this coming winter.
It is true that a slight increase has :
h ;en given cur husbands in wages. ;
Tut the Increase in prices is such j
."'.ready that we can buy less than

Our Husbands Are Fighting

Our husbands know this and that is
why they are fighting so hard. But
v;s women can help them greatly in
their fight. We can go with them on
the picket line and stop every scab
from entering the mines. We can go
with them to the welfare and fight

forrelief. Our active participation in
the strike will doub'e the strength of
the nicket line and demonstrations for
re'ief. Tt will also increase the spirit
c' cu- ir.cn.

Lock hew a e the women fighting
in Utah and New Mexico where the
miners a-e sinking under the leader- ;
[ iip of the National Miners Union.
When the help was needed not only
did the women take an active part
but they organized a school strike

'which helnesl to force the release of
the ct ike leaders and also win the

n several mines.
V/e in Pennsylvania can do just as

seed ’Ob as the women did in Utah
and New Mexico.

In tbc llome
> —VSlt£. •

By HELEN LUKE

The be.nquct to Mayor Nygard was a real red-hoi ;...a,i. For enthusiasm
Ihave not seen the like since the send-off of the marchers to Washington in

regard to the Seottsboro case. The skit presented by the Workers’ Labora-
to-y Theatre was the cat’s whistle, ail right. (Don’t ask me about the food
—5 didn't notice. I ale an olive and a piece cf prune cake.) Well, this

? Q ¦
1 Can You Make ‘Em

Yourself?
Pattern 1638 is available in sizes 16,

' 18, 20, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 and 44. Size
16 takes 3Vi yards 39 inch fabric and
1 > yard contrasting. Illustrated step-
by-step sewing instructions.

7,nhr
A»jL— <^utt-C^damJ

Send FIFTEEN CENTS (15c) in
coins or stamps (coins preferred) for
this Anne Adams pattern. Wrfte
plainly name, address and style num-
ber. BE SURE TO STATE SIZE.

Address orders to Daily Worker
Pattern Department, 243 West 17th
Street, New York City.

(Patterns by mall only.)

which is not rare any more. Those
who wish will rearrange the meal
order, eating the dinner at noon, and
the lunch for supper.I

skit, as I was saying before I so;

rudely inter, inted myself, contained
a refreshing risctioner’s song the last
line of whicii goes, "—of Solomon,
LaGuardia, O'Brien and McKee!”

And now, after that, I’ll print a
perfectly gorgeous recipe sent in by
Comrade Natalie G. It is for

Bnosian Stuffed Cabbage
Medium sized head of cabbage
One-half to one pound of chopped

meat
Two or three cups of boiled rice
One onion
Seasoning, butter, cheese.
Brown a chopped onion in butter

or fat, add the meat and cook till
meat is done. Mix with the boiled
rice, salt, and pepper. Drop the cab-
bage into boiling salted water for
about fh'e minutes, or long enough to
loosen the outside leaves slightly.
Take out, cool, start folding back the
leaves without breaking them, as you
would opening a rose. When about
six or eight layers are folded back,
scoop out the rest of the cabbage and
chop ft fine. In the cavity place
meat and rice. Start folding back
the leaves, placing a spoonful of
meat and rice between each leaf.
When all the leaves are back and the
cabbage is whole again, tie it up
with a string, put into a baking
dish, put the left over chopped cab-
bage arcund it, butter the whole
thing and bake it. If you like
cheese either sprinkle a little on
top or make cheese sauce and pour
over It, but It makes It too rich for
some people, and Is very good with-
out it.

And speaking about that banquet
again. In case a dash of gossip is al-
lowed In this column. Mother Bloor
and Tom Mann were there at the
came table, and it had all the ear-
marks of a serious flirtation- .

Croutons. Cut stale bread into 1-3
inch slices, remove crusts, and spread
slices thinly with butter. Cut Into 1-3
inch cubes, put in pan, and bake until
del'rately brown: or thev may be
fried in melted butter, turning fre-
quently so that all sides may be
equally browned.

I think I should advise our readers,
in regard to the order of meals In
our menus, that most workers in fac-
tories or in large cities are not home
at noon, therefore, the families be-
ing together only In the morning and
evening, the dinner must be eaten in
the evening.

Also, those workers who are con-
fined to desks or machines find that
the monotony makes one very drowsy
after a heavy meat-meal. These
workers _carry a lunch or have a
light lunch in a restaurant—or for
economic reasons, have none at all.

m

Letters Describe Bosses’ Terror and
Discrimination Against Negro Workers

Negroes Beaten
for Protesting
at Discrimination
By a Worker Correspondent

CLEARWATER, Fla. Clearwater
has a population of approximately
8,000. Fruit growing and tourists arej
the main industries of this section.!
Both of these industries are seasonal, j
The season lasts approximately sixj
to seven months of the year. Business j
men manage to make profits enough,
during the working season to last j
them the remainder of the year. The,
workers’ wages are so insignificant!
that they can hardly exist while
working, let alone keeping themselves
alive after the season is over.

The Negroes who are paid still less j
: than the white workers during the

) working season, are actually facing
I starvation after the tourists have de-

I parted. All that is left to the unem-
I ployed is to apply for relief to the
city welfare.

Appeal to Washington

The discrimination against tfre Ne-1
groes has proved more than they j
can bear. The Negroes became com- j
pieteiy fed up and during the last j
presidential election campaign, they |
decided to inform Washington of
their conditions, assuming that
Washington will take an interest in
their conditions, at least during the

election campaign period,
j What happened? Washington in-
formed the Clearwater politicians of
this outrage—Negroes daring to com-
plain. In one evening several white
politicians called on two Negroes and
“took them for a ride.” They drove
them 30 miles out of town, stripped
them of their clothes and beat them
into unconsciousness.

Beaten Twice ..

The lynchers waited until the Ne-
groes regained consciousness, then
they repeated the beatings, all the j
time telling them, “This will teach j
you to complain to Washington.” j
When they had beaten the Negroes j
into unconsciousness a second time, j
they left them.

It is obvious that the act of the
| lynchers w'as designed to terrorize the

j whole Negro ghetto. The lynchers
j failed to achieve their aim. The Ne-

! gro workers became more determined
j than ever to carry on their struggle

| against Jim-Crowism, starvation and
lynch terror.

Having learned for the first time
[ of a movement which fights for Ne-

j gro rights, they enthusiastically

j adopted the new idea that was
I brought to them and became inter-

ested in joining the organized move-
ment of white and Negro workers.
In the face of all this terror, the Ne-
groes have proven their willingness
to organize and struggle for the over-
throw of this Jim-Crow system.

Baltimore Workers In
Big Protest; Demand
Death to the Lynchers

BALTIMORE, Md„ Oct. 20.—Over'
1,000 Negro and white workers gath- j

l ered in the Plaza Wednesday in a j
I protest demonstration against the
i lynching of George Armwood, and the [
attempt of Gov. Ritchie and other
State officials to rush Euel Lee to
the gallows. The demonstration was
arranged before the lynching of
Armwood, to support the delegation

1 which left this 'morning for Anna-
polis to demand executive clemency
for Lee. The demonstrators de-
manded death to the lynchers of
Armwood, and the officials who aided

j the lynchers.

Wednesday’s brutal lynching on the
Eastern Shore was dramatized by the
appearance of a truck in the demon- j
stration, with a Negro worker with j
a noose around his neck and an;
imitation gallows underneath him.

Ten thousand signatures of white I
i and Negro workers and sympathizers |

, had been collected for presentation j
> to Gov. Ritchie in behalf of Euel Lee.!

Provoke, Eject Negro
Workers in May Day

Case in Monticello
MONTICELLO, N. Y„ Oct. 20.

Vicious provocation against Negro
sympathizers and difficulty in select-
ing a jury marked the opening of the
trial before Justice of the Peace Fox
last week of I. Jatzowitz on charges
growing out of the May First dem-
onstration, which was brutally at-
tacked by the police. When Negro
workers resented the insults and
provocation they were ordered out
of court, although the court took no
action against their provokers.

Two five-hour sessions netted only
four jurors. The difficulty in ob-
taining jurors willing to aid in the
frame-up of Jatzowitz has enraged
the prosecution and the local bosses.
Evidence is accumulating of police
attempts to instigate an outbreak.
In addition to provocation of Ne-
groes. the tires on automobiles of
friends and sympathizers were punc- j
tured while parked near the court ¦
house.

Malleable Casting Co.
Can’t Use Men Over 40

By a Worker Correspondent
CLEVELAND, O.—An unemployed

worker, who has been out of work
for three years and who is walking
around the streets every day looking
for work, was hired by the Malleable
Casting Co. After he was examined
by the doctor, the doctor told him that
the company could not use him be-
cause his heart Is too big. The man
is only 40 years old and has a family.
The doctor told him that the best
thing for him to do is to go to the
Good Will Industry and learn to
make baskets.

You can see, comrades, that this is
capitalist justice and Roosevelt’s
“New Deal ”

Negro Workers Segregated
In Cincinnati “Dog Houses”

By a Worker Correspondent

CINCINNATI, Ohio.—Here in the steel division at College Hill, where
the Negro workers have been segregated from the white workers, who live
a stone’s throw from the sub-division, a stranger will soon distinguish the
Negro homes from the homes of the lily white.

A street and an unkept park divides the two sections. On one side you
will see dog houses called homes,
where 700 families live. In the white
section they have water, gas and
electric, while in the Negro section
only one-sixth of the families have
such luxuries.

Our aim here is to make the work-
ers understand that their miserable
condition is not heaven-sent, but is
the fault of the system.

STAMFORD, Conn.—The Friends
of the Soviet Union of Stamford con-

tributed $3 toward the $40,000 drive.
’Please Include this in the amount

sent in by the Stamford section,”

asks the secretary of the F. S. U.

| Branch.

Letters from Our Readers
I So, comrades, we must leam Jo
! value our work in building so power-
| ful a weapon for the working class,
j Now more than ever we must go

, i around the shops and bring this
, great weapon of knowledge to hun-

’ i dreds of thousands of workers.
The workers today more than ever

¦ are ready to buy, read and support
, the “Daily,” so let’s rally ourselves.

Here is Cicero, a town of 60,000
people, with so many workers in

; various shops. These workers must

1 be reached with the “Daily.”
My suggestion is that the "Daily”

s pript handy posters advertising the
"Daily” and leave vacant space for

; address where the "Daily” could be
; bought.
. These posters should be circulated
, in every state, city and town, so the
. workers will know where they can
, get it.

( —M. D.

A. F. L. DUES BUY DIAMONDS
Washington, D. C.

Comrade Editor;
After indicating to us further that

they are the tool of the bourgeoisie,
’ the A. F. of L.’s convention is now

a thing of the past, but not forgotten.

’ Perhaps by the light of the “glit-
tering diamonds,” the workers who

• with their hard-earned money sup-
port the A. F. of L. will be able to

! glean something from the “conven-
. tion” by reading the squib quoted

below clipped from a 100 per cent
, capitalist newspaper, the Washing-

, ton Post.
“Labor Leaders’ Diamonds Out-

Glitter Society Opera.”
“High Official Explains $10,000,000

Stones Were Just Gifts.”
“More diamonds than are usually

seen at the Metropolitan Opera are
in evidence at the meetings of the
American Federation of Labor.

“Almost every labor leader is be-
decked with diamonds; diamond
horseshoe pins, diamond cuff links,
diamond fobs, diamonds, diamonds!

“A conservative estimate places the
valqe of diamonds worn at the pres-
ent convention near $10,000,000.”

I can also state that those I saw.
both men and women, wore dressed
in the height of fashion. One would
never guess that they even pretended
to represent the workers.

—JACK O’BRIEN.

THIS IS THE SPIRIT!

“May this dollar, gotten with many
drops of a worker’s sweat, pay for

jone drop of Revolutionary Ink,”
[ writes J. Brant. Thanks, Comrade,

j We hope there are 40,000 like you.

DON’T FILE YOUR “DAILIES”—
GIVE THEM AW AY

Brooklyn, N. Y.
Comrade Editor;

The question has come up as to
whether workers should leave copies
of the “Daily" and pamphlets in the
subway trains and other places where
workers congregate. A good many of
my acquaintances and friends buy
the “Daily” and all the pamphlets,
read them, and then file them away
in their cellars. This seems foolish as
many workers should be introduced
to our literature and the best way
of doing it, is to leave it where
workers may come across it.

It was not so very long ago that I
knew very little about the movement
in spite of my class-consciousness
and I would know just as much now
if some comrade had not given me a
copy of the “Daily.” That single copy
has led me to become a subscriber to
your paper and made me a regular
visitor to the Workers’ Book Shop.

Please let me have your opinion.
S. B.

* * *

(You answer the question yourself,
comrade, when you say you would
not have known more about the
movement, if someone had not hand-
ed you a copy of the Daily Worker.
The Daily Worker and all our litera-
ture should get into the hands of the
greatest possible number of workers.
It is best to give the Daily Worker
and other literature directly to a
worker. If that is not possible, it
should be left in a place where work-
ers congregate and are sure to find
it.—Editor.)

POSTERS FOR “DAILY”
Cicero, 111.

Comrade Editor:
When I heard Comrade Hathaway

reporting about changing the Daily
Worker to six pages and asking the
readers for suggestions as to how to
make the “Daily” best understand-
able to the worker readers, he re-
ported that 1,000 letters with sug-
gestions were received.

Comrade Hathaway’s report thrilled
me and my conclusion was that we
are stronger today than at any time
in the past.

I am a continuous reader of the
“Daily”since its beginning. Also was
a reader of all the papers during the
S. P. time up to 1917. But there was
never a paper like the Daily Worker,
that represents so ably the entire j
working class. And there surely never !
was a paper that received 1.030 sug- j
gestions. And you know Socialists |
did not care for workers’ suggestions, j

Workers in Mid and Far West
Rally to Defense of “Daily”

Joneen, New York; N. Stroia, P.
Durac, Youngstown, Ohio; J. Vorga,
Alliance, Ohio; N. Kish, Monroe,
Mich:; G. Thomas, Gary, Tnd.; and!
N. H. Castana, Dearborn, Mich., to i
a Socialist competition in collecting 1
the largest amount for the Daily
Worker $40,000 fund.

* * •

Contributions received Thursday,
Oct. 19. 1933:
Total received Thursday .. .$ 595.65
Previously recorded 11,273.85

Total to date $11,869.50
DIST. No. 1 DIST. No. 2

H. E. HIU, A, Frederlckson 1.00
Gardner .50 4. M. 2.00

xr M HU! 25 Friend D.W. 5.00H. M. Hill .25 CoI by p Jarem
Anon, North, 1.00 Lerlga .50
Finn. Wlirs. Cl*., Worchuk .50

NE. Dlst. 50.00 1 Col. by J.Winter 10(1

Col. by Camen, | gelchardt ¦»«
Boston .751 R Llebowltz iso,

M. Zllman .50 b. Wella 50
Aptaker .50 Anon. l oo!
Barber .50 A . B . 50 j
Lettonlan Wng. g. Bader .50]
Men's Assoc. 10.00 o. Bada 1.00

Col. by W.Vincent, Elnhelt .50
Lawrence Koflersohmld 1.00

C. D. .50 P. Spector 1.00
H. D. .35 T. Glockler 5.00
L. C. .50 Party-Novack 4.00
A. G. .45 Co. Union Wkr. 3.00
J. V. .50 Postal V/krs. 6.15
J, r> 50 Sobol 1.00
J , V .*5 Col. by M. Cohen
M. B. .30 O. Cohen .25
O. H. .301 P. Erllck

H. P ,f.O. I. Cohen £0
V. D. 1.00 Group Theatre,
G. L. .SO Bromberg 30.00
T. C. .50 | W.E.S.L. No. 1,
H. S. .50! Berylson 1.0*!
C. V. .50 York. Wkr*. Ath
TV N. .50. Club
V. D. .50 splak .xo
p. p .30 j Neelkd .*5
G. V .50 ! Bron .55
V. H. ,50! 'Tikes .10
E. L. .30 j Jindia .15
O. I/. .50, Modrcvits 10
j. .7, .501 G. Pares 15
T. S. .50 J. Bares .11
G. S. .50 L. Prasek .1C
L. V. .50 J. Prasek .10
A. T. C .30 lee. 11, Unit 12 10.14
A. V. .501 Sec. 11, Unit 12 6.00
J. V. .50 Pec. 15, Unit 37 10.00
T V. .50- Sec. 1. Unit 2-E 2.50
A. P 30 See. 2, Unit 5 2.40
C. P. See. 2. Unit 2 fI.OO
A. 7. .75 Sec. 8, Unit 10 19.0 D
N. V. .50 See. 1. Unit 20 .60
J. V. H .25 Sec. 2, Unit 2-B 4.15
A. D ?5 Ser. 1, Unit 1-D .35
A. D .35 Sec. 15, Unit 11 5.56
Mrs. L. A. .25 Sec. 2, Unit 1 2.45

Total Oct. 19 81.45 Total Oct. 19 133.61

lotal to date 657.81 Total to date 5776.63

NEW YORK.—From the Pacific
to the Atlantic coast, class conscious
workers and workers’ organizations
are rallying to the defense of the
Daily Worker by supporting the
$-10,000 Drive, upon whose success
the life of the “Daily” depends.

Los Angeles has pledged to raise
SI,OOO in cash by November 7th,
and in conducting an intensive 5
campaign for subscriptions for the
“Daily”as well. A red banner, bust
of Lenin, and a set of Lenin’s books
will be awarded to organizations
exceeding their quotas. A city-wide
concert and mass meeting for the
“Daily” will be held on November
sth.

The editors of the Rodo Shim-
bun, of San Francisco, contributed
$1 for the “Daily.” South Slavic
Workers Club, “Zcra,” Richmond,
Calif., sent. $2. A group of workers
in Oakland, Calif., sent $3.50.

A $5 donation was sent by the
National Lumber Workers Union,!
of Seattle, Wash., with a letter en-
closing an emergency resolution by
this militant union calling on ail
workers to put the Drive over the
top. The Trade Union Unity!
League of Spokane, Wash., sent
$1.50.

Mrs. f ranees Miller, Boseman, j
Monlana, sent 40 cents, with a let- 1
ter telling about the poverty of the.workers in that territory. Shane I
Ridge Finnish Federation, Colum- 1bus, Mont., sent $2.

H. E. Manuel, of Royalton, Tex., i
sent $lO “to help carry on the,
.tight. ’ A picnic held at Tampa, j
Fla., where terror reigns against
the workers, netted $10.50 for the
“Daily.” A Negro worker in Ay-;
den, N. C., sent 25 cents. From
Arkansas came an anonymous con-
tribution of sl. This contributor
writes that he was at one time a
member of that “joke Socialist
Party.”

Theodore Sitea, of Chicago, 111,
collecting funds for the “Daily”
calls on ail Roumanian workers in
the United Slates to help the

Daily, and issues a challenge
especially to his fellow Roumanian
comrades, C. Cojorean, J. Domria-
riu, Detroit; N. Hofman, Cleve-
land; J, M. Burja, Milwaukee; D.

Gimbel Store
Bars Negroes

from Its Ball
By a, Worker Correspondent

NEW YORK.—Gimbel Bros, de-
partment store has been working its
employes to death since the N.R.A.
code was accepted. Instead of raising
wages, which would have been of
some benefit to their employes, they
decided instead to invite all their em-
ployes to the Grand Annual Ball to
which heretofore only executives of
the store had been invited. Os course,
they received plenty of publicity from
the capitalist press for their “demo-
cratic” move. These who do not work
every day, the “contingents,” were
not included.

However, the Gimbel Bros, man-
agement was faced with a problem.
There are a number of Negro kitchen
workers employed and the problem
was how to exclude them from the
invited. The Negroes were given in-
vitations with the hope that they
would not accept them. But to the
dismay of the bosses, these workers
did accept the invitation.

The ball was scheduled for Satur-
day, Oct. 14, at 9:30 p.m. On Satur-
day morning, Mr. Healy, one of the
managers, called together the group
of Negro workers and with an oily

voice dripping false sentiments, told
them that though he was heartbrok-
en about it, he had to tell them that
they could not attend the ball, that
the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, at which
the ball was taking place, would not
permit Negroes into the grand ball-
room.

He asked them to return their in-
vitations and then, to buy them off,
to pay for this insult, handed them
theater tickets for that same evening
so that they would not feel "out of
things.”

Louisiana Bosses
Fake “Confession”
to‘Justif y’Lynching

LABADIEVILLE, La., Oct. 20.
Labadieville authorities last week jus-
tified the brutal lynching last Wed-
nesday night of Freddy Moore with
a belated and concocted statement
that young Moore had “confessed” to
the slaying of Louisiana Larose, 15-
year old white girl. Previous state-
ments bj- local authorities said that
Moore had been arrested for ques-
tioning in connection with the mur-
der, and that no formal charges had
been filed against him. Today, the
lynch white-washing authorities de-
clared that "charges were to have
been filed today.” They continued to
profess mystification on how the
lynch-gang got into the jail to seize
the young plantation worker.

* * *

NEW YORK.—Herman MoKawain,
chairman of the James Matthews
Branch of the League of Struggle for
Negro Rights, last week called on the
Negro People and white and Negro
workers to "protest the growing wave
of lynchings, marked In the two
lynchings this week in Louisiana and
South Carolina, carried out by small
lynch-gangs with the connivance of
tire authorities who permitted the
lynchers free access to the jails to
take out their victims."

McKawain declared that the pres-
ent protest campaign, initiated by the
League of Struggle for Negro Rights,
against the police-inspired lynch in-
citement in the capitalist press
against Negroes, the police man-
hunts in the city’s parks, and the
lyneh-murder of James Matthews on
Welfare Island, wou’d be utilized to
arouse the people of Harlem against

the Increasing lynch terror through-
out the South.

Philly Nurses Hold
Hunger Strike for

Better and More Eats
PHILADELPHIA. Pa—The nurses

are on the war path, too. Girl nurses
and attendants at the Philadelphia
Hospital for Mental Diseases have
started a food strike at the institu-
tion. They refuse to eat unil the
food served becomes better. We go'

food “in small quantity, and with poo
quality,” they stated.

Woolworth Is Source
of Many Sweatshops

(Bv a Worker Correspondent)
NEW YORK.—’The F.W. Woolworth

Co. has at last been decorated with the
blazing order of the Blue Buzzard.
Tills company has earned this em-
blem for refusing to allow former
employes under contract to obtain
employment once they leave, of their
own accord or otherwise.

This powerful organization has ac-
tually ruined countless thousands of
small manufacturers who tried to
make goods for them with slave
workers, so that Woolworth’s could
undersell every other independent
merchant in every town that they
were located in.

Many Woolworth girls are com-
pelled to go to their work even with-
out breakfast in the morning or
lunch at noon time.

CORRECTION
The meeting of Red Hook long-

shoremen reported in Monday’s
Daily Worker was called by the
Rank an 1 File Action Committee
of the International Longshore-
men’s Association and not the Ma-
rine Workers Industrial Union.
Eight locals were represented. The
code approved by the meeting was
presented by th" action group, and
not the W.M.I.U. It was endo/sed
by the national convention of the
M.W.I.U. A letter to the long-
shoremen of Norfolk, Va., was sent,
pledging full support of their ac-
tion in repudiating the I.L.A. of-
ficials.

Anthracite Union
Heads Use Miners
To Get NRA OK

Mislead Strike and Try to Keep Miners from
Fighting- for Better Conditions

By J.

SCRANTON, Pa,, Oct. 20.—Twenty
thousand anthracite coal miners in
the Glen Alden Coal Co., the biggest
company in the anthracite area, have
gone on strike. The strike was called
by the Anthracite Miners Union of
Pennsylvania, led by Rinaldo Cap-
pellini and Thomas Maloney. The
pressure of the rank and file mem-
bers of this union, forced the spread-
ing of the strike from the Hudson
Co., and Penn Anthracite Co.

The Anthracite union was organ-
ized several months ago, after the
United Mine Workers of America led
by the John Boylan machine, was
unable longer to control the miners.
Cappellini and Maloney were called
in to organize the new union to pre-
vent militant rank and file action
under the leadership of the Rank and
File Opposition. The spread of the
strike to Glen Alden was delayed by
Cappellini as long as possible to crush
the workers’ militancy. Cappellini
spoke against mass picketing, in the
calling of the Glen Alden strike.

Cappellini and Maloney tried their
best to sell out the Hudson and Penn
anthracite strikes.

Cappelini and Maloney told the
miners to fight for recognition of
their new union first, then later
they would fight for the conditions.
This was a maneuver to prove to
the N.R.A. Board that they, Ma-
loney and Cappelini, were capable
of keeping the miners from fight-
ing the bosses and in this way bid
for recognition under the N.R.A.
At the same time this maneuver
split the miners’ forces into two
groups, one group fighting for rec-
ognition for the U. M. W. of A. and
the other group fighting for the
A. M. of P., and both of the union
leaderships trying to prove to the
coal operators and the N. R. A.
Board they were the ones most
capable of misleading the miners.

Cappelini Misled Strike
Maloney and Cappelini first called

the Penn Anthracite Co. miners out
on strike for recognition of the
new union and reinstatement of 25
miners who were discharged for
joining the new union. Conditions
were completely forgotten; no de-
mands were raised for the unem-
ployed or employe! miners. The
miners in the Hudson Coal Co.
collieries at Jermyn and Gravity
Slope came ont on strike demand-
ing:

1) The colliery rate sheet rates
to be paid for all mining, mechan-
ical mining the same as hand min-
ing.

2) Not to load over two cars per
man per shift.

3) Home town miners to get the
preference of jobs.

At this time Schuster, the sec-
retary of the new union, issued a
statement in the press telling the
Hudson Coal Co. miners and all
miners except the Penn Anthracite
miners to stay at work. This was
a maneuver to neutralize the strike
for conditions and keep it a fight
for the recognition of the new
union.

When the Hudson Coal Co.
miners came out on strike Joe
Dougher, the leader of the rank
and file opposition of District No.
1, mobilized the miners of Arch-
bald into a mass meeting of three
local unions, Local 1652, Local 1707
and Local 925, and raised the de-
mands of:

1) The colliery rate sheet rates
to be paid for all mining, mechan-
ical mining the same as hand min-
ing.

2) Not over tivo cars per shift
per man.

3) Home town miners to get the
preference of jobs.

4) The opening of all collieries
with a guarantee of 40 weeks’ work
a year by cutting down the hours
with same pay.

The miners were very enthusias-
tic and out of this meeting a
picket line was organized to picket
the Gravity Slope. Next morning
about 3,000 pickets turned out and
at 3:30 in the morning paraded

the streets of Archbald and then
established their pickets at the
three approaches to the mines. At
5:30 the state and town police ried
to smash the picket lines and ive
us from the streets, but the. mid
not break the miners’ lines, when
they broke our lines in one place
we lormed them again in another
place. Wi kept the streets until
after 7 o’clock. This male the po-
lice furious. At 7:20, when the
pickets from Eynon section started
back eo their homes, about 30 state
police thugs cowardly sneaked up
behind the miners and started to
club and beat them, and drove
them through the woods. One of
the state cossacks broke and tore
the fiag the pickets were carrying.
The flag does not mean anything
to the police when the bosses’ prof-
its are at stake.

In the afternoon of the same day
after the pickets were placed at
the approaches to picket the after-
noon shift, Joe Dougher and Al,
Biondf, another mine leader, were
ws Iking the street when four town
police, Chief Kelly and three pa-
trolmen, Siddons, Popparelli and
Stol ack, drove up alongside them
in a car, grabbed Dougher and
shoved him into the car and clubbed
and beat him savagely, over the
back, in the ribs and in the stom-
ach; then threw him In jail and
had a justice of the peace, P. J.
Cummings, come to the jail and
give him a hearing. Dougher de-
manded the right to call his at-
torney on the phone. This Chief
Kelly refused. Dougher then waived
a hearing and was taken to the
state police barracks and the state
police tried to accuse him of hav-
ing something to do with dynamit-
ing of homes. This in spite of the
fact the Rank and File opposition
always carries on a campaign
against individual terror, because
we know from an organizational
point of view it would gain us
nothing but give the police the ex-
cuse they want to terrorize us
workers.

Dougher is now under SI,OOO bail,
charged with inciting to riot, dis-
orderly conduct, resisting arrest
and disturbing the peace.

Cappelini Sells Out
Cappelini and Maloney a month

ago promised the miners of the
Penn Anthracite and the Hudson
Coal Co. they would call a gen-
eral strike, but they keep calling
it off from week to week until now
it may be too late as some of the
miners are going back to work dis-
couraged. The task of the Rank and
File opposition now is to establish
an action committee in every (own,

with committees in every local
union and with a delegated top
apparatus for the county.

1) Send committees from every
town and every local to Cappelini,
Maloney and Schuster to demand
they build a mass picket line with
all the miners from all of the col-
lieries concentrating on one col-
liery until it is closed and then
moving to the next colliery, etc.

2) To immediately call a general
strike of all companies.

3) To raise the demands, the col-
liery rate sheet rates to be paid
for all mining, mechanical mining
the same as hand mining.

4) Not over two cars per shift
per man.

5) Home town miners to get the
preference of jobs.

6) The opening of all collieries
with a guarantee of 40 weeks’
work per year by cutting down the
hours, with the same pay.

AND SAD NEWS!
Comrades, the drive is lagging.

Not enough coming in. Bills galore.

No money to pay them with. The
capitalists demand payment. Mor-
gan won’t give the “Daily” any
dough. Dry-bones Mellon won’t.
It’s up to you, workers! The “Daily”
fights for you! Fight for It with
your nickels, dimes, half dollars and
dollars! Rush your donation today
to Dailv Worker, 50 E. 13th St., New
York City.

Bg% 'DxrctoH^
jMttinqjek

ploits, paying them $25 a week sot
12 hours a day, himself acting as the
slave driver. No patient is allowed
to sit in the chair more than 10 min-

' utes, the operation consisting in the
: famous treatment of changing cotton
| soaked in oil of cloves until the sucker

• has paid a goodly sum, by which time
the tooth is ready for the forceps and
the “boss” or “professor,” as he is

1 called, advises the patient to better
• have the tooth out and have one of
• his famous "viper bridges” inserted-

-1 “Some day I should like to describe
‘ for the benefit of the readers of the

' Daily Worker these “cotton pushers”¦ and "gold brick” venders of den-
! tistry.

"Suffice it to say that they have
made fortunes from the hard-earned
dollars of the workers and left behind

’ I wrecked mouths and teeth.
“Here is hoping you will not forget

them in your exposure.

"Fraternally yours,
> "Dr. Wm. Mendelson.”

, We should be glad to publish any
data, Comrade Mendelson would send

j us on dental racketeering.

Helping Dr. Luttinger
to Win

A. Nelson $ 1.00
, Previous total 23.11

Total to date « .$24.11

By PAUL LUTTINGER, M.D.

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS
Occupational Diseases

D. M. R.—As a beginning you ought
to read ‘Dangerous Jobs,” by Grace
Burnham, one of the International
Pamphlets (No. 34). After reading

this excellent booklet, prepared un-
der the direction of the Labor Re-
search Association, you can get in
touch with its Executive Secretary,
Robert W. Dunn, Room 634, 80 E.
11th St., who will bo glad to give you
further information in regard to the
particular field in which you might

become interested. You can get a
copy of the pamphlet for five cents
at 799 Broadway, New York City.

* • •

Dental Fakers
We publish the following letter for

the benefit of our readers:
"Dear Comrade Luttinger: Your

exposure of faddists, cultists, chiro-
practors, naturopaths and other
cranks of the medical profession who
prey upon the workers, leads me to
write a few words on the quacks,
advertisers and ‘‘ethical” dentists, who
sell "gold bricks” to workers at so
much per

"Cue well known gentleman of this
species is using the radio to advertise
himself and his wares. He has ap-
plied the method of the bosses in
the conduct of his practice, that is,
mass production. Ho employs about
10 dentists whom he mercilessly ex-
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WHAT Pi
WORLD! \m

i By Michael Gold

I AM glad to see that our Doctor has accepted the challenge to a com-

petition for funds for the Daily Worker.

There has already been some response to the appeal in this column,

and I would advise Dr. Luttinger to get busy, or find himself behind in

the race.

As I have said, I do not expect to win. If anyone is betting on this
contest, I would advise him to accept nothing less than three to one on
Doctor Luttinger.

This doesn’t mean that the race is over. Not by a long shot. Doctor

Luttinger will know he has been In a scrap. And who can tell: poetry
may come in at the finish line, and beat science by a nose.

• • •

Lloyd’s Insurance

SERIOUSLY, though, I am grateful to those comrades who have already

responded. Keeping the Daily Worker alive is one of the major tasks

of the movement today. We are passing through a stormy transition

period leading to the most colossal events in the history of the world.

At Lloyd’s, you may have notioed, they now offer odds of two to one

that a world war will arrive within 18 months.

Lloyd’s is the famous insurance agency of London, England, where

for a century business men have gone to cover their risks. Lloyd’s will
insure you (that is to say, bet with you) on anything—shipwreck, tornado,

drought, rain, disease. Violinists insure their fingers; acrobats their
muscles; movie actresses their complexion; bootleggers bet on high-

jacking; business men on tariffs, or what not. They will quote odds on

anything; and Lloyd’s generally wins. When they offer two to one on
war in 18 months it is definite they have authoritative information.

The Daily Worker is the only daily newspaper in the United States
now fighting against war, fascism, race discrimination, and for real trade
unions, not the company unionism of Nira.

The Daily Worker is our insurance against the vast injustice done
daily to the American workers of hand and brain. We need it; it is our
only source of true information in this troubled period. Every day that the
Daily Worker lives means that more Americans have learned what schemes
and plots are being laid against us by the Big Shots who rule Wall Street
and Washington.

* • •

Some Responses

HERE aro the first blows struck by readers of this column to keep the
flag of tire Daily Worker flying above the storm-clouds. I again give

my sincere thanks to all these comrades.

Writes “Louis”: "I’ve always wanted to write you, and here's a chance

to say it with a dollar bill. Lots of luck to the ‘Daily’!”

Another comrade named Frank Schmidt, of New York, says: “Due to

the fact that I have been unemployed for a long period of time, I have

not been able to support the Daily Worker as I would like to. But en-
closed is a dollar for the only working-class daily, the only paper that tells

the truth every day. Long live the ‘Dally’!”

Dick Crowley writes: “The other day, according to the New York
Times, some Portuguese peasants on seeing a meteoric shower thought

the stars were falling. They rushed to the church and the priests or-
ganized processions and lit candles. Two hours later the stars stopped
falling, showing the power of religious processions on astronomy. Who
says the church doesn’t take advantage of Ignorance? Here’s a dollar

tow?.'! your thousand.”
"van Schenck of Brooklyn is a comrade with a real sense of humor.

He incloses a dollar, and says: “Your challenge is magnificent. I am very
fond cf Dr. Luttinger, yet I would like to see what you write on consti-
pation. So I am sending 49 cents for your side of the competition, and
51 cm.s to the credit of Dr. Luttinger. Long life to the ‘Daily.’”

un Rackson of Syracuse, N. Y.: “A few days ago you rightly pointed
out vO Comrade Pat the role that proletarian literature should and does
piay in the class struggle. It rekindles our spirit, and the worker carries
on. I have seen the appeal on the first page for weeks, but am ashamed
to say your appeal seenied to wake me up for the first time. I hope Ed
Newhouse enters this contest, and makes it three-cornered. I am con-
tributing to your column, not that I don’t like my spinach. I enclose a
*2 check (non-rubber) and here’s hoping the hay fever, diet, baseball,
fcctball and all other fans start to call and raise so fast you’ll have to

double the ante.”

Dr. Boris Stasheff of the Bronx prefers literature to science, he says,
and sends $2 to back up the Daily Worker. And another comrade, J. M. K.,
sends 25 eevis from Detroit, with a note saying: “But I also like the
health column—our Doctor is 0.K.”

• • •

A Long Way to Go

A FEY/ days ago a sum of s3l was acknowledged on this page. It was
interesting to note that the girls in a dress shop had got together

and made a collection. These shop collections are a wonderful means of
education, as well as money-raising. Thanks, girls.

So the total to date is over S4O. Not so bad for little over a week.
But it’s still a long way to Tipperary and that SI,OOO.

• • •

Humor?

THERE have been a few objections that this competition has too frivol-
ous an air for so serious an object as saving the Daily Worker. Really,

some comrades have come to believe that anyone who smiles is deviating.
But in the darkest days of the Russian Revolution our great leader
Lenin knew how to laugh. You can't run a mass movement only on horror
stories; you must teach the masses hope and courage; and even how to
joke in this dark Inferno we live In. It is good for the morale.

But smile, frown or curse; It’s all the same, so long as you help the
Daily Worker!

• * »

Helping Michael GoM to Win

J- i- o
- SI.OO

• • •

Previous Total 42.94
TOTAL TO DATE $43.94

Los Angeles, Calif. ____________

CELEBRATE WORKERS’ OCTOBER with the
United Front Conference for the Celebration of the

16th Anniversary of Russian Revolution
Nov. 7th 8 p. m.—Mason Thea., 172 S. Bway.

Tickets 25 Cents
Rebel Players lnternational Chorus Speakers

Young Rebel Poet
Issues His First
Volume of Verse

By ALAN CALMER

WHEN THE SIRENS BLOW AND
OTHER POEMS, by Leonard Spier.
With a Foreword by Jack Conroy.
Hagglund, Publisher. 20c.

* * *

I Leonard Spier is one of a number
of minor poets who are working and
sweating to lay the foundations of a
proletarian poetry in America. In
little literary magazines reaching a
limited audience and in the workers’
press, they are trying to hammer our
little epics of the class struggle, are
trying to shape the deeds.of the rev-
olutionary movement Into poetic
material. Although much of their
effort shows the effect of unskilled
labor, they are doing some valuable
spadework.

Spier’s pioneer contributions
which have appeared in “Left,” “New
Force,” “Rebel Poet,” as well as the
“Daily" and “Young Worker”—have
just been collected in the fifth Rebel
Poet booklet to come out of the Mid-
west. They extend from poems with
a big subject like “China Gone Red”
and “Song to Red India” to narra-
tives of a single worker like “Com-
rade at the Rear.” They Include not
only songs of “turmoil” but also
“quieter interludes” In the life of a
revolutionary poet.

But most of these poems seem to
lack the poetic spark and critical
discipline found in an outstanding
booklet of revolutionary verse like

| “We Gather Strength.” Accordingly,
I when Spter tries to soar too high, his
I verse is usually dragged down by
1 outworn poetic baggage, is kept from
ascending by a shortage of fresh

i poetic imagery. On the other hand,
| when he contents himself with a
simple depiction of simple things,
the result Is very satisfying. “Com-
rade at the Rear” is an example of

j what we mean. It is an unadorned
but effective description of a rank
and file worker who collects money
for the National Hunger March In
the shop during lunch-time. We wish
we had the space to quote it here.

Occasionally, even In his more am-
bitious projects, Spier pens simple
yet stirring stanzas —like this one
from "China Gone Red”:

We rejoice in the old
who shall live to behold

the glory cf China,
For the young who shall bend
back the darkness and end

the sorrows of China.

Sometimes a particularly excellent
theme helps to elevate his verse, as
in the title poem, “When the Sirens
Blow (A War Poem for Working
Women)”;

What will you do when the sirens
j blow,
jYou who have toiled?
j When the whips of woe cry hurry
j and go,
j Will you dare to defy them, dare to

say no?
! The sirens of war shall soon be call-
| ing

I Your son to the valleys of filth and
i slaughter—

You who have raised him through
slavery and strife

With the tears and the years and the
sweat of your life,

j What will you do?

j Often there is a fine idea which Is
| not handled well enough —as in
j “Book note”:

Russia is a book of poems (read it,
comrades, read It!)

160,000,000 songs to the goodness of
man and the goodness of woman!

An interesting section of the book-
let consists of translations from the
Hungarian, including the famous
poem by Antal Hidas which was
written as an answer to the ques-
tion, “What would you do If a war
was declared against the Soviet
Union?”

Noted Actors to Attend Theatre
Ball, November 4

NEW YORK.—Guests of honor at
!he Theatre Ball, which the Theatre
Union is giving on Nov. 4 at Webster
Hall, will include Nancy Carroll, Cis-
sie Loftus, Stella Adler, Mary Mor-
ris, Mary Blair, Rose McClendon, Lois
Davidson, Molly Picon. Jamh Ben
Ami, Lloyd Nolan, and Victor Killian,
who' will appear In the costumes of

I their favorite roles.

Round Table Discussion at
Theatre Club Tomorrow

NEW YORK.—Prominent theatre
people will present their Impressions
of the “Theatre Night”—held at City
College last Sunday—at the Workers’
Laboratory Theatre, 42 E. 12th St., at
8:30 p. m. tomorrow.

Paul and Claire Sifton, Nathanael
Buchwald, recently returned from the
U.S.S.R., and several members of the
Group Theatre will lead the discus-
sion.

RAISE THEIR QUOTA
The Peabody Unit, Peabody, Mass.,

i was supposed to raise sll. It raised
i $25, and is still collecting for the
“Daily.” This is what you can call
billing the capitalist class right
square in the face!

* * *

Comrades of all organizations and
all you who are collecting for the
“Daily!” Don’t hold on the money
you collect. Rush it to the “Daily"
as you get it. Help us pay imminent
bilis!

Class Content of Jazz Music
=By CHARLES EDWARD SMITH ’-- ¦

BECAUSE I believe that the conclu-
sions on jazz music published in

Michael Gold’s column recently have
not been as clear-cut as possible I
have been permitted to contribute a
brief outline on the subject. Jazz is
not widely understood, especially in-
sofar as concerns the class relations
on which it is based.

In his column Comrade Gold stat-
ed that tunes like St. Louis Blues
were of the “folk-quality” and con-
tinued, “But that’s not jazz; that’s
the African nation; and If there were
away to separate African art from
American commercialism I'd be glad
to say anywhere that I liked Afri-
can music, because I greatly do.”
There is such a way—it is the way
of Marxian analysis. It is important,
first of all, to emphasize Dale Cur-
ran’s remark (published in the Daily
Worker) that "Jazz grew out of the
Negro reaction to white chauvinism.”
This reflects an historically correct
analysis: jazz is American and com-
positions such as Bt. Louis Blues are
American and not of "the African
nation.” Comrade Gold has only to
perceive that African and American
folk music represent different bases
of production to see that an African
label cannot be slapped onto an
American product. A Marxian analy-
sis begins with an examination of
class relations.

Jazz has its roots in the oppressive
measures of southern plantation
owners against the Negro masses. It
is specifically a folk music in deriva-
tion. The Negro brought his own folk
music from Africa. It was this folk
music, modified by English folk
songs, hymns, and early American
tunes, that gave birth to the Negro
spirituals,—not the emaciated ver-
sions recorded by harmony quartets,
but the spirituals as sung in the
South, with their African heritage of
polyphonous harmonies and complex
rhythms. With the passing of the
14th amendment the status of the
Negro in the South changes. Instead
of a slave in the eyes of the world,
he became an enslaved serf and pro-
letarian. (cf. Resolution on the Negro
Question in the United States.) What
was the music of the serf (share-
cropper) and worker? Again, the
spirituals. Next the work songs, the
first songs in America to have a pro-
letarian content, expressing clearly
and with profound sincerity the state
of oppression of the American Negro.

From the beginning the music of
the American Negro influenced pop-
ular music. “Turkey In the Straw”
derives from a piece called “Ol’ Jim
Crow.” Both in melody andi rhythm
its source is the folk music of the
American Negro. It was only in this
century, however, simultaneously
with the exploitation of spirituals and
work songs, that the term Jazz came
into being. Thus it was as recently as
1910-20 that Negro folk music was
welded with popular music and—the
blues were bom!

• • •

rIE blues brought with them from
American Negro music not only

the musically famous “blue” notes,
but also the distinctive word-quality
of folk music, as a comparison of
spirituals and blues will show. Han-
dy’s Beale St. Blues exhibits very
nicely the transition from spirituals
and work songs to blues and Jazz.
(Few of those who dance to this tune
realize that It is an anti-prohibition
song.)

Hardly were the blues introduced—-
by men of diverse racial origins:
Handy, Clarence and Spencer Wil-
liams, Russel Robinson, Rapollo, Cal-
lahan, La Rocca, Biederbecke, etc. —

than their spontaneous folk quality I
became designated in the realm of j
jazz by the term hot. This applied;
equally to slow blues and to very fast
stomps. It referred not to tempo but
to quality. Applied to a composer,
singer, instrumentalist or band, it
meant that the product turned out
was an original and sincere expression
as well as being musically competent.
Hot distinguished the genuine stuff
from that which was corny (meaning
phony) or that which was sweet, a
term which covers the vast field of
popular jazz and which is self-ex-
planatory.

Hot is the music having the folk-
quality Comrade Gold admires. It is
the kind of jazz played In the dance
halls of the proletariat (though hot
is not always played there, one must
admit) as differentiated from the
sweet jazz played in Central Park
Casino for the edification of debu-
tantes. Hot began with the jug and
washboard bands of the South, the
hot or ad lib chorus corresponding to
the extemporizing of Negro folk sing-
ers. Waite men who played hot—in-
troducing the blues and the ad lib
chorus—were chauvinistically termed
“white niggers” and were proud of
this categorization which classed
them with the best folk musicions of
the country. • • •

THE hot element In jazz was then
a and continues to be an Isolated
phenomenon. This phenomenon has
its basis in the class struggle. Hot
jazz aims to be genuinely the folk
expression of a people, it has its
roots in the denial to the American
Negro of “the right of self-determi-
nation.” However, it is exclusively
Negro music neither in origin nor in
expression. To assert this would cer-
tainly Be to fall into an extremist
error.

The reason why hot is isolated

Photo Show Postponed
Until November 15th
NEW YORK. "America Today,”

the photo exhibit planned by the
Workers Film and Photo League, 220
East 14th St., has been postponed to
Nov. 15 to allow time for mounting
and hanging an exhibit even more
extensive and complete than was at
first expected.

“Photographers all over the coun-
try are responding to the League’s
appeal for pictures of America To-
day,” according to S. Greenblatt,
chairman of the exhibition commit-
tee. "But many more are needed.
We need pictures from North, South
and West, pictures of industry, of
farming, of unemployment, misery,
stagnation, reforestation camps, child
labor, political speakers, the “New
Deal," pictures of struggle, strikes,
picket lines, demonstrations, etc.
The scope is limitless. We cannot
have too many pictures; we can use
pictures of any size.

"We urge photographers to send
their prints immediately to the
Workers Fil mand Photo League, 220
E. 14th St., where they will be
mounted and prepared for exhibi-
tion.”

BRONX—SATURDAY
SOCIAL at Concourse Progressive Club,

238 s. 174th St. Dancing, Entertainment,
games, prizes. Admission free.

RUSSIAN CABARET NIGHT, Entertain-
ment and Dance at Paradise Manor, II w.
Mt. Eden Ave. Admission 35c. Auspices
Mt. Eden Br. F.S U.

THIRD ANNUAL HOP given by the Int-wor Youth Club. 1304 Southern Bird. Hot
Taza band. Entertainment, refreshments.

Admission 25c.
SPAGHETTI PARTY AND DANCE at Tre-

mont Progressive Club, 1361 Prospect Ave.
Admission free.

| TUNING IN
1

TONIGHT’S PROGRAMS

WEAF—66O Kc.
7:00 P.M.—Mountaineer* Muale.
7:ls—Football score*.
7:2o—Davis Orch.
7:3o—The Optimistic Mr*. Jones—Sketch,

with George Frame Brown.
7:4s—Jack and Loretta Clemens, songs
B:oo—Secret Service Spy Story The

Eavesdropper.
B:3o—Antobal Orch.; Antonia and Daniel,

songs.
f:oo—Jack Pearl, comedian; Goodman

Orch.; Demarco Trio; Robert Sim-
mons, tenor; Leader Trio.

9:3o—Yacht Club Boys; Vivian Ruth,
songs; Reisman Orch.

10:00—Rolfe Orch.; Men About Town Trio;
University Glee Club cf New York.

11:00—One Man’s Family—Sketch.
11:30—Hollywood on the Air.
12:00—Wilson Orch.; Doric Quartet; Mary

Wood, soprano; Tommy Harris, songs:
Cynthia, blues singer; Ryan and Rob-
lette, comedy; Senator Flshface, come-
dian; HillbillyGroup.

*• * s

WOR— 7IO Kc.
7:00 P.M.—Sports—Ford Frick.
7:15—T0 bo announced.
7:3o—Verna Osborne, soprano.
7:4s—lnspirational Talk.
B:oo—Little Symphony Orch., Philip Jamer,

conductor.
9:oo—Scottl Orch.
9:3o—Bronx Marriage Bureau—Sketch.
9:4s—The Lowland Singers.

10:00—Helene Daniels, songs.
10:15—Kane and Kanner, son?'
10:30—Organ Recital.
11:00—Weather Report.
11:02—Trini Orch.
11:30—Holst Orch.
12:00—Robbins Orch.

WJZ—76O Kc.
7:00 P.M. —John Herrick, songs.
7:ls—Three Musketeers—Sketch.
7:3o—Circus Days—Sketch.
7:4s—Football Scores.
7:so—Hillbilly Bongs.
B:oo—Dance Orch.; Ray Perkin*, come-

dian; Shirley Howard, songs.
8:30 From Montreal, Canada: Caro La-

moureux, soprano; Ludovic Huot, tenor;
Concert Orch.

9:oo—Stokes Orch.; King’s Jesters: Morin
Sisters, songs; Mary Steele, soprano;
Edward Davies, baritone.

10:00—Tales of the Titans— 3ketch.
i 10:30—Cuckoo Program, with Ray Knight,

Adelina Thompson and Robert Arm-
buster Orch.

11:00—Barn Dance.
12:00—Childs Orch.
12:30 A.M.—Scet-ti Orch.

* * •

WABC—B6O Kc
7:00 P.M.—Political Situation in Washing-

ton—Frederic William Wile.
7:ls—Mildred Bailey, songs; Eton Boys

Quartet; Berrens Orch
7:30--Jane Froman and Charles Carlile,

songs; Berrens Orch.
B:oo—Elmer Everett Yeas —Sketch.
B:ls—Gertrude Niesen, songs.
B:3o—Spltalnv Orch.; Ethel Pastor, so-

prano; Nicolini Cosentino, tenor.
9:oo—Mlchaux Congregation.
9:3o—From Toronto: Symphony Orch., di-

rection A. Chuhnldin.
10:00—Doing Our Part—Judge Irving L.

Lenroot, United States Court of Cus-
toms and Patent Appeals.

10:15—Ann Leaf, organ.
10:30—Rich Orch.; Vera Van. sengs: Mele-

deers Quartet; George Jess el, come-
dian.

11:00—Jones Orch.
11:15—News Bulletin.
11 30—Gray Orch.
12:00—Rapp Orch.
12*21 A.M.—Flor’ta Orch

I:oo—Haymea Orch.

from sweet and popular, both in ter-
minology and In fact, is readily ap-
parent. Popular music Is wish-ful-
fillment music, is folk music “from I
above.” When it seems to give ex-
pression to the working class, as in
“My Forgotten Man,” it states the
case incorrectly, failing to point out
the basic class relations involved and

not for a moment hinting that the
way out is to be concerted mass ac-
t on, the solidarity of the working

class in strikes, unemployed demon-
strations, etc. No. The bourgeois pop-
ular song, the popular song “from
above”—i.e., from the class of the
oppressors— tries to lull to sleep the
growing class consciousness of the
masses. There is always the deceptive
glint of Nira's wings, bourgeois prop-
aganda in one form or another,
brought out to hoodwink the masses
and divert them from revolutionary
mass struggles.

This is not to Imply that all popu-
lar songs have the specific aim of
smothering the growing class con-
sciousness of the proletariat. To re-
gard the average song writer of Tin
Pan Alley as a conscious propagand-
ist for the machinery of oppression
would be nonsensical but, consciously

or not, the majority of composers and
lyricists who write sweet music are
in fact adding immeasurably to the
dung-heap of bourgeois propaganda.
This is just as true of songs having
to do with sex as with songs bearing
on the economic plight of the masses.
A dialectical consistency runs
through the whole range of popular
music.

Drugged with the poison of popu-
lar music and with the virulent poi-
son of the capitalist propaganda ma-
chine, prejudices are imposed upon
the masses. In the field of art these
prejudices stand in the way of di-
rect and sincere reactions. That
which is in reality shallow, cheap and
sensational symphonic Jazz, so-
called semi-classical music—ls often-
times mistaken for the real thing,
the more so because it plucks insist-
ently at surface emotions.

• • m

IT IS essential to acknowledge the
Impurities brought Into hot jazz (

through popular music. Jazz very sel-1
dom claims or can claim to equal'
the folk music of the African Negro,
of the Spanish gypsy, or of the Bali-
nese singers. Only In its best mo-
ments, when It Is genuine expression,
has it the merit of being folk music,
truly expressing the creative and
emotional depths of the people. The
bourgeois-capitalist world tends to
stifle this creativeness. Centuries of
class rule have attempted to incul-
cate in the masses bourgeois preju-
dices. This is why the revolution must |
be fought out on every front, cultural
as well as economic.

At a program given recently by
the Harlem section of the Commu-
nist Party, Ruth Elzy sang some rent
blues. The reaction of many present
was that this was class conscious folk
music. A valid feeling! Isn’t this the 1
answer to those who inquire, with I
some skepticism, if proletarian jazz
is really possible? Os course It’s pos-
sible.

• • •

A DECADE ago jazz was decried as
shallow emotionalism, but at least

certain elements of the proletariat
wet-

© dancing to the hot jazz of King

Oliver, the New Orleans Rhythm
Kings, the Memphis Five, the Wol-
verines. the Mound City Blue Blow-
ers, etc., and It began to be noised j
about that Bix Biederbecke, W. C. j
Handy, Russel Robinson, Joe Venuti,!
Hoagy Carmichael, Louis Armstrong, j
Clarence Williams, Adrian Rollini, |
Earl Hines, Rapollo, and others had !
something to offer that was far from
being shallow emotionalism. College'
boys who could afford it collected
records of hot—as time went on
many hot men turned luke-warm try-
ing to adapt themselves to the “as
written” field (which they called the
"as rotten”)—records of the Cotton
Pickers (gone sweet by now); Red
Nichols, Little Ramblers, Jack Tea-
garden, William Morris, Jelly-roll

j Morton, Duke Ellington, Louts Arm-
I strong, Chicago Rhythm Kings. Dixie

j Stampers (with Fletch Hen! -ton,

j King Oliver, Miff Mole, Origin?’ Dix-
! ieland Five, etc., etc. Coll sc to and
I muslc’ans frequented the dance halls,

i and the lesser known hot spots, j
knowing that hot jazz a-! hot musi-
cians were usually of proletarian

origin.
Even from this brief paper It is

possible to see in outline the history
of Jazz music, its origins and its sub- !
sequent developments. Emphasis has
been placed on the importance of!
bourgeois propaganda, especially as it
assumes the form of folk music
“from above.” A further point needs
emphasis. In the class struggle the
means of bourgeois exploitation are
not confined to the economic field
blit extend to the cultural as well.
Bourgeois popular music, sterile in
content, attempts to revivify itself
with the music of the masses, ex-
ploiting hot jazz as it exploited the

j Negro spirituals and work sengs. This
¦explains to a great extent the cor-
| ruptiqn of hot men, the indubitable

I fact that all too often they turn j
i luke-warm. That hot Jazz continues

1 in flourish and Hint .at leas, some of
i those wlm produce it are beginning
' to realize if. class cai.-l nt is another
j indication cf the growing clara con-
sclonsness of the masses.
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Barbusse To Be Greeted in Ckicago
By Workers, Writers, and Educators

CHICAGO, 111.—Besides speak-
! ing at a mass meeting on Monday
| evening, Oct 23, in the Chicago

Coliseum, Henri Barbusse, famous
French author of Under Fire, has

j many other speaking dates sched-
j uled. Today the John Reed Club
will hold a banquet for him at the
Chicago Women’s Club," 72 E. 11th
St. Tomorrow the P.E.N. Club, an
exclusive group of Chicago writers
and newspapermen, has invited him
to luncheon at the Casino Club, 195
E. Delaware Place. On Monday

WHAT’S ON

Saturday

Manhattan
CONCERT AND DANCE at New Harlem

Casino, 118th St. and Lenox Ave. Celebrat-
ing the opening of the Harlem Workers
School. Elaborate Program. Large Dance
Orchestra. Tickets 40c. In advance 85c.
Workers School and Friends of Workers
School.

DANCE given by Trade Union Unity
Council. Youth Committee at New Dance
Oroup Hall, 12 E. 17th St. Entertainment
and refreshments.

CLARTE FRENCH WORKERS CLUB—
House warming, special entertainment at
304 West 58th Street at 8:30 P.M. Coat
Room 10c.

PEN & HAMMER will hold dance and
entertainment at 114 West 21st St., at
8:30 till dawn.

CONCERT AND DANCE at 141 West 132nd
Street at 8 P.M. Arranged by Unit 422,
Sect loh 4. Admission only 15 cents. In-
teresting program.

DANCE AND ENTERTAINMENT, Refresh-
ment*;. Taylor Gordon, well-known stage
star at the Downtown Branch F.S.U., at
323 E. 13th Street near 2nd Ave. Ad-
mission 35c.

HARRY STOLLER3 and his Mad Musi-
cians. What a Band! Snappy Entertain-
ment. New Dance Group. Waltz Contest, at
American Youth Federation, 20 Bt. Marks
Place. Checking charge only 25c.

CONCERT AND PIANO RECITAL. Tessa
Bloom, international scholarship winner,
N.S.L. String Quartet. Program of Bach,
Beethoven, Ravel, Brahms. National Stu-
dent League. 583 Sixth Ave., at 8:30 P.M.
Admission 25c.

DANCE at Washington Height* Workers
Center, 501 West 161st St. Good Jam band.
Admission 20 cents.

Brooklyn
CONCERT AND DANCE given by Tala-

poosa Br. I.L.D. at 291 Wycoff St. at 8:30
P.M. Guest speaker, Wllliana Burroughs.

CONCERT AND DANCE at Bath Beach
Workers Club. 87 Bay 25th St., at 8:30
P.M. Fine program.

CHINESE NIGHT given by Women’s
j Council 33 at 2006 70th St. Chow Mein,
j entertainment. Admission 20c.

DANCE given by International Workers
Club, 3200 Coney Island Ave., oor. Brighton
Beach Ave. Good band.

CONCERT AND DANCE given by Hinsdale
Workers Youth Club. 313 Hinsdale St., at
R P.M. Chorus, Violin Solo, Accordion Solo,
Play.

CONCERT AND BAR given by Womans
Council 18. at 1163 Lenox Road.

DANCE AND CONCERT given by Youth
Builders, 1.W.0. No. 487 at 1009 Winthrop
3t., at 8:30 P.M. Admission 16 cen s.

AN EVENING OF ENTERTAINMENT at
4100 43rd Ave., Sunnyslde, L. I. given by
Rsefske Br. I.L D for Shoe Striker* Relief
Fund. Music, Games and Singing.

Sunday
COMMUNIST ELECTION MEETING. •Is-

sues of the Present Election.'’ Bernard 8.
Deutsch, Fusion Party; Milton Solomon,
Democratic Party; Nathan Strauss Jr., Re-
covery Party; Israel Amter, Communist
Party, at American Youth Federation, 20
St. Marks Place, at 8:30 P.M.

j OPEN FORUM at Flatbush Progressive Club
on “N.R A. What It means to the Amer-

i lean Worker,” at 486 Kings Highway,
Bklyn., at 8:30 P.M.

ROBERT HAMILTON, foreign editor of
Dally Worker will lecture on “Who Burned
the Reichstag?” at, 1013 E. Treraont Ave.
Auspices Bronx Section I.L.D. and Shule 4.

LECTURE by A. Wagenknecht on “Who
Burned the Reichstag.” at J. Louis Engdahl
Workers Club. 3092 Hull Ave.. at 8:30 P.M.

HARLEM WORKERS SCHOOL FORUM will
hold lecture by Grace Lamb on “The New
Education in the Soviet Union, 200 W.
!35th St. Room 214A., at 4 P.M. Admission
free.

CLASS in “Political Economy” given by

i Oakley Johnson at 501 West 161st Street at
, 11 A.M.

OPEN FORUM at Headquarters, Post

at 12:30 he will be present at a
luncheon at the World's Fair.

Barbusse will be accompanied by
Joseph Freeman, editor of the Ne-.v
Masses, and Professor H. W. L.
Dana, noted author.

National Students League Calls
Meeting

Barbusse will also speak Monday
afternoon at 3 o’clock in Mandel
Hall, the University of Chicago.
This meeting, at which many uni-
versity students and professors are
expected to be present, is being ar-
ranged under the auspices of the
National Student League, University
of Chicago branch.

Jane Addams to Attend Banquet
The John Reed banquet in honor

of Barbusse on Saturday evening,
promises to be very successful. The
committee in charge of this affair
announces that many Chicago no-
tables will be present.

Jane Addams, internationally
known social worker, winner of tho
Nobel Peace Prize, and head of
the Women’s International League
for Peace and Freedom, writes that
although illness will prevent her
from attending the mass meeting,
she expects to be present at the
banquet and is anxious to meet M.
Barbusse.

Others who have already signi-
fied their intention of being pres-
ent at the banquet include Prof.
Melville J. Herskovitz, professor of
anthropology of Northwestern Uni-
versity of Chicago. Professor John
T. Frederick of Northwestern, and
Llewellyn Jones, well-known Chi-
cago literary critic, wil speak on
the program which includes Bar-
busse.

B. K. Gebert, district organizer
of the Communist Party, and Her-
bert Newton, editor of the Worker*
Voice, are also scheduled to speak
at the banquet.

Prominent Negro intellectual*
who are expected to be present in-
clude Dewey Jones, city editor of
the Chicago Defender, a Negro
weekly, Edith Sampson, well-known
lawyer. Dr- Arthur Fall*, and Lil-
lian Summers.

Barbatie to See Chicago
Barbusse will spend Saturday vis-

iting places of interest in Chicago
and vicinity. The Pen and Ham-
mer Club and the Chicago Labor
Research Bureau has arranged a
tour for him through such places
as the stockyards workers’ district,
the garbage dumps where thousands
of unemployed live, the factory dis-
tricts, Negro homes, etc.

191, WI.&L, SS Wast Jnl St., at 8:30P.M. Topic "Employment and the Way
Out.** by lar&ti Amter

A HOUSE PARTY of herring end pota-
toes interacting program at home of Com-
rade Daniel*, 1017 ttrd Brooklyn at
8 P.M

LECTURE AND OPEN FORUM on War.
by Comrade UehtenaWin at Pelham Park-
way Worker* Club, JI7BA Whit* Plains Rd.,
at 8 30 PM.

CONCERT and literary evening at 261
Schenectady Ave., Brooklyn at 7.30 P.M.
Given b/ Council 21. Admission 20c.

WORKERS COLONY MUSIC SCHOOL.
2700 Bronx Park East, open for registration
on all jcausical instrument*.

JOHN REED CLUB School of Art, Fall
term start* Oct. 23 Day and evening
classes In life drawing, painting, fresco,
sculpture, poster, politic*! cartooning, lith-
ography under Minor, Gellert, Losowick,
Refregler, Dlbner and other prominent art-
ist* Office open for registration this week
from 2 to 4 P.M Address 430 Sixth Ave.,
N.Y.C.

COMRADES of the W.T.R. Bras* Band
play Bunday at 2 P.M. at Rockland Palace,
155th St. and Bth Ave. Every one must be
present at this important election rally.

National
GARY, IND., October 22nd, Young Com-

munist League is giving a masquerade
Dance at Roumanian Hall. 1206 Adams St.
Jazs Orchestra, prize* for best costumes.
Admission 15c.

AMUJEME N TS
—EVERY TEACHER SHOULD SEE THIS PICTURE! .

“Aliraya Interesting Poignant Pietnritil Stndy." ' .. m m «r»
—N. Y. Times. A V N t

“THE RED .HEAD”
UNION SQUARE

(“Foil de Garotte")
A STO.iy of' ADOLESCENCE. Enyllah Titles. ! MI4Bi*ht Show s,t -

JOE COOK in I -RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL—-
_»

_
»tx trat t yy/\r»n SHOW PLACE of the NATIONTJOLI) iOliß HORSES Direction "Kory” Opras 1130 AM.

«*• A A Me-cal Banav.-ay in U Scenes ‘AGGIE APPLEBY Maker of Mm’

Winter Carden "*7.7 £«£.*«!' wKh chM - F “Tr?n end " !nn * Glt,”B

l'hursday and Saturday »t 2 30. »» d » *»«•* "»«T” »‘»f» “«

. —Me to *» (Ex. Sat. & San.)

THE THEATRE GUILD presents '
EUGENE O’NEILL’S COMEDY

At., | rkq Ipffor-non st. a j Mow
with GKO’.:as M. COHAN | JClliraOn Av# j OOW

PITH TA Then.. fi'!d St.. W. of B’way MARLENE DISTEtCH St BRIAN AHERNSCUli.ll Mat.Thar.,Sat.3:So ‘»go Jf G g OF SONGS”
MOLirnS’S COMEDY WITH MUSIC j also “SOLITAIRE MAN” with

THE SCt'OOF. HI"SBANDS Herbert Marshall a mart bolayd

Adapted in thyme by j ~
Arthur GiCtcrman & Lawrence T.angner '

EMPIRE JACOB BEN AMI in
---- “The Vranderinjr Jew

RKO /» a MPA.'.-nd St. OC- Mon. to

DANCE RECITALS
right ') *oe R tils. Nov. 17. Dec. lif’CJCJan. 6, Jar. “(» Feb. 17. Mar. 10 (f/uult

M r. 31, April 21 *

Edwin St:airbridge Tattiiis Y-n. .»
• H 1

Ruih st. Dm., *Vr.V!ha“’r.1 ham FHi!hcTrDionic - Symphony
Lila*FdndUy Darrrri

*

WALTER. Condnctor.

WASHINGTON IRVING H. S. A7 cabnegie hall
.

, . ......
This Sunday Afternoon at 3:0 9

Irvins: Ihice and 16ih Sreet soloist: mishel piastro

*fc .*>o *op the seric.-. of eight recitals. HAYDN—GLAZO I NGFF— BR\IIMB
¦*S MaO tn Strdenl.' D<w Thursday Err.. X:»: Friday Ait., S:S»

r Ilf" til.. Inion SnorriSTu. MOZART-BRI CKNER Program

L Ah. en »l* at laird s »‘- »•** Sun - A,t
- S:M

* T>ylßr, ‘ -*
ARTOCR JP^H^yaSy'jinn.)

Ii Tonight! Tonight!

!WORKERS SCHOOL

!CONCERT and DANCE
J NEW HARLEM CASINO, 116th Street and Lenox Avenue

Celebrating Opening of Harlem Workers’ School
FEATURES:

Liberator Chorus I 7-Piece Dance Orchestra
New Dance Croup Dancing Till Morning

Theatre of Workers'School i Refreshments
Ausp.ces: Workers' School and Friends of the Workers’ School

j rickets: 35c in advance; 40e at door. Now sold at: Workers’ School,
35 East 12th St.; Harlem Workers School. 200 W. 135th St.; Workers’
Book Shop. 50 E. 13th St.
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Soviet Recognition

THE diplomatic negotiations looking towards recog-

nition of the Union of Socialist Soviet Republics by

the United States is an acknowledgement of the

achievements of the Soviet Union, of its stability and

its policies of peace. All militant workers throughout
the United States who have constantly worked and
fought for recognition, will rejoice on the occasion of

this victory for the Soviet Union.

American imperialism, one of the bitterest enemies

of the victorious proletarian revolution in the Soviet
Union, one of the chiet instigators of war against the

Soviet Union, is forced to take steps to extend diplo-

matic recognition. British, Japanese and French im-

perialism, for some time have already taken this step,
withoift in the least slackening their preparations for

war. Japanese imperialism, whose recognition is of

long standing, is at this very moment seeking to pro-

voke war.
Why does the Roosevelt regime at this time open

diplomatic conversations?

The downward sweep of capitalist economy in the

United States, the collapse of the N.R.A. as a promised

solution lor the capitalist crisis, is making Wall Street

scour the world for markets. The Soviet Union peace-

fully building Socialism is ready to open trade relations

with the United States as it already has with other

capitalist powders. The Roosevelt regime now grasps

for this market. That the foremost imperialist power

stands ready to open diplomatic and trade relations, is

powerful testimony to the stability, the strength and

Socialist advances of the U.S.S.R.

AT THE same time, in the rapid preparation for im-

perialist war, the Roosevelt regime while arming

itself for war, spouts phrases and engineers maneuvers
to give the appearance of peaceful intent. Recognition
cf the U.S.S.R., which is contemplated, Is a peace
maneuver that does not lessen one jot me rapid moves
to war on the part of Wall Street.

The Roosevelt regime, through the Wall Street

bankers supports the Hitler dictatorship in its anti-
Soviet war thrusts. While antagonistic to Japan, the

United States seeks to provoke a war of Japan against

the Soviet Union to weaken both, and then to hammer

out the united front of ah the imperialists against their

main and implacable enemy—the victorious proletarian
revolution symbolized by the U.S.S.R.

While recognition would open the way for trade re-
lations, which together with loans would provide a
market for some of the overproduced commodities in

the United States, it by no means oilers a solution for
the corroding capitalist crisis.

The chief conflict in the present-day world is

between the system of advancing Socialism and of de-
caying world capitalism. The foremost repr ntative
of crisis-ridden capitalism, the United Stale.:, is now
forced to step aside from its traditional poliv of non-
recognition and undertake diplomatic negotiations with
the workers’ fatherland.

All workers while greeting this achievement of the
Soviet Union should realize that now, more than ever,
they must be prepared to resist the trend toward
Fascism and war developed by the imperialist nations,
particularly the United States. They must, now more
than ever, be on their guard ready to defend the Soviet
Union against all its enemies.

LaGuardia Relief
"1 PLEDGE myself,’’ says F. H. LaGuardia, Repub-
* lican-Fueicn candidate for Mayor, “that the

unemployed in this city, both married and single, will
get adequate relief according to scientific, humane
standard'

What is this ’’scientific standard”? In Pennsylvania

food was provided to the unemployed amounting to
about two cents a meal. Governor Pinchot invited
Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt to dine on one of the two-
cent meals. The first lady considered the meal “scien-
tific and adequate.” Medical Associations have esti-
mated as *’scientific” the starvation rations of 50 cents
a day per family now being distributed. Hew York’s
unemployed relief has at no time been considered by
government officials as inadequate. And LaGuardia
makes no proposal as to a definite sum for the un-
employed, but continues to make the hazy promise of
giving “adequate and scientific” starvation rations.

Why the sudden embrace of the unemployed by this
capitalist politician? Has he suddenly discovered the
plight of the million of jobless?

The Fusion candidate was a member of Congress
when the two national hunger marches converged on
Washington in 1931 and 1932. He was a member of
Congress when ;he hundreds of delegates representing
millions of workers raised their voices in the demand
for immediate winter relief ahd for the adoption of
unemployment insurance as a federal law’. The hunger
marchers were brutally attacked, they weAe not even
permitted to enter the city last December, but were
kept starving on the outskirts of the capital.
LaGuardia’s voice was heard then. It was in unison
with the rest of the bosses’ representatives in howling
against those who dared to make demands for the right
to live.

* * *

OUT now LaGuardia proposes a nine-point program.
Many of his points are a perversion of the demands

raised on numerous occasions by the unemployed. In
his first point he “pledges” to provide “adequate relief,
including some cash.” The unemployed are not to get
cash relief with the right to buy anything they desire,
but a continued ration with a few pennies in cash—-
and this is only a promise. IfLaGuardia is desirous of
giving cash to the unemployed, then he would support
and fight for unemployment insurance, which would
assure the jobless cash relief. But he is bitterly op-
posed to it.

Where will the money come from for the unem-
ployed? LaGuardia is emphatically opposed to rais-
ing taxes on the Wall Street bankers. He is in full
agreement with Governor Lehman’s measures adopted
et yesterday’s special session of the, legislature not to
touch an additional penny from the members of the
Stock Exchange.

LaUuardia's whole program Is no different than the
cne now carried out by Mayor O’Brien; It is no dif-
ferent than Governor Lehman's program in the state;
ho different than the program of Roosevelt, and is the
lame as every one of the other capitalist candidates.

Whither the N.R.A.?
rJESDAY night’s meeting at the St. Nicholas Arena

on “The N.R.A, and Growing Class Battles,” with

Earl Browder and C. A. Hathaway as the reporters, is

a meeting of more than ordinary significance.
Party unit meetings have been called off, and

all Party members are urged to come directly to the
Arena. In addition all active workers, non-Party as
well as Party members, from the trade unions and
other militant workers’ organizations are invited to

attend.
This meeting will be devoted to a serious and

thorough examination of the new developments under
the N.RA.

• • • •

THE program of economic recovery supposedly em-
bodied in the N.R.A. has clearly collapsed. The pur-

chasing power of the masses, as promised by Roose-

velt, has not increased. On the contrary it has
declined. As a result the artificially stimulated "up-
turn,” starting in March, ended in July. Since then
the trend of production has been sharply downward,
resulting in almost universal part-time work and a
new wave of lay-offs.

The illusions of the workers and farmers regarding
the N.R.A. are being dispelled; a wave of strikes, In-

volving both workers and farmers, are sweeping the
nation.

In this situation the N.RA. is entering a new

phase, one of compulsion, of force and violence, a
phase in which the fascist trend in America will be
hastened.

A complete analysis of the new phase of the
N.R.A. and of the tactics of the workers’ movement
in the struggle against the N.R.A. will be the subject
of Tuesday’s meeting. All/workers should arrange to
attend.

Roosevelt’s “Aloofness”
THE WAR maneuvers of the capitalist powers of
* Europe have reached such a pitch that the old de-

vices of the League of Nations and other international
conferences can no longer be used to conceal them.

The capitalists’ representatives meet at Geneva only
to break into snarls, and to part with unconcealed
threats.

In this bandits’ brawl, the Roosevelt government is
playing an especially aggressive role. In Europe, the
stage of open threats is reached. This supplies an ef-
fective background for Roosevelt’s contrasting strategy.

In Geneva, Norman Davis, Roosevelt’s chief repre-
sentative, declares that he is there “solely for disarma-
ment purposes.” He expresses a noble aloofness from
the political discussions which are following the in-
stant blow-up of the public “disarmament” meetings.

In Washington, Roosevelt “disavows all political
entanglements.” He will take no part in efforts to
bring Germany back into the “disarmament.” confer-
ences, and he “recognizes no moral obligation to bring
Germany to account in case she should be charged
with re-arming.”

• * »

UUCH high-minded "neutrality”—expressed, by the
way, on the day on which Secretary of the Navy

Swanson was again bellowing for a "navy second to
none,” and to be built at “war-time speed”—is unbe-
lievable, and should not be believed.

While the European capitalist powers are forced to
express their hostilities more and more in the language
of clanking swords, Roosevelt attempts to play a more
subtle game. But underneath the smooth phrases, it
is tlie most aggressive game of all, played by the most
powerful, and the most powerfully armed of the im-
perialist bandit powers.

The decisions of Roosevelt's diplomacy are made
in the back rooms of Wall Street. The real American
"diplomats” are the men who negotiate international
loans and credits,

What is the policy of these men, and how does
Roosevelt do his part?

* • *

THE decision of Wall Street bankers is that bloody
‘ Hitler must have help. Wall Street does not want

to see Germany regain its old standing as a fully-
armed major power. But at this moment Hitler's Ger-
many is a handy club which Wall Street can turn to
its own use.

That is why Albert H. Wiggin, a leading financier
of Wall Street, declares that Hitler must receive
American loans, as the Daily Worker recently revealed.
And Roosevelt’s present maneuvers are a diplomatic
chorus to the bankers' pro-Hitler voice.

Why Wail Street aid for Hitler?
At this stage, Wall Street maneuvers around Hit-

ler are a blow aimed at England and France, Ameri-
ca’s chief European rivals for the exploitation of colo-
nies and markets.

And they are equally an attempt to strike a blow at
the main enemy of all imperialism, the Soviet Union,
which is showing the workers of the whole world the
way out. Hitler's main bid for international toleration
is his outspoken readiness to be the western spear-
head in the attack on the Soviet Union. Alfred Hugen-
berg, as his representative, openly bid the capitalist
powers at the London Economic Conference to an
open anti-Soviet alliance.

So when Roosevelt stays “aloof,” he is actually
aiming a blow at England and France; and at the same
time he is forwarding the aims of the secret anti-
Soviet agreement of Germany and Japan, which was
publicly exposed a few days ago.

When Roosevelt stays “aloof,” he aids and encour-
ages Japan’s preparations to attack the Soviet Union,
in which he hopes to see a weakening both of Ameri-
ca’s chief imperialist rival in the Pacific, and of the
main class enemy of capitalism, the anti-imperialistic
workers’ state. In such a war, the role of American im-
perialism would unquestionably be to turn it into a
war of ail the imperialists against the Soviet Union.

« » •

ROOSEVELT'S “aloofness" is in fact the independently
“aggressive role of the most powerful, and the most
highly armed, of all the imperialist powers.

The world's greatest “democracy,” the United States,
is a leading aggressor in the bandits’ brawl of im-
perialism. And France, that other great “democracy,"
is the most aggressive, most powerfully armed of the
European bandits.

This fact throws one more glare of light on the
treacherous and war-inciting theory of the Socialist
Party that the war to come is a conflict between “de-
mocracy” and “dictatorship.”

In the shadow of the approaching war, in the crisis
of capitalism, France and Ameriea, the great “de-
mocracies,” are fast laying the foundations for Fascism
in their own domains.

American and French capitalist "democracy” and
German Fascism are expressions of one and the same
thing—capitalist imperialism in its crisis.

•* ' *

AT EVERY stage of the cold-blooded maneuvers of
the Imperialist bandits, it Is the duty of the working

class to unmask the grim reality behind the smooth
diplomatic phrases. And the more "paclfistlc,” the more
“neutral and aloof” the words of capitalist politicians,
the more sharply must their true meaning be brought
out.

The United States Congress Against War was a
tremendous expression of the deeply-rooted hatred of
war of the American workers. It Is now permanently
organized as the American League Against War and
Fascism.

The imperialist slaughter which is approaching at
dizzy speed is a supreme test of the power of the
American workers to face, to unmask, and to fight
tirelessly the war machinations of the capitalists, in
which the Wall Street government, the biggest im-
perialist of all, 1s playing a central role.

“Now, We’re Going to Eat!” —By Burck

Soldiers Refuse to
Oust Soviets from
Cuban Sugar Mills

Desertion of A B C
Organization Weakens

'Grau Regime
HAVANA, Oct. 20.—Three of the

biggest sugar mills in Cuba —the Ja-
ronu and the Senado in Camaguey
Province, and the Mabay in Oriente
Province—have been taken over by
the sugar workers, who have organ-
ized Soviets to run them.

All efforts made by the Grau San
Martin government to oust the So-
viets have failed because detach-
ments of soldiers sent to shoot down
the workers have fraternized with
them instead and approved the seiz-
ure of the sugar mills.

A.B.C. Radical Deserts Graa

The Grau government has lost an
important section of Its middle-class
support, the A.B.C. Radical organi-
zation announcing its withdrawal of
support of the present regime.

The A.B.C. Radical, whose mem-
bers are uniformed and heavily
armed, will continue to cooperate

with the army aommand of Col.
Batista, the organization's leader
stated.

Troops are guarding all highways
leading out of Havana and searching
all cars, as unverified rumors of a
new revolt in the eastern provinces
spread through the city.

To keep up a six-page "Daily YVork-
! er,” the circulation must be doubled,

i Do your share by getting new sub-
scribers.

Plan Maryland State
League Against War

BALTIMORE.—PIans for the or-
ganization of a permanent Maryland
League Against War and Fascism,
affiliated to the American League
Against War and Fascism created by

the recent U. S. Congress Against
War will be made at a meeting here
next Monday, Oct. 23.

The more than 200 persons who
signed cards expressing their interest
in the struggle against war at the
recent meeting at which Henri Bar-
busse and Tom Mann spoke will meet
at the Y. M. C. A., Franklin and
Cathedral Sts., at 8.30 p. m. to elect
a provisional committee to prepare
for a state Anti-War Convention
early in December. Tom Pinkerton
will be acting chairman; Dr. Albert
E. Blumberg of Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity will be the princiapl speaker,

108,90(1 Wounded
Vets Cut Off from

Disability Lists
WASHINGTON. Oct. 20.—As a re-

sult of the recently passed Roosevelt
reductions in the disability allowances
to wounded war veterans, more than
60 per cent will be taken off the lists,
it was announced today.

This means that about 100.000
wounded war veterans will be de-
prived of their major means of sup-
port.

The Workers Ex - Servicemen’s
League is fighting for the repeal of
the Roosevelt “economy” measures
which were passed to guarantee the
Government’s payments to the banks,
and for the restoration of full benefit
to wounded veterans.

Litvinov to Visit U, S .

on Soviet Recognition
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE)

the interests of the two states con-
cerned, but also on the general inter-

national situation, Increasing the ele-

ment of disquiet, complicating the
process of consolidating world peace
and encouraging forces tending to dis-
turb that peace.

“In accordance with the above, I
gladly accept your proposal to send
to the United States a representative
of the Soviet Government to discuss
with you the questions of interest to
our countries. The Soviet Govern-
ment will be represented by Mr. M. M.
Litvinov, Peoples’ Commissar for For-
eign Affairs, who will come to Wash-
ington at a time to be mutually
agreed upon.”

Roosevelt, who made his announce-
ment to an excited grejp of about
150 corerspondents who wanted to
know whether Litvinov will stay at
the White House and several other
things of a personal nature re-
vealed In his letter that “since
the beginning of my adminis-
tration t have contemplated the
desirability of an effort to end the
present abnormal relations between

! the hundred and twenty-five million
people of the United States and the

, hundred and sixty million people of
Russia,”

After the doors of Roosevelt’s ex-
ecutive office were unlocked the cor-
respondents made a wild dash for
telephones, hats, papers and every-
thing else that would permit them
to rush away to send the news world-
wide. Other things, including the
NRA, seemed to be forgotten.

• • >

Roosevelt’s Letter
The complete text of the letters

exchanged by President Roosevelt and
President Kalinin follows:

President Roosevelt’s letter, dated
Oct. 10, said:

“Since the beginning of my ad-
ministration I have contemplated the
desirability of an effort to end the
present abnormal relations between
the 125.000,000 people of the United
States and the 160,000,000 people of
Russia.

“It is most regrettable that these
great peoples, between whom a happy
tradition of friendship existed for
more than a century to their mutua l

advantage, should now be without a

practical method of communicating
directly with 'each other.

“The difficulties that have created
this anomalous situation are serious
but not, In my opinion, insoluble; and
difficulties between great nations can
be removed only by frank, friendly

conversations. If you are of similar
mind, I should be glad to receive any
representatives you may designate to
explore with me personally ail ques-
tions between cur countries.

“Participation in such a discussion
would, of course, not commit either
nation to any future course of action,
but would indicate a sincere desire to
reach a satisfactory solution of the
problems involved. It is my hope that
such conversations might result in
good to the people of both our coun-
tries.”

Kalinin’s Reply

Kalinin’s reply, dated Oct. 17, said:
“Ihave received your message of

Oct. 10th.
“Ihave always considered most ab-

normal and regrettable a situation
wherein, during the past sixteen years,
two great republics—the United States
of America and the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics—have lacked the
usual methods of communication and
have been deprived of the benefits
which such communications could
give. I am glad to note that you
also reached the same conclusion,

“There is no doubt that difficulties,
present or arising, between two coun-
tries, can be solved only when direct
relations exist between them; and
that, on the other hand, they have
no chance for solution in the absence
of such relations. I shall take the
liberty further to express the opinion
that the abnormal situation, to which
you correctly refer in your message,
has an unfavorable effect not only on
the interests of the two states con-
cerned, but also on the general in-

ternational situation, increasing the

element of disquiet, complicating the
process of consolidating world peace

and encouraging forces tending to

disturb that peace.

“In accordance ./Ith the above, I
gladly accept your proposal to send
to the United States a representative
of the Soviet Government to discuss

with you the questions of interest to

our countries. The Soviet Govern-

ment will be represented by Mr. M. M.

Livinov. Peoples’ Commissar lor For-
eign Affairs, who will come to Wash-
ington at a time to be mutually
agreed upon ”

Dollfuss Attacks
Rail Unions; Army

/ Moves to Hitler
10 Per Cent of Army
Strength Deserted to

Nazis Already
VIENNA, Oct. 20.—A1l railroad em-

ployees “w'-U aid anti-government

movements” will be fired at once,
and all retired railroad men will lose
their pensions if they do not sup-
port the government, according to a
decree Issued today by the Dollfuss
Cabinet.

This decree, aimed ostensibly only
against Nazi adherents, will be ap-
plied at once against railroad work-
ers who are communists or members
of the Socialist rail unions.

Word has been secretly passed
around among union railmen to be
prepared to strike the moment the
government attacks the union or-
ganizaion.

About 10 pr cent of the total
strength of the Austrian Army has
already deserted and fled to Nazi
Germany, according to the illegal
paper, “Die Wahrheit.” The total
number who have gone to the Nazis
equals the effective strength of seven
battalions. In addition at least 20,000
Nazi civilians have fled to Germany,
where they are being drilled in an
“Austrian Legion” for eventual in-

vasion of Austrian’ territory.

The bosses don't support the Daily
Worker. Its support comes from
the working class. Have you done
your share to help the “Daily?”
Rush Tour contribution to the
“Daily,”50 E. 13th St., N. Y. City.

W. E. S. L. Offer of;
Anti-Nazi United
Front Is Rejected

•Jewish War Vet Chiefs
Indicate Donations

May Suffer
NEW YORK.—Officials of the

Jewish War Veterans have flatly
rejected the offer of the Workers’
Ex-Servicemen’s League for united
action to prevent the threatened
meeting of the Nazis on Oct. 29 at
tile 165th Regiment Armory, Lexing-
ton Ave, and 25th St.

A delegation of the W. E. S. L.
which called upon local chiefs of the
Jewish War Veterans at the Hotel
New Yorker were at first given the
big smile and the old glad hand.
Eut when the delegations' credentials
were examined, the W. E. S. L. reo-
resentatives were pointedly told,
“very sorry, but the planning com-
mittee has decided to reject the prof-
ferred cooperation of your organi-

zat'on.”
One of the officials explained

it wasn't “ere’’idle* against Reds”
that promcied their action. “Fact
is,” h- said, “I went to the Rand
School som- years ago myself.”
The fact that “a number of im-
ortant Senators have been asked to

cooperate” and that Samuel Unter-
myer had contributed $25 000 to their
camop.ig-i, was given as their reasons
for refusing the united front offer of
the W. E. S. L,

At this ooint, Samuel Tupper, a
member of the W. E. S. L. and a
former chaplain in both the U. S.
and British forces during the World
War. inquired of the spokesmen for
the Jewish War Veterans whether it
was “dollars or anti-Nazi support”
they were looking for.

Only a few seconds more transpired
before the gilded smile of the "cor-
dial” commander disappeared and a
strong-arm lad informed tb» W. Y
S. L. delegation that it had "better
clear out.”

In a statement issued yesterday
the W. E. S. L. declared that it
would "join with all working-class
organizations and other sincere op-
ponents of Fascism in blocking at-
tempts of the Nazis to hold their
Hitlerite demonstration in New York
on Oct. 29.”

The W. E. 8. L. delegation con-
sisted of Harold Hickerson. national
secretary; S amuel Tupper, Peter V.
Cachione, Harvey Briggs, Robert
Mac Gee and Harold Keithline.

HELLDORF, FASCIST STORM
TROOP HEAD, FALTERS ON
STAND IN REICHSTAG TRIAL
Frame-Up Bungled as He Admits Knowing of

Fire One Hour Before
AT THE GERMAN FRONTIER,

Oct. 20 (Via Zurich, Switzerland).
—Count Helldorf, high Nazi offi-
cial, was cornered into making
damaging admissions on the stand
in the Reichstag fire trial in Ber-
lin today.

Helldorf was commander -in -

chief of the Berlin storm troops
until this year, but was demoted
and sent to Potsdam as Police
President after the Reichstag fire
because he was too greatly com-
promised in the frame-up. He once
was convicted of participation in
an anti-Jewish pogrom in Berlin.

Together with Edmund Heines
and Lieutenant Schulz, Helldorf is
one of the Nazi leaders under
strong suspicion of having directly
taken part in burning the Reichs-
tag. Heines, now Police President
of Breslau, formerly served a pris-
on term for cold-blooded murders
committed as head of the “Black
Reichswehr Fehme,” which he open-
ly boasted about. Schulz was also
convicted for Fehme murders.

Heines Now In Italy
The hearing began with a sen-

sational announcement by Presid-
ing Judge Buenger that Heines i
wired he is in Italy and cannot at- ]
tend the hearing. The foreign jour- i
nalists in the courtroom expressed :
the view that Heines’ trip to Italy \
is really a flight from examination 1
in court. i ,

Before the witnesses were called,
Buenger made a solemn speech ,
stating that the court would in-
vestigate all suspicions but “the
affair of the underground tunnel '
must be settled.”

On the stand, Helldorf described ]
how he spent the night of the fire. ]
Professor Arnim was with him un- ,
til 7 p.m., after which both had j.
supper in the Ranke Restaurant. ; ]
He declared that he received news
of the fire at 8:30 p.m.

Presiding Judge Buenger, no-

ticing that Helldorf wan convict-
ing himself by displaying knowl-
edge of the fire nearly one hour
before it actually broke out (at
9:15 p.m-), tried to save him by
interrupting with: “But the
Reichstag wasn't on fire at 8:30
p.m.”

Helldorf replied: “I may he
mistaken about the time; 1 didn’t ,
notice particularly.” (

He added that he sent Arnim to 1
the Reichstag and received a re- i
port from him at about 10 p.m. 1
Helldorf declared that the asser-
tion of his participation in the fire ¦

was “a pure invention.”
“I gave orders to the storm trooo

leaders to arrest Communist and
Social -Democratic leaders,” ha
then stated.

Ernst Torgler, Communist
Reichstag leader, asked: “Did you
give that order officially in your
capacity as the leader of the Ber-
lin district storm troopers?”

Attorney-General Werner*
“What ha* that question to do
with the fire?”

Torgler: “It is of the highest
importance for the defense of
my Party!”
Helldorf then replied: “I gave

the order on my own initiative,
without orders from my superiors.
As a storm troop leader I was em-
powered to arrest enemies of the
government, especially the probable
incendiaries.”

George Dimitroff, Budgarin*
Communist defendant, asked*
“How did you know-—without in-
vestigation—that Communist and
Social-Democratic officials were
the probable culprits?”

Helldorf: “In our opinion the
only possible perpetrators were to
be sought among the Marxists, who
employed the fire as a signal for
insurrection-”

Dimitroff, bitingly: “Did you no-
tice any insurrection the next
day?”

Helldorf hesitated, then an-
swered evasively.

Dr. Sack, Torgler’s official
counsel, then demanded that Van
der Lubbe and Helldorf be con-
fronted with each other, but Van
der Lubbe refused to raise his
head, laughing and grinning with-
out interruption. Judge Buenger
asked him why he was laughing,
but Van der Lubbe made no reply.

Suddenly Helldorf shouted at
Van der Lubbe: "Stop!” The
young Dutchman sprang np and
gazed at Helldorf. Helldorf asked
him: “Do yon know me?” Van
der Lubbe replied loudly, for the
first time during the trial* "No.”
In the absence of Heines ths

manager of a hotel in Gleiwitz, ,
Upper Silesia, testified that Heines
lived in the hotel from Feb. 25 to
Feb. 29 and departed in an auto-
mobile that afternoon. He declared
that Heines had held a lecture in
Gleiwitz on the night of the fire,
and offered newspaper clippings on
the lecture and Heines’ police
registration at the hotel in evi-
dence.

British Admiral Calls for Navy
to Meet U.S. Armament Race

LONDON, Oct. 28.—A campaign for a British navy “second to none *

as an answer to the challenge of America’s program of navy building was
launched last night by Earl Beatty, admiral of the British fleet, at a Navy

League dinner.
Referring to America’s $238,008,000 navy building program, the largest

- ¦

League Gets Hitler
Notice Announcing
German Withdrawal
Nazi Referendum Asks

Approval of All
Hitler Actions

BERLIN, Oct. 20.—Germany sent

formal notification of its withdrawal

from the League of Nations to the
League Secretariat last night.

The contents of the German note

was kept a secret by the Nazi of-

ficials who merely said that it was
very short.

At the same time the text of the
question to which German voters are
asked to say “Yes” or “No” at the
referendum on November 12 was
modified to make it an unconditional
approval of all the acts of Hitler. It
Is so vague that it cqn be used, for
any purpose the Nazi government
chooses, and especially it can be in-
terpreted as an approval of war ac-
tions, although it contains no refer-
ence to war.

The question, which is in the in-
formal first person which in German
is used only for familiar address, is
as follows

“Dost thou, German man or Ger-
man woman, approve of the policy

of the Reich government, and art
thou ready to acknowledge this
policy as the expression of thy own
viewpoint and will and solemnly
pledge thyself thereto?”

Minor to Speak
at Anti-Deportation

i Meeting Thurs. Nite
NEW YORK —On Thursday night,

October 26, at Irving Plaza, 15th St.
and Irving PI., there will be a huge
mass meeting against the deporta-

tion of militant workers who are
picked up by the Labor Department

on “illegal entry” and other con-
cocted charges.

Frank Borich, militant organizer
of the National Miners Union, Edith
Berkman. girl leader of the textile
strike of 1931, face deportation to
Jugo-Slavia and Poland respectively.
Tom Antenoff, militant worker of
Detroit, facing deportation to Bul-
garia, will be one of the speakers at
this meeting

>in history, Beatty declared that Great

Britain had made a mistake In ac-

cepting the cruiser limitations of the

London Naval Conference, and must

correct that error at the next naval
conference, in 1935.

“Our naval strength is not suffi-
cient to allow us to play the part of

a great power,” he declared. “A pro-
gram like the program which Presi-
dent Roosevelt has announced is
exactly what would help us.”

Many predictions have been mad*
in the best-informed British press
recently that the next British budget
would contain provisions for a navy
building program equal to America’s.

* • *

WASHINGTON Oct. 20. The
American Navy League has sent a
sharp letter to the Navy League of
Great Britain protesting against the
British government’s recent request to
Roosevelt to reconsider the building
of the largest size cruisers.

“Our people are being forced re-
luctantly to a conclusion,” the Navy
League's letter says in part, “that,
while your statesmen continue to say
that war beween us is unthinkable,
they apparently keep in mind always
such a contingency, and that in the
event of our engagement in a war in
which the British remain neutral.
Great Britain Is indifferent to the
outcome.”

U. S. Launches Submarine

PORTSMOUTH, N. H„ Oct. 20.
The latest U. S. submarine, the U. S.
Cachalot, was launched at Ports-
mouth Navy Yard yesterday. It is
similar to seven others built In re-
cent years. As soon as it has com-
pleted a trial cruise after being com-
missioned, it will be sent to the
Pacific, where the greater part of
the U. S, navy has been maintained
for a year,

Brazil Plans 28 Warship*

RIO DE JANEIRO, Oct 20.—The
Brazilian Ministry of Marine has
asked the embassies of Washington,
London, Paris, Rome, Tokio, Stock-
holm and Oslo to call for bids for
the construction of 28 warships, in-
cluding cruisers, destroyers, and sub-
marines, for the Brazilian navy.
Brazil offers to my for them on a
barter basis, with manganese, cocoa,
cotton, rubber, nuts and oil.

Communists Win Seat
in Colombia Election

BOGOTA. Colombia. Oct, 20.—The
Communist Party showed amazing
strength in the recent elections of
members to the Cit- Council, win-

; ning a scat for the first, time in the
history of Colombia. Despite the rigid

, police terror aimed against the Com-
munists, they polled, 473 votes.
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